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ABSTRACT
The importance of wave breaking in both microwave remote sensing and
air-sea interaction has led to this investigation of the utility of a Ku-Band CW
Doppler scatterometer to detect and characterize wave breaking in the open ocean.
Field and laboratory measurements by previous authors of microwave backscatter
from sharp-crested and breaking waves have shown that these events can exhibit
characteristic signatures in moderate incidence angle measurements of the radar
cross-section (RCS) and Doppler spectrum. Specifically, breaking events have been
associated with polarization independent sea spikes in the RCS accompanied by
increased mean frequency and bandwidth of the Doppler spectrum. .
Simultaneous microwave, video, and environmental measurements were made
during the SAXON experiment off Chesapeake Bay in the fall of 1988. The
scatterometer was pointed upwind with an incidence angle of 45 degrees and an
illumination area small compared to the wavelength of the dominant surface
waves. An autocovariance estimation technique was used to produced time series
of the RCS, mean Doppler frequency, and Doppler spectral bandwidth in real-time.
The joint statistics of the microwave quantities indicative of breaking are
used to investigate detection schemes for breaking events identified from the video
recordings. The most successful scheme is based on thresholds in both the RCS
and the Doppler bandwidth determined from joint distributions for breaking and
non-breaking waves. Microwave events consisting of a sea spike in the RCS
accompanied by a large bandwidth are associated with the steep forward face of
waves in the early stages of breaking. The location of the ilumination area with
respect to the phase of the breaking wave, the stage of breaking development, and
the orientation of an individual crest with respect to the antenna look-direction
all influence the detect abilty of a breaking event occurring in the vicinity of the
radar spot. Since sea spikes tend to occur on the forward face of waves in the
process of breaking, the whitecap associated with a given sea spike may occur
after the crest of the wave responsible for the sea spike has passed the center of
the ilumination area. Approximately 70% of the' waves which produce whitecaps
within a distance of 5m of the bore sight location a,re successfully identified by a
threshold-based detection scheme utilzing both RCS and bandwidth information.
The sea spike statistics are investigated as fuhctions of wave field
parameters and friction velocity u*. For vv and HH polarization, the frequency
of sea spike occurrence and the sea spike contribution to the mean RCS show an
approximately cubic dependence on u*, which is consistent with theoretical
modellng and various measures of whitecap coverage. The data also suggest that
the average RCS of an individual sea spike is not dependent on u*. At high
friction velocities (u*~40-50cms-l), the contribution of sea spikes to the mean RCS
is in the range of 5-10% for vv and 10-20% for HH. The wind speed dependence
of the percentage of crests producing sea spikes is comparable to that of the
fraction of breaking crests reported by previous authors. The percentage of wave
crests producing sea spikes is found to vary approximately as (Re*)1. 5, where Re*
is a Reynolds number based on u* and the dominant surface wavelength. This
result agrees with measurements of the degree of wave breaking by. previous
authors and is shown to be consistent with a cubic dependence on u *. Models
for the probabilty of wave breaking as a function of moments of the wave height
spectrum are compared to our results. The Doppler frequency and bandwidth
measurements are also used to inquire into the kinematics of the breaking process.
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(25km) off Cape Henry, Virginia Beach, Virginia, USA, in 12 m of
water. Latitude: 360 55' N, Longitude: 750 43' W, depth contours in
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Figure 3.4a: Plan diagram of CL T catwalk elevation showing location 88
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temporary bumpers along the north side.
Figure 3.4b: Plan diagram of CL T helicopter elevation showing loca- 89
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sites and corresponding antenna look directions.
Figure 3.5: Photograph taken from CL T catwalk looking north, showing 90
pilngs along permanent landing and temporary bumpers of horizontal
wooden beams being lowered into position along the north side.
Figure 3.6 Photograph of scatterometer antennas and video camera 92
housing mounted on railng at the helicopter deck elevation.
Pictured is Wiliam C. Keller of the US Naval Research Laboratory.
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tion) of 20cm horn antenna of scatterometer. The one-way, 3dB
beamwidth is 6.30 and the first side lobe is approximately 17dB down
at approximately :1100 from the antenna axis.
Figure 3.8: Typical antenna beam patterns for 60cm parabola 94
(E-plane). Top: vertical polarization, one-way, 3dB beamwidth 2.6°,bottom: horizontal polarization, one-way, 3dB beamwidth 2.4°.
Figure 3.9: Photograph of scatterometer antenna assembly taken from 95
the rear, showing RF unit, antennas, and video housing.
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Figure 3.11 Photograph of lower instrument boom mounted on the east 99
side of the CL T at the catwalk leveL. The sonic anemometer is mount-
ed on the end of the boom. The vertical radio tower section extend-
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Figure 3.12: Photograph of the upper boom showing infrared wave 100
auge (cylindrical housing on far right). Also shown is a nadir-
looking scatterometer and video camera housing not used in this
thesis research (see Appendix E).
Figure 3.13: Comparison of surface displacement spectra computed from 103
wire wave gauge measurements (dashed line) and derived from the time
series of the mean Doppler frequency of the microwave measurements,
equation (3.5), (solid line). Each spectrum corresponds to a one-
hour time record.
Figure 3.14: Photograph showing radio tower installed atop the bea- 105
con tower (far right corner) holding the propeller anemometer, air
temperature probe, and humidity sensor.
Figure 3.15: Time series comparing 10-mIn averages of sonic anemo- 108
meter measurements (X) and bulk formula estimates (+) of friction
velocity, u* (top) and wind speed reference to 10m (middle,
labelled WS) for 9-27-88. The shaded region in the graph of wind
direction, WD, (bottom) shows the range of values over which the
sonic anemometer measurements were suspected to be influence by the
tower.
Figure 3.16: Same as Figure 3.15 except for 10-11-88. Sonic data 109
for wind directions fallng in the range of suspected tower inter-
ference are plotted as square symbols.
Figure 3.17: Scatter plots of 10-min averages of bulk formula esti- 111
mates vs sonic anemometer measurements of u* for the 41 hours of
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microwave data used in this thesis. The sonic anemometer data in
the top graph are for wind directions fallng in the range of sus-
pected tower interference, while those of the lower graph are judged
to be unaffected by the tower.
Figure 3.18: Photograph of instrument racks containing data acquisi- 113
tion and processing system.
Figure 3.19: Block diagram of scatterometer and video data acquisi- 114
tion and processing system. The timing of all recording systems was
synchronized by using an IRIG-B time code generator with a serial
output and video time insertion. .
Figure 3.20: Block diagram of environmental data acquisition and pro- 116
cessing system.
Figure 3.21: Equivalent number of independent samples as a function 120
of normalize bandwidth, BTs, where Ts is the sampling interval (L\t in
the text), for a Gaussian input to a square law detector (equation
3.13).
Figure 3.22: Scatter plots comparing first and second Doppler spec- 125
tral moments computed using the covariance processing technique
(y-axes, labelled CV EST) and direct computation from the power
spectrum (x-axes, labelled PSD).
Figure 3.23a: Time series of environmental measurements showing time 130
period (horizontal line in upper graph) for RUN 01: friction veloc-
ity, u*, and wind speed reference to 10m, Ul0, computed using bulk
formula method, wind direction, WD, and significant wave height, SWH.
Figure 3.23a (continued): See caption, previous page. 131
Figure 3.23b: Hourly surface displacement spectra derived from 132
microwave measurements (equation 3.5) for RUN 01. Mid-time of
measurement is indicated in upper right hand corner of each plot.
Spectra have been extended from f=0.6Hz with an f-4 power law.
Figure 3.23b (continued): See caption, previous page. 133
Figure 3.24a: Time series of environmental measurements showing time 134
period (horizontal line in upper graph) for RUN 04: friction veloc-
ity, u*, and wind speed reference to 10m, Ul0, computed using bulk
formula method, wind direction, WD, and significant wave height, SWH.
Figure 3.24b: Hourly surface displacement spectra derived from 135
mIcrowave measurements (equation 3.5) for RUN 04. Mid-time of
measurement is indicated in upper right hand corner of each plot.
Spectra have been extended from f=0.6Hz with an f-4 power law.
Figure 3.25a: Time series of environmental measurements showing time 136
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period (horizontal line in upper graph) for RUN 05: friction veloc-
ity, u*, and wind speed reference to 10m, Ul0, computed using bulk
formula method, wind direction, WD, and significant wave height, SWH.
Figure 3.25b: Hourly surface displacement spectra derived from 137
microwave measurements (equation 3.5) for RUN 05. Mid-time of
measurement is indicated in upper right hand corner of each plot.
Spectra have been extended from f=0.6Hz with an f-4 power law.
Figure 3.25b (continued): See caption, previous page. 138
Figure 3.26a: Time series of environmental measurements showing time 139
period (horizontal line in upper graph) for RUN 06: friction veloc-
ity, u*, and wind speed reference to 10m, U1o, computed using bulk
formula method, wind direction, WD, and significant wave height, SWH.
Figure 3.26b: Hourly surface displacement spectra derived from 140
microwave measurements (equation 3.5) for RUN 06. Mid-time of
measurement is indicated in upper right hand corner of each plot.
Spectra have been extended from f=0.6Hz with an f-4 power law.
Figure 3.27a: Time series of environmental measurements showing time 141
period (horizontal line in upper graph) for RUN 09: friction veloc-
ity, u*, and wind speed reference to 10m, Uio, computed using bulk
formula method, wind direction, WD, and significant wave height, SWH.
Figure 3.27b: Hourly surface displacement spectra derived from 142
microwave measurements (equation 3.5) for RUN 09. Mid-time of
measurement is indicated in upper right hand corner of each plot.
Spectra have been extended from f=0.6Hz with an f-4 power law.
Figure 3.27b (continued): See caption, previous page. 143
Figure 3.28a: Time series of environmental measurements showing time 144
period (horizontal line in upper graph) for RUN 11: friction veloc-
ity, u*, and wind speed reference to 10m, UlO, computed using bulk
formula method, wind direction, WD, and significant wave height, SWH.
Figure 3.28b: Hourly surface displacement spectra derived from 145
microwave measurements (equation 3.5) for RUN 11. Mid-time of
measurement is indicated in upper right hand corner of each plot.
Spectra have been extended from f=0.6Hz with an f-4 power law.
Figure 3.28b (continued): See caption, previous page. 146
Figure 3.29a: Time series of environmental measurements showing time 147
period (horizontal line in upper graph) for RUN 12: friction veloc-
ity, u*, and wind speed reference to 10m, Ul0, computed using bulk
formula method, wind direction, WD, and significant wave height, SWH.
Figure 29a (continued): See caption, previous page. 148
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Figure 3.29b: Hourly surface displacement spectra derived from
microwave measurements (equation 3.5) for RUN 12. Mid-time of
measurement is indicated in upper right hand corner of each plot.
Spectra have been extended from f=0.6Hz with an f-4 power law.
Figure 3.29b (continued): See caption, previous page.
Figure 3.29b (continued): See caption, previous page.
Figure 4.1: Doppler spectral map for VV (top) and HH (bottom)
polarization ilustrating the microwave signature of a breaking
wave. Time increases up the page and the total elapsed time is 15s.
Large amplitude event in both maps exhibits large Doppler shift,
increased bandwidth, and comparble power for VV and HH polarization
(from Jessup, 1988).
Figure 4.2: Time series of (j°vv, (j°hh, Doppler frequency, and band-
width (u*=55cms-1). Events exceeding lJpoi=-5.2dB (0.30) and/or a
bandwidth of 50Hz are identified by time (min & sec). Whitecaps in
the 2-way, 3dB spot indicated on 3rd time axis from top. Notice 1:
coincidence of (70 and Doppler frequency maxima, 2: delay between
bandwidth maxima and lJ peak, 3: sea spikes mayor may not accompany
a whitecap in the 3dB spot, and 4: coincidence of whitecaps associat-
ed with a sea spike and bandwidth maxima.
Figure 4.3: Sequence of surface profies taken from laboratory
generated breaking wave (Rapp, 1986) ilustrating the variety of
surface geometries associated with the evolution of a breaking crest.
Figure 4.4: Ilustration of the changes in the local incidence angle
Oi as a function of the location of the radar spot with respect to
the phase of a breaking wave for one of the profies in Figure 4.3.
The extent of the 3dB spot is indicated by the thicker line. The
lower sketch defines the global incidence angle Og as the angle be-
tween the antenna look direction, or trasmitted electromagnetic
wavenumber il, and the normal to the mean sea level n.
Figure 4.5: Incidence angle dependence of the mean radar cross-
section (70 ilustrating the three general scattering regimes: (1)
near nadir, dominated by specular return, (2) moderate incidence,
where Bragg scattering is important, and (3) near grazing incidence
(from Valenzuela, 1978).
Figure 4.6: Schematic of steepness aiL of laboratory genrated break-
ing waves (from Rapp, 1986). The steepness range of 0.3~a/L~0.7
corresponds to a local incidence angle range of 100~Oi900 for
measurements at a global incidence angle Og of 450 (see Figures 4.4
and 4.5).
Figure 4.7 (top): Average number of events per hour N vs radar
cross-section threshold for different u* interval in SAXON. The
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same number of events are counted in VV and HH polarization near
-5dB.
Figure 4.8 (bottom): Same as Figure 4.7 except for North Sea data 165
and VV and HH curves begin to coincide near ~dB.
Figure 4.9a: Scatter plot of peak (j°vv vs lJhh for sea spikes asso- i 71
ciated with waves identified as breaking (top) and non-breaking
(bottom) for a one-hour video recording during Run 11 (u*=30cms-i).
Figure 4.9b: Same as Figure 4.ga except for Run 12 (u*=40cms-1). 172
Figure 4.10: Schematic diagram showing polarization dependence of (j0 i 74
as a function of incidence angle. In general, (j0vv?lJhh for moderate
incidence angle, while the return becomes polarization independent
as the incidence angle decreases (from Ulaby et ai., 1982).
Figure 4.11: Scatter plot of polarization ratio of sea spike maxima 175
versus the associated maximum Doppler frequency shift for breaking
(top) and non-breaking (bottom) waves during the one-hour video
recording for Run 12 (u*=40cms-1).
Figure 4.12: Scatter plot of the Doppler frequency at the time of 177
the sea spike peak, F peak, versus the Doppler frequency maximum,
F max, for breaking (top) and non-breaking (bottom) waves identified
from the one-hour video recording during Run 12 (u*=40cms-1).
Figure 4.13: Variation with surface wave phase of V r, the component 178
of orbital velocity in the antenna look direction, from linear wave
theory for an incidence angle of 45°. The velocity varies across the
crest region from its maximum at 7r/4 ahead of the crest to zero at
7r/4 behind the crest.
Figure 4.14: Example of one-minute time series of (7°vv, (j0hh, mean 181
Doppler frequency, and bandwidth computed directly from Doppler
spectra derived from the scatterometer data recorded on analog tape.
Doppler spectra for the three sea spikes identified in the top trace
are shown in Figures 4.15-4.17.
Figure 4.15: Doppler spectra for the first sea spike identified in 182
Figure 4.14 (VV time 02:45:761) corresponding to the sea spike peak
(top, labelled SSMAX) and the associated bandwidth maximum (bottom,labelled BWMAX). The mean frequency is marked with an (X) on the
frequency axis. Án image of the dominant peak reflected about zero
frequency is evident on the left in each spetrum.
Figure 4.16: Doppler spectra for the second sea spike peak identi- 183
fied in Figure 4.14 (VV time 03:06.136) corresponding to the sea
spike peak (SSMAX) and the associated bandwidth maximum (BWMAX).
The mean frequency is indicated by an (X) on the frequency axis.
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Figure 4.17: Same as Figure 4.16 except for the third sea spike 184
identified in Figure 4.14 (VV time 03:08.511).
Figure 4.18a: Scatter plot of peak sea spike (j0vv versus Bmax, its IS7
associated bandwidth maximum for breaking (top) and non-breaking
(bottom) waves for the one-hour video recording from Run 11
(u*=30cms-1).
Figure 4.18b: Same as 4.18a except for Run 12 (u*=40cms-1). 188
Figure 5.1: Mean normalize radar cross-section versus friction 195
velocity for VV (a:top) and HH (b:bottom) polarization, where each
symbol represents a one-hour average. The slope of the linear
regression line is 2.0 for VV and 1.8 for HH polarization.
Figure 5.2: Frequency of sea spike occurrence N (number per hour) 197
vs friction velocity for the detection schemes (a) (j°vv:?(jOpoi=-5.2dB,
(b) (j0vv?=-6.0dB, (c) B:?50Hz, and (d) (j°vv:?=-6.0dB and/or B:?50Hz.
Each symbol represents one-hour with different symbols for each run.
The linear regression parameters for equation (5.3) are in the upper
left hand corner of each plot.
Figure 5.3: Sea spike contribution (70vvssi (VV, method 1) versus 200
friction velocity for the detection schemes (a) (j°vv:?(jOpoi=-5.2dB,
(b) (j0vv:?=-6.0dB, (c) B:?50Hz, and (d) (j0vv:?=-6.0dB and/or B:?50Hz.
Each symbol represents one-hour with different symbols for each run.
The linear regression parameters for equation (5.4a) are in the
upper left hand corner of each plot.
Figure 5.4: Sea spike contribution (j0hhssl (HH, method 1) versus 201
friction velocity for the detection schemes (a) crvv?(7°poi=-5.2dB,
(b) (j0vv:?=-6.0dB, (c) B:?50Hz, and (d) (70vv?=-6.0dB and/or B:?50Hz.
Each symbol represents one-hour with different symbols for each run.
The linear regression parameters for equation (5.4b) are in the upper
left hand corner of each plot.
Figure 5.5: Sea spike contribution (70vvss2 (VV, method 2) versus 203
friction velocity for the detection schemes (a) (7°vv?(7°poi=-5.2dB,
(b) (j0vv:?=-6.0dB, (c) B:?50Hz, and (d) crvv:?=-6.0dB and/or B:?50Hz.
Each symbol represents one-hour with different symbols for each
run. The linear regression parameters for equation (5.5a) are in the
upper left hand corner of each plot.
Figure 5.6: Sea spike contribution (70hhss2 (HH, method 2) versus 204
friction velocity for the detection schemes (a) (7°vv?(7°poi=-5.2dB,
(b) (j0vv:?=-6.0dB, (c) B?50Hz, and (d) (7°vv?=-6.0dB and/or B:?50Hz.
Each symbol represents one-hour with different symbols for each run.
The linear regression parameters for equation (5.5b) are in the upper
left hand corner of each plot.
Figure 5.7: Average sea spike contribution (7°vvssi/N (VV, method 1) 206
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versus friction velocity for the detection schemes (a) (j°vv?lJpoi=-5.2dB,
(b) (j0vv?=-6.0dB, (c) B?50Hz, and (d) lJvv?=-6.0dB and/or B?50Hz.
Each symbol represents one-hour with different symbols for each run.
Figure 5.8: Average sea spike contribution lJhhssi!N (HH, method 1) 207
versus friction velocity for the detection schemes (a) (jovv? lJpol =-5.2dB,
(b) (j0vv?=-6.0dB, (c) B?50Hz, and (d) (j0vv?=-6.0dB and/or B?50Hz.Each symbol represents one-hour with different symbols for each run.
Figure 5.9: Average sea spike contribution (j0vvss2/N (VV,method 2) 208
versus friction velocity for the detection schemes (a) (j°vv?lJpoi=-5.2dB,
(b) (j0vv?=-6.0dB, (c) B?50Hz, and (d) crvv?=-6.0dB and/or B?50Hz.
Each symbol represents one-hour with different symbols for each run.
Figure 5.10: Average sea spike contribution (7°hhss2/N (HH, method 2) 209
versus friction velocity for the detection schemes (a) (7°vv?crpoi=-5.2dB,
(b) (j0vv?=-6.0dB, (c) B?50Hz, and (d) (j0vv?=-6.0dB and/or B?50Hz.
Each symbol represents one-hour with different symbols for each run.
Figure 5.11: Fractional radar cross-section (j°vvssi! (jovv (VV, methodl) 210
versus friction velocity for the detection schemes (a) (j°vv?(7°poi=-5.2dB,
(b) (j0vv?=-6.0dB, (c) B?50Hz, and (d) (j0vv?=-6.0dB and/or B?50Hz.
Each symbol represents one-hour with different symbols for each run.
Figure 5.12: Fractional radar cross-section (j°hhssi! (7°hh (HH, 211
method 1) versus friction velocity for the detection schemes (a)
(70vv?(j0poi=-5.2dB, (b) (70vv?=-6.0dB, (c) B?50Hz, and (d) (j°vv?=-6.0dB
and/or B?50Hz. Each symbol represents one-hour with different symbols
for each run.
Figure 5.13: Fractional radar cross-section (j°vVSS2/ crvv (VV, 212
method 2) versus friction velocity for the detection schemes (a)
(70vv?(70poi=-5.2dB,(b) (j0vv?=-6.0dB, (c) B?50Hz, and (d) (7°vv?=-6.0dB
and/or B?50Hz. Each symbol represents one-hour with different symbols
for each run.
Figure 5.14: Fractional radar cross-section (j°hhssi! crhh (HH, 213
method 1) versus friction velocity for the detection schemes (a)
(70vV?(70poi=-5.2dB, (b) (70vv?=-6.0dB, (c) B?50Hz, and (d) (7°vv?=-6.0dB
and/or B?50Hz. Each symbol represents one-hour with different symbols
for each run.
Figure 5.15: Percentage of crest producing sea spikes, Pss versus 215
friction velocity for the detection schemes (a) (7°vv?(7°poi=-5.2dB,
(b) (70vv?=-6.0dB, (c) B?50Hz, and (d) crvv?=-6.0dB and/or B?50Hz.
Each symbol represents one-hour with different symbols for each run.
The linear regression parameters for equation (5.6) are in the upper
left hand corner of each plot.
Figure 5.16: Comparison of results for SAXON with those of Holthuijsen 217
and Herbers (1986) and Toba et aL. (ign) (see Figure 1.1) as percent-
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age of breaking crests versus U 10, wind speed referenced to 10m.
Figure 5.17: Percentage of crest producing sea spikes, Pss versus 219
the roughness Reynolds number Re* for the detection schemes
(a) (j°vv::(j°poi=-5.2dB, (b) (j°vv::=-6.0dB, (c) B?50Hz, and (d)(j°vv::=-6.0dB and/or B?50Hz. Each symbol represents one-hour with
different symbols for each run. The linear regression parameters for
equation (5.8) are in the upper left hand corner of each plot.
Figure 5.18: Percentage of crest producing sea spikes, Pss versus 221
m4/ g2, the dimensionless fourth moment of the surface displacement
spectrum (equation 1. 19). Curves correspond to Srokoz' s model,
equation (1.20), for O.2~a~0.4. The cutoff frequency for the
computation of m4 is fc=0.5Hz.
Figure 5.19: Same as Figure 5.18 except m4 is computed using surface 222
displacement spectra which have been extended by an f-4 power law
with a cutoff frequency of fc=2.5Hz (see Figures 3.23b-3.28b).
Figure 5.20: Average maximum Doppler velocity (resolved to horizontal, 226
see equation 5.9) associated with detected sea spikes normalized by
the phase speed corresponding to the peak of the surface displacement
spectrum for the detection schemes (a) (j°vv?(j0poi=-5.2dB, (b) (j0vv::=-6.0dB,
(c) B::50Hz, and (d) (j°vv::=-6.0dB and/or B::50Hz.
Figure 5.21: Doppler spectrum showing the signature of a fast moving 228
splash caused by a breaking wave. The peak frequency of greater that
400Hz corresponds to a line-f-sight velocity of roughly 4ms-1. The
splash has negligble impact on the mean Doppler frequency, which is
less than 100Hz.
Figure 5.22: Average normalized bandwidth (see equations 5.10 and 230
5.11) associated with detected sea spikes for the detection schemes
(a) (7°vv?(7°poi=-5.2dB, (b) (7°vv?=-6.0dB, (c) B?50Hz, and (d)
(j°vv?=-6.0dB and/or B::50Hz.
Figure 5.23: Summary of selected results (see text, section 5.7) for 232
the detection scheme (1) (70vv?lJpoi=-5.2dB.
Figure 5.24: Summary of selected results (see text, section 5.7) for 233
the detection scheme (2) (70vv?=-6.0dB.
Figure 5.25: Summary of selected results (see text, section 5.7) for 234
the detection scheme (3) B::50Hz.
Figure 5.26: Summary of selected results (see text, section 5.7) for 235
the detection scheme (4) (7°vv?=-6.0dB and/or B?50Hz.
Figure 5.27: Example of time series of crvv, (j0hh, Doppler frequency, 237
and bandwidth computed with an integration time of Ti=0.25s (compare
Figure 5.28).
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Figure 5.28: Example of time series of (j°yV' (j0hh, Doppler frequency,
and bandwidth computed with an integration time of T¡=0.125s (compare
Figure 5.27).
Figure 5.29: Top: threshold analysis from Chapter 4, section 4.1.2
repeated for SAXON data with an integration time of T¡=0.125s.
A verage number of events per hour N vs radar cross-section threshold
for different u* interval in SAXON. Notice that the number of HH
events exceeds that for VV at large threshold values. Bottom: Figure
4.6 (T¡=0.25s) is reproduced for comparison.
Figure 5.30: Summary of selected results (see text, section 5.7) for
the detection scheme (1) (70yy?(jopoi=-5.2dB (Integration time T¡=0.125s).
Figure 5.31: Summary of selected results (see text, section 5.7) for
the detection scheme (2) (70yv:?=-6.0dB (Integration time T¡=0.125s).
Figure 5.32: Summary of selected results (see text, section 5.7) for
the detection scheme (3) B:?50Hz (Integration time T¡=0.125s).
Figure 5.33: Summary of selected results (see text, section 5.7) for
the detection scheme (4) (70yy?=-6.0dB and/or B?50Hz (Integration time
Ti=0.125s).
Figure A.l: Image suppression L as a function of amplitude and phase
imbalance (from Doviak and Zrnic, 1984)
Figure A.2: Calibration of image rejection for SAXON scatterometer,
5-11-88.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Deep-water wave breaking plays an important role in air-sea interaction, II
surface wave dissipation, and in the generation of currents. Statistics on the
frequency of breaking waves and their dependence on wind and wave conditions
are needed to quantify the role of wave breaking in the upper ocean. Most
attempts at field measurements of breaking waves have been subjective and
qualitative because of the difficulty of unambiguously detecting and quantifying
individual events.
Major applications of microwave remote sensing of the ocean include the
measurement of wind speed or stress using scatterometry and the imaging of
surface waves by synthetic aperture radar (SAR). A detailed understanding of
microwave scattering from the sea surface is essential to the application of these
increasingly important remote sensing techniques. Interpretation of SAR
measurements depends on knowledge of the modulation of microwave return by
ocean waves, while scatterometers rely on its wind speed dependence. Although a
significant measure of success has been achieved in modellng microwave
backscatter from the ocean, discrepancies between theory and experiment suggest
that scattering mechanisms related to breaking waves may improve the models
currently in use.
Radar measurements in both the field and laboratory have indicated that
sharp-rested and breaking waves can significantly enhance active microwave
scattering from the ocean. Microwave detectabilty of breaking waves would
provide a tool with which to quantify the role of wave breaking in upper ocean
dynamics. This thesis presents quantitative measurements of distinctive events II
mIcrowave backscatter from the ocean surface which are caused by breaking
- 20 -
waves.
The major objectives of this thesis are to
1 ) investigate the characteristics and the source of the microwave
return from breaking waves,
determine if the microwave signature of breaking waves can be used
to unambiguously identify individual breaking events,
compare the dependence on wind and wave conditions of the
breaking events detected by microwave measurements with other
measurements of wave breaking and with analytical modellng,
utiize microwave Doppler velocity measurements to inquire
into the kinematics of the breaking process,
and quantify the contribution of microwave return from breaking
waves to the mean radar cross-section of the sea surface.
2)
3)
4)
5)
1.1 MEASUREMENTS AND MODELLING OF WAVE BREAKING
Ocean waves are generated by the transfer of momentum from the
atmosphere to the sea surface through pressure force and the frictional drag of the
wind. Wind blowing over a quiescent sea wil first generate ripples of very short
wavelength. The dynamIcs of these small-scale waves, referred to as capilary
waves, are dominated by surface tension. As the wind continues to blow and
more waves are generated, energy is transferred through nonlinear interactions
from the short waves to longer waves with larger amplitudes. The longer waves,
governed by the restoring force of gravity, continue to grow until a so-called
fully-developed sea is established. At this point, the growth of the surface
displacement spectrum has reached an equilbrium where the input from the wind
is balanced by the mechanisms of nonlinear wave-wave interaction and wave
breaking.
The ocean surface can be modelled as a two-scale or composite surface
- 21 -
made up of short wind-generated ripples riding on top of long gravity waves.
The gravity waves include ocean swell produced by storms a long distance from
the measurement site and wind waves generated by the local wind blowing over
an extended distance. The long waves range in wavelength from a few meters for
the wind waves to over 200 meters for long period swell, while their phase speed
is in the range of 5 to 20ms-1. The actual fluid particle velocity of the long
waves is slow compared to the phase speed and generally lies in the range of 1 to
2ms-1. The wind-generated ripples include both short gravity waves and capilary
waves, the latter responding rapidly to the local wind. The short waves have
wavelengths of a few milimeters to tens of centimeters. The wind-generated
ripples while being advected by the long waves, also travel relative to them with
a phase speed of less than 1ms-1.
The turbulent process of wave breaking is inherently nonlinear and is
generally not amenable to analytical description. At breaking the surface fluid
particle velocity at the crest is on the order of its phase speed. This produces an
unstable condition in which the fluid particles at the crest outrun the form of the
underlying wave itself, causing the crest to overturn and the wave to break.
Although the breaking process defies a simple formal definition, the
phenomenon has been divided by type into spiling and plunging breakers
(Longuet-Higgins and Turner, 1974). Plunging breakers are more energetic and
are generally described by a curling crest which lunges ahead some distance into
the forward slope of the wave. Spiling breakers evolve more slowly and are
characterized by a quasi-steady whitecap of turbulent water which rides down the
forward face. Longuet-Higgins and Turner (1974) proposed an lentraining plume'
model of a spiling breaker in which the whitecap is described as a mixture of
- 22 -
water and air which travels down the surface slope under the influence of gravity.
Breaking waves in the open ocean are more commonly of the spiling rather than
the plunging type. The scales associated with deep-water wave breaking range
from short gravity-capilary waves spiling on the steep slopes of long waves to
breaking by the crests of the long waves themselves.
A Iscatterometer's eye-view' of wave breaking in the open ocean is shown in
the photograph of Figure 1.1, taken during the SAXON experiment (described in
Chapter 3) from 26m above the sea surface on a stationary platform located in
12m of water. The photographs in Figures 1.2 through 1.4 ilustrate some of the
descriptive qualities of breaking waves in the open ocean. Figure 1.2 shows a
turbulent whitecap extending laterally along the crest of an actively breaking
wave. The example in Figure 1.3 ilustrates the steepness associated with the
forward face of breaking waves in the early stages of development. Finally, the
side view of a breaking crest in Figure 1.4 shows the sharp, wedge-like geometry
which sometimes characterizes breaking waves in a confused sea.
1.1.1 WHITECAP COVERAGE
Measurements of the fraction of surface area affected by breaking, referred to
as the whitecap coverage (Monahan 1969, 1971; Monahan and O'Muirchaertaigh,
1986; Toba and Chaen, 1973) make up a large portion of previous field
measurements of wave breaking. Wu (1979) argued that the whitecap coverage
should vary cubically with friction velocity, u*. The friction velocity is a
measure of the stress exerted by the wind on the sea surface and is a function of
the stabilty of the air-sea boundary as well as wind speed (see Appendix B).
- 23 -
Figure 1.1: Photograph taken from the Chesapeake Light Tower during the
SAXON experiment showing wave breaking in the open ocean.
-24-
Figure 1.2: Photograph of a breaking wave with a turbulent whitecap
extending laterally along the crest.
-25-
Figure 1.3: Photograph of a breaking wave in the early stages of development
ilustrating the extreme steepness which may occur on the forward face.
-26-
Figure 1.4: Photograph of a breaking crest showing the sharp, wedge-like
geometry which sometimes characterizes breaking waves.
-27-
The expectation of a cubic dependence on u* is based on a balance between the
energy input from the wind and the energy dissipated by wave breaking. The
argument assumes that the whitecap coverage, w, is proportional to the rate of
energy input per unit surface area provided by the wind, É. WU (1979) states
that this rate of energy input from the wind is equivalent to the rate of work
done by the wind stress, T, to produce the wind-induced surface drift current v.
Since T is proportional to ui and v has been observed to be proportional to u*
(Wu, 1975), the whitecap coverage is expected to be proportional to u~:
W ex E = TV ex u~ (1.1 )
Wu (1979) also gives the expected dependence on wind speed referenced to a
height of 10m as
W U3,75ex 10 (1.2)
which follows from equation (1.1) with ui = CDUIo, which defines the drag
1j2
coeffcient, CD' and the empirical relation CDex U 10 .
The value of a wind speed exponent for the variation of whitecap coverage
has been the subject of a running debate, primarily between Monahan and Wu
(most recently in Wu (1988), Monahan and Woolf (1989), and Wu(1989)).
Monahan and D'Muirchaertaigh (1986) proposed the formula
VWC
2 55
1.95xl0-5 U 1Ó expf 0.0861 ~ T ì (1.3)
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for visual whitecap coverage, VWC, to describe the combined effect of wind speed
and atmospheric stability as a function of wind speed referenced to 10m elevation,
Uio, and the air-sea temperature difference, .6T=Ts-Ta, where Ts and Ta are the
sea and air temperature, respectively.
Wu's (1988) point that stabilty effects should be accounted for by using u*
to characterize whitecap coverage rather U 10 and .6 T separately is. well taken.
On the other hand, Monahan and O'Muirchaertaigh (1986) note that it is the rate
of whitecap area formation and not the whitecap coverage which would be
proportional to the energy input from the wind (due to the persistence of
whitecap foam). Furthermore, Wu's assertion that the whitecap coverage exhibits
a wind speed exponent of 3.75 is inconsistent with his championing of u~
behavior, since the drag coeffcient used to arrive at a value of 3.75 does not
include stabilty effects.
Finally, neither author provides confidence limits nor correlation coeffcients
for the exponents computed using various curve fitting techniques. The scatter in
whitecap coverage data, unavoidable experimental errors, and the subjective nature
of visual observations suggest that differences in wind speed exponents quoted to
two decimal places are not especially significant. A reasonable conclusion might
be that large wind speed and friction velocity exponents computed for whitecap
coverage are consistent with theoretical modellng, which indicates a cubic friction
velocity dependence for the input of energy from the atmosphere to the ocean.
1.1.2 PERCENTAGE OF BREAKING CRESTS
Another measure of wave breaking is the percentage of breaking crests
passing a fixed point. Figure 1.5 shows the fraction of breaking crest as a
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Figure 1.5: (Top) Fraction of breaking crests a vs. wind speed U 10 for several
studies based on point measurements of breaking (from Holthuijsen and
Herbers, 1986).
Figure 1.6: (Bottom) Joint probabilty density functions of wave height Hand
wave period T for breaking and non-breaking waves. Note that significant
overlap indicates the failure of breaking criteria based on surface displacement
measurements alone (from Holthuijsen and Herbers, 1986).
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function of U 10 for studies based on point measurements of breaking. There is
relatively good agreements between Holthuijsen and Herbers (1986) and Toba et
aL. (1971), who used similar techniques. Holthuijsen and Herbers (1986) concluded
that surface displacement measurements fail to unambiguously detect individual
breaking waves, as indicated in Figure 1.6 by the joint probabilty density
functions of wave height H and period T for breaking and non-breaking waves.
More limited results have been reported in studies which used direct
measurements of surface displacement to detect breaking events. Longuet-Higgins
and Smith (1983) and Thorpe and Humphries (1980) used wire wave gauges to
detect abrupt changes in surface elevation attributed to breaking waves.
Weissman, Atakturk, and Katsaros (1984) correlated increases in the energy of
high frequency waves with visual observations of breaking.
1.2 DEPENDENCE OF W AVE BREAKING ON WAVE CONDITIONS
1.2.1 ROUGHNESS REYNOLDS NUMBER Re*
Casual observation of the development of wind-generated waves on
previously calm water indicates that the local wind stress can dominate small- to
intermediate-scale breaking. However, in addition to the action of the wind,
wave breaking can result from wave interactions which are independent of the
wind. The random phase of large-cale ocean waves propagating in different
directions can lead to constructive interference resulting in unstable crests which
ultimately break. Furthermore, these two general types of breaking can occur in
concert, leading to wave breaking over a wide range of scales.
Toba and colleagues (Toba and Kunishi, 1970; Toba, 1972; Toba and Chaen,
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1973) have proposed that the dependence of wave breaking on the combined
effects of wind stress and wave conditions can be described by a dimensionless
variable which resembles a Reynolds number:
u* L
1/ ' (1.4)Re*
where L is a length scale characteristic of the sea surface (eg., the wavelength
corresponding to the peak frequency of the surface displacement spectrum) and 1/
is the kinematic viscosity of air. The formulation is based on a macroscopic
approach to the momentum balance at the air-sea interface (Toba, 1972) and
supported by field measurements of whitecap coverage (Toba and Chaen, 1973)
and wind tunnel measurements of the percentage of breaking crests (Toba and
Kunishi, 1970).
Addressing the combined effect of wind and wave conditions on breaking was
motivated by the observed dependence of the drag coeffcient, CD' on sea state as
well as wind speed (Toba and Kunishi, 1970). Figure 1.7 shows the drag
coeffcient (referenced to 10m height, TIo=CD) plotted against Re~ =u*H/1/ (a
Reynolds number related to Re* by Toba, 1972), where H is a characteristic wave
height scale. The sharp increase of the drag coeffcient at approximately Re~=i03
coincides with the beginning of air entrainment by breaking. The implication is
that the increased momentum transferred from the air to the water in the process
of breaking is directly reflected in this increase in the drag coeffcient.
The theoretical basis for the dependence of wave breaking on Re* is a local
balance which determines the transfer of momentum and mechanical energy from
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Figure 1.7: Laboratory measurements of drag coeffcient ,210( =Cd) vs. Re*2
showing a sharp increase at approximately Re*2 = 103 coinciding with the
onset of breaking (from Toba and Kunishi, 1970).
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the atmosphere to the ocean. Toba (1972) asserts that, under equilbrium
conditions, the dissipation of energy by breaking must equal the energy input
from the wind. Furthermore, the energy dissipation process is envisioned as a
cascade from the large-cale turbulence of breaking to final dissipation at small
scales by molecular viscosity. Following Toba's notation, let r be the ratio of the
wind stress supported by the waves to the total wind stress T. The wind stress
is related to the friction velocity, u*, by
T = put (1.5 )
where p is the air density. The average horizontal surface velocity due to the
orbital motion of the wind waves is referred to as the Stokes' drift. Toba (1972)
argues that the rate of work done by the wind on the waves is given by the
product of the wind stress supported by the waves, rT, and the Stokes' drift, Uo:
rruo. (1.6)
Using dimensional analysis, Toba (1972) concludes that Uo is proportional to u*
and thus the energy input from the wind to the waves can be expressed as
r'u3*, (1. 7)
by dividing (1.6) by p and combining into r' the ratio r and the proportionality
constant between V and u*. Toba represents the rate of energy dissipation by
molecular viscosity as
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zf l1 D dz
o
(1.8)
where l1 is the dynamic viscosity of water, D behaves like the squared magnitude
of the velocity gradient, (åu/ &)2, and Z is the depth over which the dissipation
occurs. Dividing (1.8) by p and using the variables u*, L, and v for scaling, a
variable which scales as. the rate of energy dissipation due to molecular viscosity
is l/UL. Then the overall process of energy dissipation due to wave breaking
can be characterized by the dimensionless ratio of the scaling parameters for the
input from the wind, equation (1.7), to that of the dissipation by viscosity,
resulting in Re*=u*L/v.
Figure 1.8 shows field results reported by Toba and Chaen (1973) of the
percentage of whitecap coverage as a function of Re*. For values of Re*?4xl04,
a straight line fit with slope 1.5 was proposed and a value of Re*= 2xl04 was
given as the onset of breaking. Figure 1.9 shows wind tunnel results from Toba
and Kunishi (1970) for the fraction of breaking crests as a function of Re* on a
linear-log plot, indicating the onset of breaking at Re* ? 3xl03 and from which
an exponent of 1.4 has been estimated.
A relationship between the parameter Re* and u* can be found by applying
the fetch dependent scaling relations suggested by Kitaigorodskii (1970). A
variety of field measurements, summarized by Philips (1980), suggest that the
dimensionless frequency of the spectral peak, wou*/ g, is related to the
dimensionless fetch, xg/u*" by:
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Figure 1.8: (Top) Field measurements of percentage of whitecap coverage vs
Re*. Slope of straight line fit shown on log-log plot is 1.5 (from Toba and
Chaen, 1973).
Figure 1.g: (Bottom) Wind tunnel measurements of fraction of breaking crests
vs Re*. Data exhibit approximately Re*1.4 dependence for Re* ? 3x103 (from
Toba and Kunishi, 1970).
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Wou* ~ 2.2
g ¡:~l-t.
(1.9)
The deep-water dispersion relation is
r. = gk, (1.10)
where k=27rÀ is the surface wavenumber for the wavelength À. If the wavelength
Ào corresponding to the peak frequency of the surface displacement spectrum is
given through the dispersion relation as
À = 'Do Wo (1.11)
then, as noted by Philips (1980), the expression (1.9) becomes
Ao " 0.8 l:~ l (1.12)
Rearranging (1.12) indicates that the characteristic wavelength Ào is proportional
to the friction velocity u*:
.i
Ào " 0.8 l-H' u.. (1.13)
If the characteristic wavelength Ào is used for the length scale L in expression
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(1.4), the Reynolds number Re* is proportional to u*. Thus the Re*-€xponent
of 1.5 for the fraction of breaking crests estimated from Figure 1.5 is consistent
with the cubic friction velocity dependence of other measures of wave breaking
such as whitecap coverage. Note that a Re* based on Ào in equation (1. 13)
incorporates the friction velocity and fetch dependence into a single parameter.
1.2.2 STATISTICAL MODELS FOR THE PROBABILITY OF WAVE BREAKING
Several authors have recently developed quantitative expressions for the
probabilty of wave breaking in terms of integral properties of the surface
displacement spectrum (Ochi and Tsai, 1983; Snyder and Kennedy, 1983;
Glazman, 1986; Srokoz, 1986, Glazman and Weichman, 1989). These formulations
have a common statistical basis in the results of Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins
(1956) concerning the distribution of maxima of a random function, which were an
application to ocean waves of the works by Rice (1944, 1945) on the analysis of
random electrical noise. The physical basis of these models is the idea that a
wave crest wil break when it exceeds a threshold criterion based on its local
slope or (equivalently for deep-water waves) its downward vertical acceleration.
The models have several drawbacks, not least among them is that the threshold
criterion for breaking results from the application of linear wave theory to
describe the breaking process. Furthermore, they all consider the sea surface as a
stationary and homogeneous Gaussian process. These assumptions can be
tolerated if the models provide relatively good agreement with observation. A
more serious concern is the diffculty introduced by the theoretically indeterminate
nature of the variance of the vertical acceleration of the sea surface, on which
each formulation relies. Nonetheless, the models do address the wave spectral
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dependence of breaking and their simple analytical formulas are easily tested.
The idea that a wave wil break when its downward acceleration exceeds a
specific threshold is based on the theoretical result that the acceleration near the
crest of a Stokes' wave of maximum height is -g/2 (Stokes, 1880;
Longuet-Higgins, 1962), where g is the gravitational acceleration. The alternative
formulation in terms of a steepness threshold has its basis in Mich~ll's (1893)
result that waves wil break when their height exceeds a specific percentage of the
Stokes' limiting wavelength. The equivalence of a criterion on the slope and on
the vertical acceleration for deep-water waves is shown by considering the surface
displacement r¡(x,t) for a linear, one-imensional, progressive wave with
wavenumber k and radian frequency w:
r¡(x,t) - A expU(kx-wtH. (1.14)
The squared magnitude of the local slope is,
1~12 = (kA)2
(1. 15)
while that of the non-dimensional vertical acceleration is given by
2
~1~12
¡wtr (1.16)
Applying the deep-water dispersion relation, equation (1.10), shows that the slope
and non-dimensional vertical acceleration are equivalent:
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21~12 = 7 1~12 (1.17)
The criterion based on the Stokes limiting wave is derived for a sea of
regular waves, though laboratory experiments indicate that steep regular waves
break before this limit (Van Dorn and Pazan, 1975). A lower threshold than
that implied by the Stokes' limit has also been indicated for irregular waves
generated in the laboratory (Ochi and Tsai (1983)).
For a random sea, an integrated measure of steepness based on the surface
displacement spectrum S( w) is given by the mean square slope
S2
f k2 S(w) dw
(1. 18)
and that of the vertical acceleration is given by the fourth moment of S( w),
m4 = ~2 f w4 S(w) dw. (1.19)
This high order moment provides the spectral dependence used by the statistical
models for the probabilty for breaking. A principal diffculty with the evaluation
of (1.19) is that both the theoretical and observed dependence of S(w) at higher
frequency is such that the integral does not converge. Philips' (1977)
development of the theory of the equilbrium range of wind waves predicts that
S( w) varies as w-5 for higher frequencies away from the spectral peak. Although
this behavior was supported by observation, more recent modellng and evidence
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suggest that an w-4 dependence may be more appropriate (Philips, 1985).
In either case, the behavior of the displacement spectrum S( w) at higher
frequencies requires some artifice which permits evaluation of the integral defining
the fourth moment m4. Some authors have chosen to introduce a cutoff
frequency We (Snyder and Kennedy, 1983; Srokosz, 1986), while Glazman(1986)
suggests 'partial averagingl (essentially forcing convergence by fitering out higher
frequencies) and Ochi and Tsai (1983) do not indicate how they address this
problem. Ironically, the models acknowledge the importance of higher frequencies
in the breaking process, but must limit their inclusion in order to obtain a useful
result.
A cutoff frequency, We, implies a minimum length scale of Ls = g/(27r ~)
through the dispersion relation (1.10). In the context of measurements, the cutoff
frequency may be the highest resolvable frequency determined by the limiting
wavelength which a measuring device can resolve. However, this minimum length
scale may not correspond to that which is relevant to the breaking process itself.
The practical requirement of specifying a cutoff frequency combined with the
uncertainty in the threshold values on slope or acceleration introduce an
unpleasant ambiguity in comparing the models with actual measurements.
Nonetheless, by recognizing the artificial nature of a given combination of
threshold and cutoff frequency, the functional dependence of the probabilty of
breaking on the fourth moment of the surface displacement spectrum can still be
investigated.
The formulation for the spectral dependence of the probabilty of wave
breaking most appropriate to mIcrowave detection is that of Srokosz (1986), which
expresses the probabilty B that a breaking crest wil occur at a given point on
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the surface (or equivalently the fraction of breaking crests) as a simple function of
the fourth moment of S( w) and the downward acceleration threshold ag:
B exp r - a2 g 2 J.
l 2 m¡
(1. 20)
As noted by Srokosz (1986), his model reproduces the results of Ochi and
Tsai (1983) and their approaches are essentially equivalent; his criterion on the
vertical acceleration can be transformed into their steepness criterion and both
approaches have the same theoretical origins. Equation (1.20) is derived by
integration of the expression from Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins (1956) for the
probabilty distribution function for local maxima by restricting the limits of
integration to include only those crests with a downward acceleration greater than
ago The results of both Snyder and Kennedy (1983) and Glazman (1986) are in
terms of the fractional area of the sea surface covered by breaking, which is less
appropriate to the microwave measurement techniques employed in this thesis.
Figure 1.10 shows the probabilty of breaking B given by equation (1.20) as a
function of the dimensionless fourth moment m4g-2 for threshold values of a=O.4
(solid line) and a=0.5 (dashed line), indicating the sensitivity of the results to
the threshold criterion.
Kennedy and Snyder (1983) estimated values of a from simultaneous
measurements of directional spectra and whitecap coverage during the BOMEX
experiment. They found that a ranged from 0.52 to 0.40 for a range of wind
speeds from 5 to 10 ms-1, suggesting a decrease with increasing wind speed.
However, they do not indicate the wave spectrum cutoff frequency used in this
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Figure 1.10: Probability B (expression 1.19) of a breaking crest occurring vs tlie
- dimensionless fourth moment of the surface displa.cement spectrum m.lg-2.
The solid line is for the parameter a = 0.4 while the da.shed line is for
a=0.5 (from Srokoz, 1983).
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Figure 1.11: Probabilty of breaking Q1(1) vs rms partial acceleration Mms.
Field measurements are indicated by crosses while solid line is model result
with a=0.5 and wave spectral cutoff frequency we=2wp, where Wp is the
peak frequency. Dashed line is model result with a=0.5 and wave spectrum
extended to we=5wp (from Snyder, Smith and Kennedy, 1983).
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analysis. Snyder, Smith and Kennedy (1983) concluded that a value of 0:=0.5
gave good agreement with their field experiments and with the theoretical model
of Snyder and Kennedy (1983). However, this conclusion appears to be
ambiguous because of the manner in which the cutoff frequency was utilzed 11
the computation of the vertical acceleration. Figure 1.11 shows their measured
probability of breaking, Q1(1), as a function of what they term the rms partial
acceleration, À~ms. This acceleration is equivalent to the square root of the fourth
moment m4 with a cutoff frequency we=N Wp with N =2, where Wp is the ra.dian
frequency of the peak of the displacement spectrum S( w). The solid line in
Figure 1.11 corresponds to their model results with a threshold level of 0:=0.5 and
using the same cutoff frequency of twice the spectral peak frequency. The value
of N=2 was used in computing the vertical acceleration because this was the
practical limit of their surface displacement measurements. From the data listed
by Kennedy and Snyder (1983) in their Table 2, the cutoff frequency with N=2
ranged from 4.04 to 5.30 rads-1 (0.64 to 0.84 Hz). The dashed line in Figure
1.11 is the basis for their assertion that a value of a=0.5 is consistent with their
measurements, but the manner in which this line was deemed appropriate is
somewhat contrived. The dashed line corresponds to their model results with a
cutoff frequency of N=5 times the spectral peak, computed by assuming that the
(unmeasured) part of the frequency spectrum from we=2wp to we=5wp is
consistent with modellng by Kennedy (1978). The choice of N=5 was based on
a comparison of the computed probabilty of the partial acceleration field with
experimental estimates from measurements of only two individual breaking events
(see Figures 7 to 9 in Snyder et al., 1983). Thus their conclusion that a=0.5 is
an appropriate threshold for the integrated mean square acceleration is based on
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very limited measurements which the authors themselves describe cautiously as
'somewhat indirect evidence.' All of these models rely on the two relatively
arbitrary parameters of a threshold coeffcient ll and a cutoff frequency We. Thus
any comparison between theory and experiment should be interpreted with these
limitations in mind.
1.3 PREVIOUS MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS OF W AVE BREAKING
Evidence from over two decades of research indicates that breaking waves
can significantly contribute to microwave backscatter from the sea surface. A
brief review of this rich history is presented here as a guide to the literature of
wave breaking and microwave remote sensing. A more detailed review is given in
Jessup (1988).
Radar backscatter from the ocean surface has been analyzed in terms of
electromagnetic wave theory applied to statistically rough surfaces. Useful
analytical results have been obtained from models based on the methods of
geometrical and physical optics combined with perturbation theory (Valenzuela,
1978). The radar return is typically characterized by the normalized radar
cross-section, cr, which is proportional to the received power averaged over the
ilumination area (see Appendix A). In general it is a function of incidence
angle, polarization, and frequency. The variation of the radar cross-section with
incidence angle may be divided into three regimes. Near vertical incidence, or
nadir, the scattering is modelled by specular reflection from facets tangent to the
surface. At moderate incidence angles, the resonant mechanism known as Bragg
scattering domInates the return. As grazing incidence is approached, other
scattering mechanisms such as shadowing and wedge diffraction by wave crests
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can become important.
1.3.1 BRAGG RESONANT SCATTERING
For angles of incidence between approximately 20 and 80 degrees, Bragg
resonant scattering occurs when individual components of the surface roughness
spectrum match the radar wavelength, causing coherent addition of the scattered
electromagnetic waves. For slightly rough surfaces, (that is, when the surface
roughness height is small compared to the radar wavelength) the backscattering
cross-section is described by the small perturbation model and is proportional to
the amplitude of the wave satisfying the Bragg resonant condition (Rice, 1951):
k - 2/' sinO (1.21)
where k is the surface wavenumber, /' is the radar wavenumber and () is the
angle of incidence measured between the surface normal and the radar
look-direction. In the small perturbation model, the cross-section for horizontal
polarization is less than that for verticaL. Thus the ratio of the vertically
polarized cross-section to the horizontally polarized cross-section, known as the
polarization ratio, is always greater than unity. This is in contrast to the
specular point model for scattering near nadir, in which there is no polarization
dependence and the polarization ratio is equal to unity. The polarization ratio is
often used as a parameter for classifying the amount of specular reflection from a
composite or two-cale rough surface (Barrick and Peake, 1968).
For radar wavelengths on the order of a few centimeters, the resonant
scatterers are short wind ripples which ride on top of long gravity waves, and a
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composite model is used to describe the two-cale nature of the sea surface
(Wright, 1968). In essence, the presence of the long waves changes the local
incidence angle of the slightly rough surface treated by the small perturbation
modeL. Ocean measurements in the centimeter-range of radar wavelengths
indicate that the composite model generally predicts the radar cross-section for
vertical polarization. However, the composite model significantly under predicts
the horizontally polarized return (Guinard et al., 1971, Donelan and Pierson,
1987). The discrepancy, which increases with incidence angle, is also indicated by
the observed ocean polarization ratio being smaller than its predicted value
(Wright, 1968). This behavior suggests that additional scattering mechanisms
may be important for horizontal polarization at moderate to large incidence angle.
1.3.2 DOPPLER SPECTRUM CHARACTERISTICS
Information about the ocean surface is also contained in the Doppler
spectrum of the radar return. Crombie's (1955) original conclusion that resonant
scatter occurred in the return from ocean waves was based on the finding that
the scatterers moved at the speed of gravity waves satisfying the Bragg condition.
To first order, the Doppler shift produced is equal to the frequency of the surface
wave responsible for the Bragg resonant scatter (Barrick, 1972). Bass et al.
(1968) found that the spectrum width and centroid frequency depended on sea
roughness. Pidgeon (1968) reported larger mean Doppler shifts for horizontally
polarized return over that for vertical polarization. First-order models of the
Doppler spectrum predict a larger mean Doppler shift for horizontal polarization,
but they stil under predict observations (Valenzuela and Laing, 1970; Hasselmann
and Schieler, 1970).
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Wright and Keller (1971) reported that the Doppler bandwidth is
proportional to wind speed at fixed fetch in wave tank experiments. Duncan et
aL. (1974) extended these measurements and found that the Doppler bandwidth
was only partly accounted for by the particle velocity of the dominant wave. A
system of free and bound scatterers was proposed to explain the unexpected
nature of their results. The free scatterers are the Bragg resonant wind ripples,
which have a mean wave speed different from that of the dominant wave. The
bound scatterers travel at or near the phase speed of the dominant waves and at
high wind speeds are associated with breaking.
Grazing incidence measurements of sea spikes and Doppler spectra do not
necessarily extend to moderate incidence angles. However, a number of results
near grazing incidence have indicated that scattering from sharp-crested and
breaking waves should be considered to account for discrepancies between models
and observations at incidence angles away from grazing. The grazing incidence
measurements of Pidgeon (1968) and Melnichuk and Chernikov (1971) were
recently reconsidered by Trizna (1985), who interpreted them in terms of the
mechanisms responsible for the Doppler shift. For vertical polarization
measurements, his model predicted the spectral peak to within experimental error.
However, an additional scatterer velocity was present for horizontal polarization.
He speculated that a wedge type of scatter from near-breaking wave crests may
be important for horizontally polarized scatter at grazing incidence.
The spiky nature of radar return at low grazing angles has long been
associated with sharp-crested and breaking waves (Katzin, 1957; Long, 1974, 1983;
Kalmykov and Pustovoytenko, 1976; Lewis and Olin, 1980; Ewell et al, 1984).
Spiky-like fluctuations are more prominent for horizontal polarization and may be
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due to specular reflections from facets (Long, 1983). Lewis and Olin (1980) used
simultaneous video recordings to conclude that high amplitude sea spikes are
associated with the development and decay of whitecaps. Ewell et al. (1984)
presented measurements in which sea spikes were tracked in range and azimuth.
They showed that the sea spikes moved with a speed approximately equal to the
phase speed of the dominant ocean waves. Wetzel (1981) used a plume model of
a breaking wave (Longuet-Higgins and Turner, 1974) to investigate the relative
importance of wedges, spillng breakers, and surface roughness to radar return near
grazing incidence. The model emphasizes return from the hydraulic jump-like
'toe' of a spiling breaker. The results were cautiously interpreted and the need
for a morphology of an evolving breaker was emphasized.
1.3.3 w AVE TANK STUDIES
The wave tank studies by Duncan et al. (1974) and Lee (1978) have also
found that theoretically computed polarization ratios are much larger than
measured values. Duncan et aL. observed scattering due to wave breaking which
was independent of polarization and was a major contributor to the return at
high winds. They also reported significant variabilty in both the magnitude and
bandwidth of the Doppler spectrum in the presence of breaking.
Kwoh and Lake (1981) presented a laboratory study of the relative
contributions to X-band radar return from mechanically generated water waves
due to specular and nonspecular reflections. The specular reflections were
attributed to either the turbulent wake of breaking or the steep capilaries
generated in the process. The polarization ratio of these events was very close to
unity and they speculate that such events may be responsible for the ocean
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polarization ratio being smaller than predicted by perturbation theory. The
nonspecular contribution to the backscattered power was attributed to wedge-like
diffraction from the small radius crests of breaking or near breaking waves. More
recently, Kwoh, Lake, and Rungaldier (1988) reported on field measurements of
microwave return from breaking events generated by interactions between surface
and internal waves. They found evidence to support the association of
specular-type return with wave breaking.
Another set of laboratory measurements that is relevant to scattering from
breaking waves is that of Banner and Fooks (1985). They made X-band radar
measurements of stationary small-scale breaking waves generated in a flume. Like
K woh and Lake, they found high levels of backscattered power were associated
with the breaking region. However, Banner and Fooks concluded that the
measured backscatter was consistent with Bragg scattering from hydrodynamic
disturbances generated just ahead of the breaking crest. They also suggest that
the bound scatterers associated with the phase speed of the dominant wave
proposed by Duncan et aL. (1974) may correspond to these hydrodynamic
disturbances.
1.3.4 IMPLICATIONS FOR SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR (SAR)
The short gravity-capilary waves that are the Bragg scatterers for radar
wavelengths in the centimeter range are modulated in amplitude and advected by
the long waves upon which they ride. These hydrodynamic modulations are
manifested in the backscattered power as modulations in both amplitude and
frequency. The modulation transfer function (MTF) is used to quantify these and
other effects such as til modulation which are relevant to the imaging of ocean
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surface waves by Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). The MTF is defined by a
linear or weak modulation theory in which the change in the radar cross-section
is assumed to be proportional to the amplitude of the long waves (Keller and
Wright, 1975; Alpers and Hasselmann, 1978). This linear modulation model
predicts a modulation transfer function on the same order as that observed for
low to moderate sea states (Alpers and Jones, 1978; Wright et al.,. 1980).
However, field observations suggest that there exists another source of modulation
other than that of the straining of the short waves by long waves (Plant et aL.,
1978, Wright et al., 1980). Banner and Fooks (1985) suggest that one source for
these elevated modulation levels is the modulation of small-scale breaking events
occurring near the crests of the long waves.
Extensive streaking in SAR images of ocean waves was attributed to wave
breaking be Lyzenga and Shuchman (1983). The features were attributed to
degraded azimuthal resolution associated with localized scatterer coherence times of
order 10-2 s. The coherence time relevant to azimuthal image degradation in
SAR corresponds to the reciprocal of the Doppler spectral bandwidth (Alpers,
Rufenach, and Cross, 1981). When the coherence time is small compared to the
image integration time, the image is smeared and the azimuthal resolution is
approximately proportional to the inverse of the coherence time (Lyzenga and
Shuchman, 1983).
1.3.5 MODELLING OF BACKSCATTER FROM BREAKING WAVES
There is mounting evidence that wave breaking can make a significant
contribution to radar backscatter at moderate incidence angles. Field observations
of breaking waves were reported by Keller et aL. (1981) in which Doppler spectra
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measurements at X-band were correlated with breaking events. They indicated
that the scatterer speed during breaking can increase toward the phase speed of
the dominant waves and that the bandwidth of the Doppler spectrum was greatly
increased. The suggestion was made that scattering from breaking waves may
include contributions such as specular surface reflections and volume scatter.
They assert that a quantitative analysis of this type of measurement may yield
the speed distribution and size of breaking waves and that a coherent microwave
radar may be the ideal instrument to study wave breaking.
Alpers et al. (1981) have reviewed the spiky nature of the return from high
sea states at moderate incidence angles. They suggest that the large returns
under such conditions may be due to the spontaneous generation of Bragg
resonant waves at the steep crests of breaking waves. Lyzenga et al. (1983)
derived an analytical expression for the contribution of wedge scattering to the
radar cross-section. Their model shows that wedges can provide an additional
scattering mechanism which exhibits the correct polarization dependence to
improve predictions based on the composite modeL.
Donelan and Pierson (1987) highlighted the importance of wave breaking in
mIcrowave remote sensing in a study of the wind speed dependence of the radar
cross-section. A composite model for radar backscatter was applied to the radar
cross-section measurements of Schroeder et al. (1984). A number of additional
scattering mechanisms associated with sharp-crested and breaking waves were used
to augment deficiencies in the model for horizontal polarization. Their simple
model ilustrated how a number of proposed scattering mechanisms associated with
breaking events can improve the long established but partially inadequate
composite surface model of microwave scattering.
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Philips (1988) has recently considered the friction velocity dependence of the
frequency of occurrence of sea spikes and their contribution to the mean radar
cross-section. He proposes that for moderate incidence angles, the mean
cr (7~ + (7~s. (1.22)
The small perturbation model for backscattering from the sea surface (Wright,
1966) was combined with an expression for the ocean gravity wave spectral
density 'I(k) under equilbrium conditions (Philips, 1985):
'I(k)
1/2 -1/2 -7/2
ßlcoscpl u* g k , (1.23 )
where ß is a constant, k is the ocean wavenumber, cp is the angle between the
wind and wave propagation direction, and g is the gravitational acceleration. The
Bragg contribution (7~ was then given by
(70 = !. Icoscpl1j2 sin1j2 e cot4e F 1( e) (u;fi/gJ 1j2,B 211 (1. 24)
where e is the incidence angle and ll is the electromagnetic wavenumber. The
function F 1 (e) in general wil depend on the transmItted and received polarization
as well as e. The form of 'I(k) given by (1.23) is valid for wavenumbers in the
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gravity wave range whose phase speed is large compared with u*.
Equation (1.24) predicts that the contribution from Bragg scattering varies
linearly with friction velocity u* for a given radar frequency, incidence angle, and
azimuth angle 'P. Measurements of radar backscatter in the frequency range 0.4
to 9 GHz from Guinard, Ransome, and Daley (1971) were used by Philips to
support the frequency and friction velocity dependence of equation (1.24). Strictly
speaking, the form of the wave spectral density (1.23) is valid only in the
gravity-wave range. Thus the comparison of (1.24) with radar measurements II
the centimeter range of wavelengths may be questioned.
Based on previous work concerning the energy dissipation due to wave
breaking (Philips, 1985), Philips derived an expression for (j~s' the contribution
of sea spikes to the mean normalized radar cross-section:
(7~s ~ F2(O, X) iui¡ç/grp, ( 1. 25 )
where X is the angle between the radar look direction and the wind. Equation
(1.25) predicts that for a given measurement geometry and radar frequency, the
contribution of sea spikes to (70 is proportional to the friction velocity cubed.
Finally, a cubic dependence on friction velocity was also predicted for the
frequency of sea spike occurrence per uni t area,
-1 4 3
v(k1) ex g k1 u*, (1.26)
where k1 is a threshold wavenumber significantly larger than that of the spectral
peak. Philips asserts that breaking events associated with larger wavelengths
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may be expected to produce more intense returns and that setting a radar
cross-section threshold above which a sea spike is counted corresponds to
identifying breaking events associated with wavenumbers below the threshold
wavenumber k1. If sea spikes are caused by scattering from breaking waves
producing whitecaps, then equation (1.26) is consistent with theoretical modeling
which indicates that the whitecap coverage should vary as uî (Wu, 1979) and
with correspondingly large wind speed exponents for various measurements of
whitecap coverage (Ross and Cardone, 1974; Wu, 1979; Monahan and
O'Muircheartaigh, 1986).
Melvile, Loewen, Felizardo, Jessup, and Buckingham (1988) reported
measurements of microwave scattering and sound generation by controlled breaking
events in the laboratory. The results showed that the dissipation due to breaking
correlated almost linearly with both the backscattered microwave power and the
radiated acoustic power. Most recently, Jessup, Keller, and Melvile (1990)
presented the first quantitative analysis of sea spikes in moderate incidence
backscatter over a range of environmental conditions. Chapter 2 of this thesis is
an excerpt from Jessup et aL. (1990) and reports on the friction velocity
dependence of the frequency of occurrence of sea spikes and their contribution to
the mean normalized radar cross-section.
Previous investigators have indicated that breaking waves may be responsible
for discrepancies between modellng and measurement of the mean radar
cross-section of the ocean surface. Quantifying the contribution of microwave
return from breaking waves wil aid in determining the importance of including
them in improved models. The literature concerning microwave backscatter from
breaking waves indicates that the detection of individual breaking events may be
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accomplished by considering a combination of the radar parameters which are
sensitive to their extreme geometry and turbulent nature. Unambiguous
identification of individual breaking events based on quantitative microwave
measurements would be a significant improvement over detection techniques
relying on visual observations. The laboratory results of Melvile et al. (1988)
and modellng by Philips (1988) suggest that information about the breaking
process itself may be inferred from microwave measurements of breaking waves.
If their results can be applied to the field, then microwave observations of
breaking waves may yield important dynamic and acoustic information on the
wave field and the upper ocean.
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CHAPTER 2
PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT: NORTH SEA PLATFORM
A preliminary investigation of the statistics of sea spikes and their
contribution to the mean normalized radar cross-section was undertaken using
measurements of microwave backscatter, friction velocity, and wave height made
during a two week period in May 1987 from the German research platform
NORDSEE. The platform is located in 30m of water approximately 40 nautical
mIles off the German peninsula in the North Sea (see Jessup, 1988 or Keller,
Wissman, and Alpers, 1988). The measurements were performed in conjunction
with the installation of a system for studying the long-term variation of the mean
radar cross-section; thus, the experiment was not specifically designed to study
the sea spikes associated with wave breaking and the data set is of limited
duration. Nevertheless, these measurements provided the first quantitative
analysis of sea spikes over a range of environmental conditions by presenting the
friction velocity dependence of their frequency of occurrence and their contribution
to the mean normalized radar cross-section. More detailed discussions of the
microwave signature of breaking waves and alternative detection schemes are given
in chapter 4. This chapter is an excerpt from Jessup, Keller, and Melville (1990).
2.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND DATA ANALYSIS
The microwave backscatter measurements were made using a coherent,
continuous-wave, dual-polarized scatterometer operating at 14 GHz (Ku-band,
wavelength 2.14cm, Doppler conversion: 94Hz per ms-1) with a transmit power of
200 mW. The instrument was designed, built, and calibrated at the US Naval
Research Laboratory, Washington, DC. The instrument incorporates linear
dual-polarized antennas which allow simultaneous vertical (VV) and horizontal
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(HH) like-polarization measurements. In-phase and quadrature channels at
baseband for both polarizations provide a complex time series output. The
envelope of the signal is proportional to the received power and its rate of change
of phase is the Doppler shift frequency. The complex output scheme permits
discrimina.tion of positive and negative target velocities. The instrument was
mounted 31 m above the mean sea surface, aimed with an incidence angle of 450
and pointed northwest at 3150 true. In this configuration, the measurement was
well within the far-field of the antennas and the two-way 3-dB ellptical
ilumination area on the sea surface was approximately 1.8 x 2.5 m2. The radar
was calibrated in situ using a swinging sphere and the absolute normalized radar
cross-section values quoted here are a.ccurate to within :ildB. The sea spike
results are not dependent on the accuracy of the measurement but rather on its
precision, or the relative stabilty of the calibration over time. Experience with
systems of similar design indicates that the relative measurement error is less
than 1 dB.
Direct measurements of friction velocity were provided by Risoe National
Laboratory, Roskilde, Denmark, using a sonic anemometer (Kaijo-Denki, model
DAT-300 with probe head type TR-61-B) mounted on a boom extending 20 m
due west of the platform at a height of 33 m above the sea surface. Wave
height measurements from the Baylor gauge permanently installed on the platform
were used to obtain a characteristic phase speed with which to normalize the
Doppler velocity measurements.
The radar output and wave height data were recorded on a Hewlett-Packard
HP3968A FM analog tape recorder (Bandwidth 625 Hz), while the data
acquisition system for the sonic anemometer produced 10-minute averages of the
friction velocity u* in real-time. The mIcrowave signal was digitally sampled at
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2 kHz and reduced to time series of the received power and the mean Doppler
frequency with an averaging time of 0.25 s. The mean Doppler frequency was
computed using the covariance estimation technique commonly used for Doppler
weather radar (Doviak and Zrnic, 1984). Comparison of this technique with
calculation of the first moment of the Doppler spectrum using Fourier transform
methods showed excellent agreement. Details of the covariance processing
technique are given in chapter 3 and Appendix C.
The normalized radar cross-section is proportional to the backscattered
power averaged over the ilumination area; the notation (jo often implies an
additional time average. In an effort to avoid confusion, we wil use lJ to denote
the time-averaged normalized radar cross-section and lJ( t) to be the time series
from which lJ is computed, that is
lJ
T
i- r lJ(t) dt,
T 0 (2.1)
for a time series of length T.
In a typical open ocean environment, 10-15% or less of the wave crests
passing a fixed location mIght be breaking (Holthuijsen and Herbers, 1986). Thus
a relatively long time record must be used in order to provide enough samples to
ensure the statistical significance of an analysis based on counting events. On the
other hand, the time record should not be so long that the environmental
conditions have drastically changed. For our analysis, a record length of one-hour
was chosen over which to compute the averages of interest. Out of a total of
approximately 80 hours of analog tape recordings, 48 hours of data have been
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selected for this analysis.
Figure 2.1 is a example of a 64 second time series of processed data which
includes a typical sea spike. The two top traces show the variation of cr(t) on a
linear scale for VV and HH polarization. The mean Doppler frequency shown II
the bottom trace is proportional to the line-f-sight component of the surface
scatter velocity averaged over the ilumination area, which is dominated by the
orbital velocity of the long surface waves (Plant and Keller, 1983). For both
polarizations, the sea spike at approximately 23 sec is characterized by a large
excursion in backscattered power and a local maximum in the Doppler frequency.
Comparison of the time series of radar cross-section for increasing values of
friction velocity ilustrates qualitatively how the frequency of occurrence of sea
spikes increases. Figure 2.2 shows three representative time series of length 10
minutes of VV radar cross-section data for different values of u*. The top trace
is for a low value of 16 cms-1, for which little or no breaking would be expected.
In addition to an increase in the mean radar cross-section, the number of sea
spikes is increased in the second and third traces for which the friction velocity is
33 cms-1 and 46 cms-1, respectively.
Wave breaking is a process which occurs over a wide range of scales, from
small- or micro-scale breaking (Philips and Banner, 1974), through
intermediate-sized breaking events, which may not produce discernible foam
patches, to larger events which generate whitecaps. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 ilustrate
that the amplitude of spikes in cr also occur over a wide range of scales. As
noted above, previous authors have associated large sea spikes with breaking
waves, that is, events which produce whitecaps. The correlation of lesser
amplitude spikes with smaller scale breaking is unclear without supplementary
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information such as a video image. We also note that Philips' expression for the
frequency of sea spike occurrence (equation 1. 16), was derived for Ilarger scale
breakers producing the more intense return' (Philips, 1988). To avoid the
ambiguity associated with smaller sea spikes and for comparison with equation
(1.16), we wil concentrate on detecting sea spikes which are likely to be
associated with larger scale breaking events. Furthermore, we wil take larger
scale breaking events to be those occurring at or near the long wave crests.
Thus our detection scheme should identify large sea spikes associated with the
long wave crests.
From comparison of the time series of the radar cross-section and the mean
Doppler shift (see Figure 2.1), large spikes in the return power are clearly
associated with large positive surface velocities, corresponding to measurements at
or near the long wave crests. Scatter plots of the distribution of the measured
velocity for VV polarization as a function of the peak value of lJ( t) for two
different friction velocities are shown in Figure 3. The Doppler frequency is
proportional to the areal average of the line-f-sight component of the surface
scatterer velocities, which we assume to be nearly horizontal at a wave crest.
The measured velocity values in Figure 2.3 have been resolved to be horizontal,
which is appropriate for the larger sea spikes associated with large velocities (the
lower velocity values associated with parts of the wave other than the crest are
corrupted). Since the crest velocity of a breaking wave is expected to be of the
order of its phase speed, the measured velocities have been normalized by the
phase speed corresponding to the wave spectral density peak.
Figure 2.3a is for a friction velocity of 28 cms-1, while Figure 2.3b is for a
higher value of 49 cms-1. In both cases, low values of (7~~H correspond to
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negative velocities, which indicate return from a location away from a wave crest.
Above some threshold, only positive velocities are found and the more intense
returns are associated with larger positive velocities. Scatter plots for each hour
of data processed have been analyzed and a threshold of (70(t) = -7.2 dB has
been chosen to eliminate most large sea spikes associated with negative velocities
for both VV and HH polarizations over a friction velocity range of 15~u*~49cms-i.
The use of a fixed threshold for analyzing data over a wide range of friction
velocity may at first seem inappropriate, since from Figure 3 the (jgeak values at
which negative velocities are eliminated appears to be a function of u*. However,
consider the implication of Philips' assertion (noted above in chapter 1) that sea
spike intensity should increase with the wavelength or scale associated with the
breaking event. If we accept this assertion and assume that the sea spike
intensity corresponding to a particular scale of breaker is not itself a function of
u*, then a fixed detection threshold is appropriate for detecting events in the
same range of scale regardless of u*.
The usefulness of a counting technique would be enhanced if the sea spike
properties were relatively insensitive to the choice of detection threshold over
some reasonable intensity range. In order to investigate this threshold
dependence, we have counted the number of sea spikes in one-hour records as a
function of the cross-section threshold for different friction velocities. Examples of
this analysis for three different friction velocities are given in Figure 2.4, showing
that for a given u*, the number of events decreases as the threshold increases.
The relatively constant slope and spacing of these curves over a threshold range
of several dB indicates that the sea spike statistics may not be especially sensitive
to the choice of threshold. That is, the relative change between curves of
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different u* for a given threshold is not a strong function of that threshold. To
quantify the threshold dependence of the sea spike statistics presented below, the
detection threshold was varied over a range of approximately 3 dB, centered at
the chosen level of -7.2 dB.
The threshold of -7.2 dB is supported by previous analysis of video
recordings taken during the experiment (Jessup, 1988). One hour of simultaneous
radar and video measurements (u* = 26 cms-1) were made by visually aligning
the radar antennas and video camera to be aimed at approximately the same
location on the sea surface. A spectrum analyzer connected to one channel of the
radar output was then used in conjunction with a video monitor to optimize the
alignment as well as possible. Although there was no way to measure the
accuracy of the alignment, the presence of a whitecap on the video monitor was
repeatedly associated with a large jump in received power and increased Doppler
frequency. Unfortunately, the quality of the video recording was seriously
degraded by a mismatch in video formats between the camera and recording unit.
Despite the alignment uncertainty and the poor recording quality, the
one-hour video tape was carefully reviewed in conjunction with the simultaneous
microwave measurements to yield useful but limited quantitative information.
The radar data was played into a spectrum analyzer to produce time histories of
Doppler spectra in a waterfall or spectral map display. A total of 82 events
which exhibited a microwave signature characteristic of breaking events were
identified from the Doppler maps. The video tape was independently viewed and
a total of 71 whitecaps were counted. Due to the poor quality of the video, no
attempt was made to classify the size or scale of the whitecaps identified.
Although the number of events counted independently in the radar and
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video recordings were roughly the same, only 43 breaking events were
simultaneously found in both the radar and video recordings. Nonetheless,
approximately 70% of the events which simultaneously appeared as whitecaps on
the video monitor and were identified in the Doppler spectral maps were
subsequently detected by the intensity threshold of -7.2 dB. The discrepancy
between the number of independently counted and simultaneously occurring events
may be due to: (1) misalignment of the radar and video spots, (2) the radar
detecting breaking events which do not produce a whitecap, and (3) whitecap
events which do not produce a distinctive microwave signature. A breaking event
which does not produce a noticeable whitecap may correspond to the intermediate
scale breaking mentioned above, while a whitecap whose propagation direction is
oblique to the radar look direction may not produce a distinctive microwave
signature. The uncertainty in alignment of the radar and video spots and the
poor quality of the video recording have frustrated attempts to extract further
meaningful results from these simultaneous measurements.
By analogy with the computational definition of cr given by (2.1), the mean
normalized sea spike radar cross-section (j~s corresponding to the sea spike
contribution to (jo is
(7~s
N
-l L
T . 11=
J (7~s(t) dtT.
1
(2.2)
where (7~s( t) is the contribution of an individual sea spike, N is the number of
sea spikes in a record of length T, and T. is the duration of the ith event.
1
The two methods we have chosen to define an individual sea spike intensity
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and duration are ilustrated in Figure 2.5. For method 1, T. is the time over
1
which the radar cross-section is elevated above the mean, (jo, and (jgs(t) is that
portion of the total cross-section which is above the mean during T.:
1
(jgs(t) lJ(t) - lJ. (2.3)
The duration T. for method 2 is the time between local minima on either side of
1
the sea spike maximum and (7gs( t) is given by
(7gs ( t ) lJ( t) - (jgin, (2.4)
where (jgin is the lesser of the local minima defining T i' While other methods
are possible, these two provide reasonable upper and lower bounds on the
contribution of an individual sea spike.
2.2 RESULTS
The measured mean normalized radar cross-section lJ is plotted versus
friction velocity u* on a log-log scale for VV and HH polarization in Figure 2.6,
where each point represents the mean for a one-hour record. The radar antennas
remained fixed during the experiment, pointing in the NW direction of 3150 true.
All data analyzed were for wind directions in the angular bands from 340-3600 or
270-2800. That is, the angle (l between the radar look-direction and the wind
was between 25-450 for all measurements. These data are presented together
since the variation of (70 is expected to be symmetric about (l = 0 and the range
of (l variation for the data is 20° or less. The data at higher friction velocities
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II Figure 2.6 appear to be highly correlated, but the scatter at lower values of u*
suggests that a linear fit over the entire range of u* is not appropriate.
The cross-section of an individual breaking event is expected to be a
function of the orientation of its crest with respect to the radar look direction.
A reasonable assumption is that the directional distribution of breaking wave
crests is symmetric about the wind. Then upwind measurements made over a
restricted range of the angle ip between the radar look direction and the wind
should provide a valid sampling of breaking events, even if that angular range is
not ceil tered at ip = O.
The sea spike contribution (7~s as defined by method 1 (equations (10) and
(11) and Figure 2. 5a) is shown versus friction velocity u* on a log-log plot II
Figure 2.7 for the cross-section threshold of -7.2 dB. For the relation:
(j~s C1 u~ (2.5)
we find the exponent a of the least squares linear fit to be 3.3 and 3.5 for VV
and HH polarizations, respectively. The exponent a does not vary greatly over a
threshold range of 3 dB for both methods of defining the sea spike and is listed
with 95% confidence levels and correlation coeffcients p (Bendat and Piersol,
1986) in the upper portion of Table 2.1.
The relative importance of the sea spike contribution to the mean radar
cross-section is of interest for improving current models for (jo. Figure 2.8 shows
the fractional cross-section due to sea spikes, (7~s/ cr, versus friction velocity for
the cross-section threshold of -7.2 dB. Clearly, sea spikes contribute a greater
fraction of the return power for HH than for VV polarization. In general, the
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TABLE 2.1: FRICTION VELOCITY EXPONENTS
0-s = C1 u~
Threshold (dB): -9.0 -7.2 ~.O
VV 3.3:10.5 (0.91) 3.3:10.5 (0.90) 3.2:10.7 (0.85)
Method 1:
HH 3.1:10.5 (0.90) 3.5:10.6 (0.89) 3.4:10.6 (0.89)
VV 3.8:10.5 (0.93) 3.6:10.6 (0.89) 3.6:10.7 (0.88)
Method 2:
HH 3.3:10.5 (0.91) 3.5:10.6 (0.89) 3.5:10.7 (0.88)
bN = Cz u*
Threshold (dB):
VV
HH
-9.0
3.6:10.6 (0.89)
3.0:10.6 (0.84)
-7.2
2.8:10.5 (0.89)
2.8:10.4 (0.91)
~.O
3.0:10.6 (0.88)
2.7:10.5 (0.87)
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average polarization ratio (j~v/ (j~H is greater than unity (Wright, 1966), but
during a breaking event, the instantaneous polarization ratio can approach or
equal unity (K woh and Lake, 1981). Therefore, the larger contribution of sea
spikes to (7~H is expected. The value of the fractional radar cross-section is of
course a function of the cross-section threshold. For the threshold of -7.2 dB,
the percentage of the return power due to sea spikes with 250 ~ cp ~ 450 at high
friction velocity is approximately 5-10% for VV polarization and 10-20% for HH
polarization.
The residual radar cross-section, (j~es' given by
o1es = lJ - (j~s (2.6)
using method 1 for the threshold of -7.2 dB is plotted versus friction velocity in
Figure 2.9. Since the maximum sea spike contribution for this threshold is 20%
(approximately 1 dB for HH polarization at large u*), Figure 2.9 is similar in
appearance to the plot of (70 in Figure 2.6. As with Figure 2.6, the scatter of
the data in Figure 2.9 at lower values of u* does not suggest a least square fit
over the entire range of u*. The fit for u* ~ 23 cms-1 shown in Figure 2.9, for
which a high degree of correlation is apparent, gives exponents very nearly equal
to unity: 1.1:10.2 (p=0.93) for VV polarization and 1.1:10.2 (p=0.92) for HH
polarization.
Figure 2.10 shows the frequency of occurrence of sea spikes for the threshold
of -7.2 dB as the number of events N in each one-hour record for which at least
2 events were counted and the sea spike contribution was at least i %, that is for
N :; 1 and (j~s/ (jo ~ 0.01. The least square fit,
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8N - C2 u*, (2.7)
finds friction velocity exponents of 2.8 for both VV and HH polarization, for the
threshold of -7.2 dB. The exponents 8 and correlation coeffcients p for a
threshold range of 3 dB are given in the lower portion of Table 1. As with the
friction velocity dependence of (j~s' the exponent 8 does not significantly change
over this threshold range.
The friction velocity exponents computed for both the sea spike contribution
to the mean cross-section and the frequency of occurrence are all close to 3 (see
Table 2.1). This similar dependence on u* implies that (7~s and N may be
linearly related. Therefore, in Figure 2.11 we have plotted N, the number of
events in each one-hour record, against (j~s for the threshold of -7.2 dB. The
exponents r¡ for
N COr¡3 (7 SS (2.8)
are 0.82:10.06 (p=0.98) and 0.77=0.05 (p=0.98) for VV and HH polarization,
respectively.
2.3 DISCUSSION
The argument may be made that sea spikes defined by a rationally chosen
yet somewhat arbitrary intensity threshold may not necessarily be due to breaking
events. For instance, the random nature of the distribution of scatterers on the
sea surface may lead to constructive interference resulting in a sea spike having
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little to do with breaking. This argument is diminished by the distributions
shown in Figure 2.4, which indicates that large peak radar cross-sections are
generally associated with large surface scatter velocities. Furthermore, the choice
of a relatively large threshold ensures that the sea spikes counted wil be
associated with positive surface scatterer velocities.
For friction velocities below 20 cms-1 or so, less than 10 events per hour
were counted for the chosen threshold of -7.2 dB (see Figure 2.10). Melville
(1977) suggested that a minimum friction velocity for the onset of breaking may
occur in the neighborhood of 23 cms-1. Thus deletion of low friction velocity
points from Figure 2.10 and also from Figure 2.7 might be justified on the
grounds that virtually no breaking events occur. However, the minimum friction
velocity for the onset of breaking is likely to depend on other factors not
available in this data set. For example, long wave slope has been shown to
affect (jo at X-band (Keller, Plant, and Weissman, 1985), especially at low wind
speeds. Indeed, the increased scatter of (70 for low u* in Figure 2.6 may be an
indication of this effect. Removal of the low velocity data does not significantly
change the computed exponents and thus we present all available data in the
interest of completeness.
The residual radar cross-section given by (2.6) and plotted in Figure 2.9 (as
well at the total radar cross-section in Figure 2.6) shows much less scatter for
the larger values of u*. This observation motivated the linear fit over the higher
friction velocity values shown in Figure 2.9. The residual radar cross-section,
o1es' corresponds to Philips' (1988) Bragg contribution, equation (1.5), which is
based on the wave spectral density 'l(k) given by (1.4). The derivation of the
spectral density assumes that losses due to breaking are important in the
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equilibrium range of validity of 1l(k) (Philips, 1985). Since little wave breaking
is expected at low u*, the friction velocity exponents close to unity for rres at
higher u* might be interpreted as supporting Philips' predicted linear dependence.
Strictly speaking, however, equation (1.5) for the Bragg contribution should not be
applied to these data (Bragg wavelength of 1.51 cm) since 1l(k) is derived only
for gravity waves.
The scatter in the plot of N versus (7~s (Figure 2.11) is significantly less
than that for each quantity plotted individually against u* (Figures 2.7 and 2.10).
This observation indicates that the dependencies of N and (j~s on other as yet
unknown parameters may be similar. Futhermore, the nearly linear dependence
between the sea spike contribution to the radar cross-section and the frequency of
occurrence of sea spikes implies that the average radar cross-section of a sea
spike, ie., (j~s/N, may be independent of u*. An average sea spike cross-section
which is independent of u* might be consistent with the fact that breaking occurs
over a wide range of scales. If the cross-section of a breaking wave is a measure
of its size, then the size distribution of breakers and the increase in the number
of breaking events at all scales might be such that the average sea spike return is
invariant.
2.4 CONCLUSIONS
Field and laboratory measurements of microwave backscatter at moderate
incidence in the presence of wave breaking have indicated that steep and breaking
waves produce events referred to as sea spikes. We have presented quantitative
measurements of the relationship between the friction velocity u* and sea spikes
for the Ku-band radar cross-section. The intensity threshold for the definition of
the sea spike contribution to the mean radar cross-section was chosen to count
large sea spikes associated with a positive mean Doppler frequency.
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The variation of the sea spike contribution (jgs with friction velocity was
found to be consistent with Phillps' (1988) prediction of a cubic dependence,
equation (1.14). The fractional power for high friction velocities (u*~ 40 - 50
cms-1) measured 250 to 450 relative to the wind was found to be approximately
5-10% for VV polarization and 10-20% for HH polarization using the procedure
designated method 1 (equations (2.2) and (2.3) and Figure 2.5a). These findings
support the inclusion of breaking waves in scattering models for HH polarization.
The frequency of occurrence of sea spikes was computed as the number of
events counted in a one-hour record for the chosen threshold. The roughly cubic
dependence on friction velocity is consistent with theoretical modeling and field
measurements of whitecap coverage reported by other investigators and with
Philips 
i (1988) result, equation (1.15). Finally, the data suggest that the
contribution of an average sea spike to cr may be independent of u*.
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CHAPTER 3
SAXON EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The SAXON experiment at the Cheasapeake Light Tower (CLT) off
Norfolk, Virginia in the fall of 1988 provided the opportunity to further
investigate the microwave scattering by breaking waves. Over a 6 week
period, simultaneous microwave, video, and environmental measurements were
made resulting in approximately 350 hours of data processed in real time, 200
hours of archived data on analog tapes, and 100 hours of video recordings.
Figure 3.1 shows the location of the CLT, which is situated in 12m meters of
water at the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay.
The photograph of the tower in Figure 3.2 was taken from the south
side. Figure 3.3 is a diagram of the tower viewed from the north showing
elevation levels and the location of the upper and lower instrument booms.
The scatterometer and video camera assembly were mounted on the upper rail
at the helicopter deck level of 26m above mean sea level (MSL). The plan
view diagrams of the catwalk and helicopter deck levels in Figure 3.4a and
3.4b also show the boom locations. In order to keep the scatterometer pointed
into the wind as much as possible, its location was changed as the wind
direction varied. The look-direction and fetch for each mounting location are
shown in the plan view of the tower in Figure 3.4b.
The boat dock consisting of vertical pilngs along the perimeter of the
northwest quadrant of the tower is also shown in Figures 3.2-3.4. The
photograph in Figure 3.5 shows the additional bumpers made of horizontal
wooden beams which were attached to the north side of the tower. Surface
wave reflections from these waterline obstacles were observed by eye at various
times during the experiment. However, the effect of these reflections at the
~
t
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Figure 3.1: Location of USCG Chesapeake Light Tower (CLT), 15 n mI
(25km) off Cape Henry, Virginia Beach, Virginia, USA, in 12 m of water.
Latitude: 360 55' N, Longitude: 750 43' W, depth contours in meters.
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Figure 3.2: Photograph of CL T as viewed from the south side. Permanent
landing consists of vertical pilngs along the northwest quadrant of the tower,
extending down from the catwalk leveL. Horizontal wooden beams along the
north side of tower are temporary bumpers (see also Figures 3.3, 3.4a, and
3.5).
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Figure 3.3: Diagram of CL T as viewed from the north side showing various
elevation levels and location of instruments. The oblique incidence
scatterometer used in this experiment was mounted as several locations around
the tower (see Figure 3.4a). The nadir scatterometer mounted on the upper
boom was not used for this experiment (see Appendix E).
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Figure 3.4a: Plan diagram of CL T catwalk elevation showing location of lower
instrument boom, permanent landing along NW quadrant, and temporary
bumpers along the north side.
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Figure 3Ab: Plan diagram of CL T helicopter elevation showing location of
upper and lower booms and meteorological station mast atop the beacon tower.
Also indicated are the scatterometer mounting sites and corresponding antenna
look directions.
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Figure 3.5: Photograph taken from CLT catwalk looking north, showing pilngs
along permanent landing and temporary bumpers of horizontal wooden beams
being lowered into position along the north side.
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scatterometer ilumination area located 26m away from the tower was judged
to be minimal, except during extreme sea conditions.
3.1 INSTRUMENTATION
3.1.1 SCATTEROMETER
The microwave backscatter measurements were made using a
scatterometer identical in design to that used in the preliminary experiment
described in chapter 2 (section 2.1). Figure 3.6 shows the two, dual-polarized,
linear antennas mounted side-by-side on the upper railng of the Chesapeake
Light Tower. The transmitting antenna is a 20cm-diameter horn with a
one-way, 3dB beamwidth of approximately 6.70 (Nurad Model 130DLl). The
receiving antenna is a 60cm-diameter parabola with a one-way, 3dB
beamwidth of approximately 2.50 (TerraCom Model 166-0333-02). Typical
beampatterns supplied by the manufacturers for the horn and parabola are
shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. The effective two-way, 3dB beamwidth for the
combination of antennas was approximately 2.40.
The scatterometer is a two stage device consisting of a radio frequency
(RF) unit and an intermediate frequency (IF) unit. The weatherized RF unit,
shown in Figure 3.9, was located directly behind the antennas. The IF unit
was housed indoors with the data acquisition system. Figure 3.10 is a block
diagram representing the vertically polarized channel of the receiver. The
circuit for horizontal polarization is conceptually identical to that of the
vertical and is not shown.
The scatterometer design uses two slightly different transmit frequencies
- 91 -
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Figure 3.6 Photograph of scatterometer antennas and video camera housing
mounted on railng at the helicopter deck elevation. Pictured is Wiliam C.
Keller of the US Naval Research Laboratory.
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Figure 3.7 Typical antenna pattern (E-plane, horizontal polarization) of 20cm
horn antenna of scatterometer. The one-way, 3dB beamwidth is 6.30 and the
first side lobe is approximately 17dB down at approximately :1100 from the
antenna axs.
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Figure 3.8: Typical antenna beam patterns for 60cm parabola (E-plane).
vertical polarization, one-way, 3dB beamwidth 2.60, bottom: horizontal
polarization, one-way, 3dB beamwidth 2.40.
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Top:
Figure 3.9: Photograph of scatterometer antenna assembly taken from the rear,
showing RF unit, antennas, and video housing.
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Figure 3.10: Block diagram ilustrating the VV polarization channel of the
receiver, consisting of the RP unit (top) and IF unit (bottom).
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to provide simultaneous vertical (VV) and horizontal (HH) like-polarized
measurements. The difference frequency of 60MHz between the vertically
polarized transmit frequency of 14.00GHz and the horizontally polarized
transmit frequency of 14.06GHz is equal to the frequency of the local oscilator
used in the IF unit. For vertical polarization, the received signal frequency is
14.00GHz plus the signed Doppler shift frequency (Doppler conversion: 94Hz
per ms-1). In the RF unit, the VV received signal is mixed with the local
oscilator, labelled LO-RF in Figure 3.10, operating at 14.06GHz. The mixer
produces output at frequencies equal to the sum and difference of its two
inputs. The signal corresponding to the sum frequency is eventually discarded
by low pass fitering in the IF unit. In this design, the difference frequency
from the RF mixer is 60MHz plus the Doppler shift frequency. This
intermediate frequency signal, labelled VV-IF in Figure 3.10, is amplified in
the RF unit and travels out to the IF unit along RG58 coaxial cable.
In the IF unit, the intermediate frequency signal is spli and shifted in
phase by a quadrature hybrid device. The phase shift for one output of this
device is 00, while that of the second is 900. Each phase shifted signal is
then separately mixed down to baseband frequency with a coherent local
oscilator operating at 60MHz. These audio frequency signals are then
amplified and bandpass fitered to produce the in-phase and quadrature
outputs, labelled VV-I and VV-Q, respectively, in Figure 3.10. The bandpass
fiter has a highpass frequency of 1Hz to eliminate feed-through at the
transmit frequency. The lowpass frequency limit of 1kHz eliminates the
sum-frequency outputs of the mixers while providing adequate bandwidth for
sea surface measurements.
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As in the preliminary experiment, the scatterometer was calibrated using
a swinging sphere, and the absolute radar cross-section values quoted here are
accurate to within :11dB. Experience with systems of similar design indicates
that the precision, or relative stabilty of the calibration over time, is better
than :10.5dB. Details of the radar cross-section calibration are given in
Appendix A.
An image spectrum of the actual Doppler spectrum which is symmetric
about zero frequency is a consequence of amplitude and phase imbalance
between the I and Q channels. The image suppression for the SAXON
experiment was better than 20dB for over the frequency range of interest.
The procedure used to tune the scatterometer for optimal image rejection is
outlned in Appendix A.
3.1.2 SURFACE DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENTS
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 shows the location of the two surface displacement
measuring devices used in this analysis. The radio tower used to support the
array of three wire wave gauges mounted vertically on the lower instrument
boom can be seen in the photograph of Figure 3.11. These capacitance-type
displacement gauges were constructed at MIT based on a design from the
Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University. Figure 3.12 shows the
Thorn-EMI infrared (IR) wave height sensor mounted on the upper boom at a
height of 23m, approximately 5m to the north of the wire array. In this
configuration, the footprint of the IR wave gauge was approximately 10m from
the base of the tower. A verage values of surface displacement variance from
both devices were processed in real-time, while selected portions of unprocessed
- 98 -
Figure 3.11 Photograph of lower instrument boom mounted on the east side of
the CL T at the catwalk leveL. The sonic anemometer is mounted on the end
of the boom. The vertical radio tower section extending below the sea surface
holds the wire wave gauge array.
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Figure 3.12: Photograph of the upper boom showing infrared wave gauge
(cylindrical housing on far left). Also shown is a nadir-looking scatterometer
and video camera housing not used in this thesis research (see Appendix E).
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data were recorded on analog tape.
Since the scatterometer data acquisition system could be run
continuously, the coverage of microwave data is significantly greater than the
analog recordings of the wave gauges. Therefore, surface displacement spectra
derived from the microwave measurements have been used in order to provide
an adequate amount of wave data. Plant, Keller, and Cross (1983) presented
a method for deriving surface displacement spectra from the time series of the
mean Doppler frequency. The derivation is based on linear wave theory and
the assumption that the line-f-sight velocity measured by the scatterometer is
dominated by the surface wave orbital velocity. With this assumption, the
measured velocity, V(t), may be expressed in terms of u(t), the horizontal
component of orbital velocity in the propagation direction, and w(t), the
vertical component:
V(t) - u(t) sinO coscp + w(t) cosO (3.1)
where 0 is the incidence angle and cp is the angle between the antenna
look-direction and the wave direction.
Using the shallow water horizontal and vertical orbital velocities from
linear wave theory,
27rf A( f)u(t) - tanh kh cos 2rlt, (3.2)
w(t) 2rl A(f) sin 2rlt, (3.3)
- 101 -
E(f)
tanh2kh Gvv(f)
,
(2rl)2 (cos 2 0 tanh(kh) + cos'P sinO)
(3.5 )
equation (3.1) for the line-f-sight velocity becomes
V(t) 2~~n~~t~) (SinO costl cos2rlt + cosO tanh(kh)sin2rltJ, (3.4)
where A(f) is the amplitude of the wave with frequency f and wavenumber k
in water depth h. By applying the Fourier transform to equation (3.4), the
surface displacement spectrum E(f), defined for ~O, is found to be
where Gvv(f) is the power spectrum of V(t), defined for f~O.
Figure 3.13 shows four typical comparisons between the Doppler-cerived
spectra and those computed from the wire wave gauge measurements. The
spectra shown are estimates of the power spectral density, computed from the
complex Fourier coeffcients of the finite Fourier transform. The mean
Doppler frequency time series is sampled at a rate of 4Hz. Each spectrum is
the average of 30 spectra computed from records zero padded to 512 points,
corresponding to a total time of approximately 1 hour (3552s). A Hanning
window was applied to each record prior to the use of an FFT algorithm to
compute the Fourier coeffcients, from which the estimate of the Doppler
spectrum was computed. The spectrum was then smoothed using a weighted
running average, resulting in a reduction of variance equivalent to 160 degrees
of freedom.
The solid trace in each log-log graph of Figure 3.13 is the
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of surface displacement spectra computed from wire
wave gauge measurements (dashed line) and derived from the time series of
the mean Doppler frequency of the microwave measurements, equation (3.5),
(solid line). Each spectrum corresponds to a one-hour time record.
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Doppler-cerived spectrum, equation (3.5), which begins to fall off for
frequencies greater than approximately f=O.5 Hz due to the finite dimensions
of the illumination area. The low frequency part of the spectrum, from
0~f~0.05 Hz, is not shown or used because of the behavior of E(f) in
expression (3.5) as f approaches' zero requires a noise cutoff. Spectra from the
wire wave gauge measurements are plotted as dashed lines in Figure 3.13.
Comparison of the Doppler-cerived spectra with the wire measurements
indicates good agreement in frequency distribution up to roughly f=0.5Hz. In
some cases, the magnitude of the Doppler-cerived spectra is lower than that of
the wire measurements, which may be due to the assumption of a
unidirectional wave field in the derivation of equation (3.5).
3.1.3 METEOROLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS
Measurements of wind speed and direction, air and sea temperature, and
relative humidity were processed in real-time to produce average values at
10-minute intervals. The anemometer, air temperature sensor, and relative
humidity probe were mounted at the top of the light tower as shown II
Figure 3.14, at a height of approximately 42m above the sea surface. The sea
temperature sensor was tethered from a float to remain approximately 1m
below the sea surface. Model numbers and specifications for the the
meteorological instruments, manufactured by R.M. Young Co., are given II
Appendix E.
The logarithmic wind profie at height z is given by
Figure 3.14: Photograph showing radio tower installed atop the beacon tower
(far right corner) holding the propeller anemometer, air temperature probe, and
humidity sensor.
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Uz
u*
7 t In(z/zo) - w(z/L) L (3.6)
where K = 0.40 is von Karman's constant, Zo is the roughness height of the
surface, and L is the Monin-Obukov stabilty length. Values of friction
velocity, u*, and wind speed referenced to a height of 10m, UlO, were
iteratively computed using the 10 minute averages of wind speed, air-sea
temperature difference, and relative humidity. In the computation, the
roughness height Zo was taken to be composed of a smooth surface
contribution Zs and an aerodynamic roughness contribution Ze as outlined II
Smith (1988):
Zo = Zs + Ze,
Zs = 0.1111 / u*, (3.7)
Ze = a u*2 / g
,
where 11 is the dynamic viscosity of air and g the gravitational acceleration.
The value of a=0.0185 suggested by Wu(1980) was chosen as being consistent
with the limited fetch and shallow water depth at the Chesapeake Light
Tower. The bulk stabilty parameter z/L was estimated using the formula
proposed by Large and Pond (1981). The computational scheme and formulas
used to estimate the friction velocity, u*, using bulk aerodynamic
measurements are given in detail in Appendix B. The computed results were
further averaged to produce values of u* and U 10 corresponding to the 1 -hour
- 106 -
measurement periods of interest.
Direct measurements of friction velocity were made during the SAXON
experiment by RISO National Laboratory, Roskilde, Denmark, with a sonic
anemometer identical to that used in the preliminary experiment described in
Chapter 2. The sonic anemometer can be seen in Figure 3.11 mounted on the
end of lower instrument boom. The boom extended 7m to the east of the
tower in the direction 650 true at an elevation of 5m above MSL. Averages
of the direct measurements of friction velocity over 10-minute intervals were
computed in real-time. Unfortunately, the sonic anemometer measurements of
friction velocity were found to be susceptible to tower interference. The data
have been judged to be free of tower interference for a 900 window of azimuth
centered about the direction in which the lower boom was pointed (Geernaert,
1989, personal communication). Since the scatterometer measurements of
interest covered a much wider range of wind directions than the window
covered by the sonic anemometer, the direct measurements of u* were used
only for comparison with the friction velocity values computed using the bulk
formulation outlined above.
Figures 3.15 and 3.16 show two comparisons of time series of the sonic
anemometer measurements and bulk method estimates of friction velocity, u*,
wind speed referenced to 10m, U10 (labelled WS on the plots), and wind
direction, WD. The bulk method values are plotted as (+ )'s and the sonic
measurements as (x)'s. The shaded region in the graph of wind direction is
the range of wind directions for which the sonic anemometer measurements are
suspected of being influenced by the tower. The wind direction in the first
comparison (Figure 3.15) falls mostly in the range of unaffected sonic
- 107 -
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Figure 3.15: Time series comparing 10-min averages of sonic anemometer
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anemometer measurements. Comparison of the time series of u* for this
example shows that the bulk method and sonic anemometer values agree
reasonably welL. In general, the sonic anemometer data exhibit a greater
amount variance than the bulk-method values. The second comparison (Figure
3.16) is a case where the sonic anemometer measurements were clearly affected
by the tower. Figure 3.17 shows scatter plots of the bulk measuremepts
versus the sonic anemometer measurements for all periods of microwave data
used in this thesis. The sonic measurements considered to be influenced by
the tower are shown in the upper plot. The lower plot of Figure 3.17 shows
the sonic data judged to be free of tower interference, for which the wind
direction, WD, was in the range 200~WD~1100. In general, the agreement
between the bulk method values and the unaffected sonic anemometer data is
consistent with the expected performance of the bulk formulation (Blanc,
1985) .
3.1.4 VIDEO RECORDINGS
Simultaneous video recordings colocated with the scatterometer
ilumination area were made with a black and white NEC model TI-23A
t-inch format CCD camera with a 1/1000th sec shutter. Two different lenses
were used at 450 incidence: a 12.5 mm lens with a resulting field of view of
approximately 18x18m2 and a 25 mm lens with a field of view of
approximately 9x9m2. The recordings were made with a Panasonic model
AG-6300 VHS video cassette recorder. The video camera was mounted on the
antenna assembly and aligned with the geometric axis of the antennas (see
Figures 3.6 and 3.9). A calibration of this alignment was made in the field
with the scatterometer aimed vertically downward and a corner reflector
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Figure 3.17: Scatter plots of 10-min averages of bulk formula estimates vs
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used in this thesis. The sonic anemometer data in the top graph are for wind
directions falling in the range of suspected tower interference, while those of
the lower graph are judged to be unaffected by the tower.
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hanging from the axis of the antennas. The alignment is estimated to be
accurate to within 0.5m.
3.2 DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING PROCEDURES
Figure 3.18 is a photograph of the equipment racks which housed the
data acquisition and processing hardware. A block diagram of the
scatterometer and video recording system is shown in Figure 3.19. Table 3.1
summarizes the sampling rates and processing procedure for each data channeL.
Table 3.1: DATA SAMPLING RATES
CHANNEL SAMPLING RATE (Hz) COMMENTS
VV-I 2000 Time series of (jo, 1st and
vV-Q 2000 2nd spectral moments,
HH-I 2000 record length 10 minutes,
HH-Q 2000 time step 0.25s
WIRE WAVE GAUGES 60 Sampled continuously at given
IR WAVE GAUGE 60 rate and processed
WIND SPEED 60 in real-time to produce
WIND DIRECTION 60 10-minute averages
AIR TEMPERATURE 10 Sampled once in 10 minutes
SEA TEMPERATURE 10 at the given rate, averaged
HUMIDITY 10 over a period of 10 seconds
In order to provide continuous data acquisition and rapid access to
experimental results, a real-time system was designed to acquire and process
the microwave data in the field. This system was based on an NEC
Powermate 386 personal computer equipped with a Metrabyte DAS-16
Analog-to-Digital converter board and an N /Hance optical disk drive for data
- 112 -
Figure 3.18: Photograph of instrument racks containing data acquisition and
processing system.
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Figure 3.19: Block diagram of scatterometer and video data acquisition and
processing system. The timing of all recording systems was synchronized by
using an IRIG-B time code generator with a serial output and video time
insertion.
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storage. Selected periods of the scatterometer and wave gauge data were also
recorded on a Hewlett-Packard HP3968A FM 8-channel analog tape recorder
(bandwidth 625 Hz) as a backup to the PC-based system and in order to
have an archive of unprocessed data. The time base for the experiment was
provided by a DATUM model 9300 IRIG-B time code generator/translator
configured with an serial output port and video time insertion. All times used
in the SAXON experiment are local time, which was Eastern Daylight Savings
Time. The latter option adds the time to the video image, while the serial
port provides computer access to the time code. The analog IRIG-B time
code signal was recorded directly on the analog tape recorder used for archival
purposes. The data acquisition system for the meteorological and wave gauge
data is represented in Figure 3.20. An IBM-AT personal computer was used
to produce the 10-minute averages outlined above, while a second analog tape
recorder was used for archival purposes.
3.2.1 SAMPLING RATE AND INTEGRATION TIME
The instantaneous backscattered power is a power-weighted sum of
contributions from scatterers distributed over the ilumination area. The
relative motion of the individual scatterers causes fluctuations in the receive
power, introducing uncertainty between the measured power and its true mean.
Electrical noise also adds to this uncertainty in the received power as an
estimator. In order to obtain a meaningful estimate of the mean backscattered
power, the received power is averaged in time in order to reduce the
uncertainty.
Let the true mean output power be P, the estimated mean P, and the
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in-th individual sample of the power be Pm. For M independent samples, the
estima.te formed by a uniform average
P
-i L Pm (3.8)
will result in a reduction in the variance of P over that of a single sample
estimate by a factor of l/M. The range of the summation in equation (3.8)
and all other summations in this chapter is from m=l to m=M-1.
However, if the samples are correlated, the variance reduction is given by
the equivalent number of independent samples, which can be formulated in
terms of the normalized covariance of the received power. The equivalent
number of independent samples M¡ for a stationary process with M
equally-spaced but correlated samples is given by
1
~=
~ M - Iml
-l -- Pp (m6. t ) (3.9)
where pp(m6.t) is the normalized covariance or correlation coeffcient at lag
T=mßt and ßt is the time sampling interval (Doviak and Zrnic, 1984;
Papoulis, 1965). Note that the correlation coeffcient in equation (3.9) is that
of the received power which is proportional to the square of the receiver
output voltage. The time series of the received power can be thought of as
the output of a square law detector with the received Doppler signal as input.
In this case the output correlation coeffcient is equal to the square of the
input correlation coeffcient (Papoulis, 1965).
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In order to estimate the reduction of variance, consider a signal with
Gaussian power spectrum as input to a square law detector. The Gaussian
power spectrum P(f) with bandwidth B and mean frequency f, is given by
Po
P(f) - 2exp t -( f- f) / 2B2 J,
.j B (3.10)
and corresponding autocorrelation function at lag r is given by
R( r) Po eXPt -2( í'Br)21 ej2í'T r. (3.11)
The magnitude of the normalized covariance for the received power is
pp(m ,6t) = eXPt -(2mnB,6t)2J, (3.12)
where B is the bandwidth of the input power spectrum. Substituting (3.12)
into (3.9), the number of independent samples for Gaussian distributed
backscatter becomes
-k = L ~ expt -(2mnB,6t)21I (3.13)
The number of independent samples Mi given by (3.13) is plotted in
Figure 3.21 as a function of the normalized bandwidth BN=B,6t for different
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number of total samples M. Notice that BN and Mare not independent,
since M=T 1/ ßt, where T i is the averaging or integration time. Therefore, for
a given bandwidth B, horizontal lines in Figure 3.21 are lines of constant
integration time TI' while vertical lines correspond to lines of constant
sampling rate. The reduction in variance is effectively determined by the
integration time, as long as the time series is not under sampled.
Thus the choice of averaging or integration time involves a compromise
between a time long enough to provide adequate reduction of the variance of
the estimator and yet short enough to resolve the dynamics of the breaking
process. An integration time of 0.25s was judged as a suitable compromise.
For a nominal bandwidth of 25Hz and a sampling rate of 2 KHz, the number
of independent samples with T i=0.25s is approximately 20, implying that the
variance of the power estimate would be 5% of its mean.
From a dynamical point of view, an integration time of Ti=0.25s may be
somewhat long. For example, the crest of a wave with phase speed 10ms-1
would transit a 2m-ciameter ilumination area in 0.20s. In order to resolve
the features of such an event, an integration time of 0.10s or less may be
desirable. However, the number of independent samples is reduced in direct
proportion to the reduction in integration time. An investigation of the effect
of a shorter integration time T i was performed on the archived data and is
discussed in chapter 5.
3.2.2 COY ARIANCE PROCESSING TECHNIQUE
Characterization of the backscattered signal is provided by estimating the
moments of its power spectrum. The ith moment of the frequency power
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for a Gaussian input to a square law detector (equation (3.13)).
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spectrum P(f) is given by
r f1 P(f) df,
0, 1, 2, ... (3.14)
The first three moments are the most important for interpreting the physical
processes responsible for the backscattered signaL.
The zeroth moment of the spectrum is the return power and provides a
measure of target strength. In general, it is a function of the transmitted
signal (frequency and polarization), measurement geometry (incidence angle and
azimuth relative to surface wave direction), and surface characteristics
(roughness and local slope). The first moment of the spectrum normalized by
the zeroth moment corresponds to the mean Doppler frequency shift. It is
proportional to the power-weighted line-f-sight velocity of the scatterers
within the ilumination area. The square-root of the second moment of the
power-normalized spectrum provides a measure of the Doppler bandwidth and
as such indicates the range of scatterer velocities responsible for the return
signaL. The reciprocal of the bandwidth is interpreted as a measure of the
coherence time of the process.
The microwave signal was digitally sampled at 2 kHz and reduced to
time series of the received power, mean Doppler frequency, and Doppler
bandwidth with an integration time of 0.25s. The mean Doppler frequency
and bandwidth were computed using the covariance moment estimation
technique commonly used in weather radar (Doviak and Zrnic, 1984).
Traditional methods for moment estimation involve direct computation from
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estimates of the power spectrum P(f). In practical terms, this procedure
dictates the use of a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm to estimate P(f)
followed by the moment computations. Computer hardware exists which
permits this processing to be performed in real-time for the integration times
of interest here. However, the expense of implementing a spectral-based
computation scheme was judged to be prohibitive, and the covariance
processing technique for spectral moment estimation was chosen as a practical
alternative.
Covariance processing was developed by Rummler (1968) and is
extensively used in Doppler weather radar applications. A general outline of
the technique follows and the computational formulas are given in Appendix C.
The technique is widely applied to pulsed Doppler systems but is readily
adapted to continuous wave measurements. Oceanographic applications include
Doppler velocity measurements using sonar (Pinkel 1979, 1983; Plueddemann,
1987) and measurements of the frequency dispersion of acoustic tones (Dahl,
Baggeroer, and Dyer, 1988).
The covariance processing technique is based on the fact that the
autocovariance function and the power spectral density form a Fourier
transform pair. The autocovariance function R( r) is defined for lag r as
R(r) z*(t) z(t+r) (3.15)
where z( t) is a complex time series given by
z(t) I(t) + j Q(t) (3.16)
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where the real part of z(t), Re(z)=I(t), and the imaginary part of z(t),
Im(z)=Q(t) are referred to as the in-phase and quadrature demodulates,
respectively.
Since the power spectrum P(f) is defined as the magnitude of the Fourier
transform of the autocorrelation R( T), the latter may be expressed in terms of
the former as
R( T) - r P(f) exp(jhT f) df. (3.17)
This expression may be rewritten in terms of the power-weighted mean
Doppler frequency, T, as
R(T) = exp(j2~T T) r P(f) exp(j2~T (f-T) ) df. (3.18)
Note that if the integral in (3.18) is real, then the mean Doppler
frequency T is given simply as
_ arg(R( T))
f = 2
7rT (3.19)
In order for the integral in (3.18) to be real, the spectrum P(f) must be
symmetric with respect to T. Otherwise, there is a bias introduced which
depends on the imaginary part of the integral in (3.18). However, this bias is
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small for asymmetric spectra with bandwidth small compared to the Nyquist
interval (Doviak and Zrnic, 1984). This narrow-band assumption is the main
limitation on the performance of the first moment estimator for signals with
large signal-to-noise ratios and large signal-to-noise-bandwidth ratios.
The constraint on the performance of the second-moment estimator is
more severe. Rigorously, the bandwidth estimator is unbiased only for
Gaussian shaped spectra. For a time series with Gaussian power spectrum
(3.10) and corresponding autocorrelation function (3.11), the bandwidth B may
be obtained from the the magnitude of the normalized covariance
p( T) expt -2( 7rBT)2 L (3.20)
for a given lag To as
B2
lntP( Ton-1
2 i2 T~
(3.21)
Figures 3.22 is an example of the performance of the first and second
moment estimators compared to direct computation from periodogram estimates
of the power spectrum. The mean Doppler frequency estimator shows excellent
agreement, while the bandwidth estimator tends to underestimate spectrally
computed value. Note however that the agreement is better at higher rather
than at lower bandwidths. Since our main interest is in characterizing
breaking events (which tend to have large bandwidths), the performance of the
second-moment estimator was judged to provide a good compromise between
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accuracy and cost.
3.2.3 DATA EDITING
The wide variety of environmental conditions encountered during the
SAXON experiment required careful editing of the data. Constraints on the
wind direction relative to antenna look-cirection, variabilty of wind speed, and
wave conditions were set in order to isolate their effect on the results. As
outlined in chapter 2 (section 2.2), the radar cross-section of an individual
breaking event may depend on its orientation with respect to the antenna
look-cirection. In order to minimize the effect of this dependence, the angle r.
between the wind and look-cirection was restricted to the range 00~r.~25° for
all data processed.
As outlned in chapter 2 (section 2.1), a record length of one-hour was
chosen over which to compute averages of the microwave statistics related to
individual breaking events. With an anticipated cubic friction velocity
dependence of the frequency of occurrence of breaking events (equation 1.19), a
constraint on the variabilty of u* and/or the wind speed is appropriate to
eliminate scatter due to uncertainty in the wind stress. To this end, the
standard deviation of u* and U 10 for each I-hour record was limited such that
the range of u* values during any 1 -hr period was less than 2.5 cms-1 and
similarly the range for U 10 was less than 0.5 ms-1. In addition to a constraint
on the variabilty of the friction velocity, a lower limit was imposed. For u*
~ 25 cms-1, the number of large sea spikes was too small to permit meaningful
statistics over the I-hour measurement period and thus data below this value
were not included.
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A total of 44 one-hour records of data processed in situ have been
selected for analysis using the constraints on wind speed variabilty and
antenna look d.irection outlned above. This data set is composed of seven
numbered subsets of several hours each, which are summarized in Table 3.1.
The duration of each run is indicated in the daily time series of environmental
conditions shown in Figures 3.23 through 3.29, which also include plots of the
corresponding surface displacement spectra. The time series are the 10-minute
averages of friction velocity, u*, wind speed referenced to 10m, U10, wind
direction, WD, and significant wave height, SWH (defined as 4 times the
standard deviation of the surface displacement). The mid-time of the 1-hour
measurement periods within a given run is shown for each surface displacement
spectrum in Figures 3.23-3.29. Each spectrum has been extended in frequency
from f=0.6 Hz to f=2.5 by a dashed line of f-4. This extension wil be used
in chapter 5 in using models based on moments of the surface displacement
spectrum.
The edited data set, summarized in Table 3.2, covers a wide range of
wind and wave conditions. The summary table lists the number of 1-hour
records used in each run and the range of parameters characterizing the wind
and wave conditions. The frequencies F LO and F HI correspond to the peak
frequencies of the surface displacement spectra which are generally associated
with swell and wind waves, respectively. The variabilty of wind and wave
conditions apparent in the time series and in the surface displacement spectra
indicates that equilbrium conditions did not exist. Runs designated 4, 5, and
9 exhibit mixed sea conditions, as indicated by the two distinct peaks in the
surface displacement spectra. For Runs 1 and 6, the spectra have single, low
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frequency peaks characteristic of long wavelength swelL. Runs 11 and 12 also
exhibit unimodal surface displacement spectra, but with peak frequencies in the
range of locally generated wind waves. Fetch lengths for runs 1 and 4 were
essentially unlimited, whereas the remainder of the runs had fetch lengths in
the range of 28-32km.
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Table 3.2: DATA RUN CHARACTERISTICS
RUN HRS FLO FHI SWH u* UlO FETCH(km)
ID (Hz) (Hz) (m) (cmjs) (mjs) look-dir
1 8 .13-.16 N/A 1.4-1.8 23-32 6.3-9.6 unlimited
NE2j570
4 4 .11 .27-.35 0.7-1.0 26-30 7.1-8.5 unlimited
SW1j1640
5 6 .11 .25 1.0-1.1 26-31 6.3-7.9 32
NE1j3420
6 3 .09-.11 N/A 1.5-1.8 38-43 9.6-10.5 32
NE1j3420
g 5 0.10 .24-.27 1.1-1.3 42-46 10.4-11.5 28
SW3j2200
11 6 N/A .22-.24 0.7-1.0 25-33 6.2-8.3 32
NE1j3420
12 12 N/A .20-.25 1.0-1.2 38-48 8.4-11.7 32
NElj3420
Key to Table 3.2
Run ID: Identification number
HRS: Number of hours in the run
FLO: Peak frequency of the surface displacement spectrum in the
range associated with long wavelength, low frequency swell
Peak frequency of surface displacement spectrum in higher frequency
range of shorter wavelength, higher frequency wind waves
FHI:
SWH:
.1
Significant wave height, defined as 4 (var 1J( t)) i, where 1J( t) is the
surface displacement measured in meters
u*: Friction velocity (see equations (1.5), (3.6), and Appendix B)
Wind speed referenced to an elevation of 10m above the sea surface
(see equation (3.6) and Appendix B)
U10:
Fetch: Distance from measurement site to nearest land in upwind direction
Location/ location of scatterometer on tower (see Figure 3.4b)
Direction look direction of antennas corresponding to location
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Figure 3.24b: Hourly surface displacement spectra derived from microwave
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Figure 3.26a: Time series of environmental measurements showin~ time period
(horizontal line in upper graph) for RUN 06: friction velocity, u , and wind
speed reference to 10m, U10, computed using bulk formula method, wind
direction, WD, and significant wave height, SWH.
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Figure 3.26b: Hourly surface displacement spectra derived from microwave
measurements (equation 3.5) for RUN 06. Mid-time of measurement is
indicated in upper right hand corner of each plot. Spectra have been extended
from f=0.6Hz with an f-4 power law.
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Figure 3.27a: Time series of environmental measurements showin~ time period
(horizontal line in upper graph) for RUN 09: friction velocity, U , and wind
speed reference to 10m, Uio, computed using bulk formula method, wind
direction, WD, and significant wave height, SWH.
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Figure 3.27b: Hourly surface displacement spectra derived from microwave
measurements (equation 3.5) for RUN 09. Mid-time of measurement is
indicated in upper right hand corner of each plot. Spectra have been extended
from f=0.6Hz with an f-4 power law.
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Figure 3.28b: Hourly surface displacement spectra derived from microwave
measurements (equation 3.5) for RUN 11. Mid-time of measurement is
indicated in upper right hand corner of each plot. Spectra have been extended
from f=0.6Hz with an f-4 power law.
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speed reference to 10m, U10, computed using bulk formula method, wind
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Figure 3.2ga (continued): See caption, previous page.
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Figure 3.29b: Hourly surface displacement spectra derived from microwave
measurements (equation 3.5) for RUN 12. Mid-time of measurement is
indicated in upper right hand corner of each plot. Spectra have been extended
from f=0.6Hz with an f-4 power law.
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CHAPTER 4
DETECTION OF SEA SPIKES ASSOCIATED WITH WAVE BREAKING
As shown in chapters 1 and 2, microwave backscatter at moderate
incidence angles from steep and breaking waves can produce distinctive
signatures in the return power and Doppler frequency spectrum. In this
chapter, the characteristics of the microwave return associated with breaking
events and the quantitative aspects of detection are discussed.
Figure 4.1 shows waterfall time series plots of the Doppler spectra for
VV (top) and HH (bottom) return from the passage of a breaking wave.
Each individual spectrum represent O.25s, with time increasing up the page for
a total duration of 15s. Positive frequencies on the right correspond to a
line-f-sight velocity towards the antennas. Evident in both the VV and HH
spectral maps is a large event with a mean Doppler shift of nearly 250 Hz
(line-f-sight velocity 2.7 ms-1) and increased bandwidth, indicating the range
of power-weighted scatterer velocities. The magnitude of the backscattered
power is comparable for VV and HH polarization during the breaking event in
Figure 4.1, indicating a polarization ratio, (7~v/ (7~H' near unity. The
polarization ratio is clearly greater than unity at times away from the
breaking event. Also apparent in Figure 4.1 is the spectral image of the
extreme event reflected about zero frequency. The image is a result of the
image rejection level discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.1 and is primarily due
to the phase imbalance between the in-phase and quadrature demodulates of
the receiver output.
The microwave signature of breaking waves identified from video
recordings is ilustrated in the time series of the mean values of radar
cross-section, Doppler frequency, and bandwidth shown in Figure 4.2. The top
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Figure 4.1: Doppler spectral map for W (top) and HH (bottom) polarization
ilustrating the microwave signature of a breaking wave. Time increases up
the page and the total elapsed time is 15s. Large ampliude event in both
maps exhibits large Doppler shift, increased bandwidth, and comparble power
for VV and HH polarization (from Jessup, 1988).
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two traces show several sea spikes in (70 (linear scale) for VV and HH
polarization. The mean Doppler frequency is shown in the third trace and the
fourth trace is the Doppler bandwidth. The times in minutes and decimal
seconds mark several large sea spikes in (j~v and (j~H and large excursions II
bandwidth exceeding the thresholds indicated by dashed lines. The times of
whitecaps appearing within the 3-cB ilumination area are indicated on the
axis of the mean Doppler frequency time series. These data from high wind
conditions (u*=55cms-1) show numerous consecutive breaking events ilustrating
several important characteristics of the microwave return from breaking waves.
The five large sea spikes identified in the (j~H time series in Figure 4.2
have been labelled A through E. The maximum amplitude of events A, B,
and D are comparable for VV and HH polarization, suggesting scattering which
is polarization independent. However, the HH return for events C and E is
noticeably greater than that for VV. These examples are typical of events for
which the polarization ratio, (jyv/ (7gH' is less than unity, with minimum
values near 0.70 (see Figure 4.11, discussed below in section 4.2). The cause
of return for which (7~H exceeds (7~v is not obvious, since such events are not
consistent with analytical models for backscatter from the ocean surface (see
Chapter 1, section 1.3.5). The polarization ratio, (jyv/ (7gH' is greater than
unity when Bragg resonant scattering dominates, while specular reflections are
polarization independent. The uncertainty in estimating the mean
backscattered power may be responsible for events in which (j~H exceeds (7~v
(see section 3.2.1). Differences in the VV and HH sea spikes as a function of
the averaging or integration time may also contribute to the occurrence of
these events, as discussed in section 5.8. An integration time of 0.125s was
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used to process the data in Figure 4.2.
Important timing relationships between the sea spikes in (j0 and maxima
in the Doppler frequency and bandwidth are also apparent in Figure 4.2. The
sea spike maxima tend to occur simultaneously with local maxima in the mean
Doppler frequency. On the other hand, the occurrence of maxima in the
bandwidth associated with the sea spikes tends to be delayed from the time of
the local maxima in cross-section. The delay between the sea spike and
bandwidth maxima is typically on the order of O.25-D.50s. The appearance of
a whitecap in the 3-dB spot also generally occurs later in time than the
coincident local maxima in cross-section and Doppler frequency. Comparison
between the times of the bandwidth maxima and the appearance of a whitecap
in the 3dB spot indicates that these events tend to occur together.
The example in Figure 4.2 also shows that whitecaps in the 3-dB
ilumination area may not always be accompanied by a large sea spike in (j0
and, vice versa, that a large sea spike may occur unaccompanied by a
whitecap in the 3-dB spot. The third whitecap time noted in Figure 4.2 is
not associated with a distinctive peak in either the cross-section or the
bandwidth. The sea spike event labelled C is comparable in magnitude to the
other events, yet no whitecap was observed in the 3-dB spot.
The general observations ilustrated by the example in Figure 4.2 include:
1 ) sea spike maxima tend to occur close in time to local maxima in
the mean Doppler frequency,
maxima in the bandwidth associated with sea spikes tend to be
delayed from the sea spike maxima by 0.25-D.50s,
a large sea spike may be unaccompanied by the appearance of a
whitecap in the 3-dB spot, and vice versa, and
when a sea spike is accompanied by a whitecap in the 3-dB spot,
its appearance occurs close in time to the bandwidth maxima.
2)
3)
4)
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The significance of these observations are discussed in detail in the following
sections.
4.1 SEA SPIKES IN THE RADAR CROSS-SECTION
4.1.1 SOURCES OF LARGE INTENSITY EXCURSIONS
When the dimensions of the ilumination area are small compared to the
wavelength of the dominant surface waves, the backscattered power is
modulated as individual long wave crests pass through the measurement spot.
Two sources of this modulation that have been recognized (see, e.g., Alpers et
ai., 1981) are relevant to the microwave signature of breaking waves. Tilt
modulation is caused by the change in local incidence angle determined by the
local wave slope. Hydrodynamic modulation of the radar cross-section is due
to the amplitude modulation of short waves producing Bragg resonant
scattering by the long waves upon which they are superimposed.
The evolution of the surface during the breaking process can create
extremes in scattering geometry which may be responsible for the extremes II
mIcrowave scattering associated with breaking. Figure 4.3 ilustrates the
changes in surface geometry which can occur in the process of breaking. The
profies in Figure 4.3 were taken from photographs by Rapp (1986) of
laboratory generated breaking waves in progressive stages of development (see
also Rapp and Melvile, 1990). These profies ilustrate how the stage of
development of a breaking wave as it passes the ilumInation area wil affect
the scattering geometry.
The change in local incidence angle along the phase of a sharp-crested
wave is ilustrated in Figure 4.4 for one of the profies from the sequence in
- 157 -
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Figure 4.3: Sequence of surface profies taken from laboratory generated
breaking wave (Rapp, 1986) ilustrating the variety of surface geometries
associated with the evolution of a breaking crest.
Figure 4.3. The fixed or global incidence angle of the antenna look-direction
with respect to the mean sea surface is denoted as ego The extent of the
two-way, 3-dB ilumination area at various locations along the wave profie is
indicated by the thick line. Clearly, the location of the ilumination area with
respect to the phase of the breaking wave as well as the stage of development
can significantly influence the microwave scattering from a particular breaking
event. Where the surface curvature is small over the extent of the
ilumination area, a local incidence angle, fJ, can be defined, as indicated in
Figure 4.4. As the forward face of a wave crest approaches the ilumination
area, the local incidence angle decreases to a minimum. The geometry
becomes complicated when the ilumination area straddles the crest and the
definition of a local incidence angle is not simple. After the crest region, the
loçal incidence angle is greater than the global value as the back side of the
wave crest passes through the spot.
Evidence from the simultaneous microwave and video measurements
.,"
::i::
.,~~
indicates that the majority of large jumps in l¡ associated with breaking occur
on the steep forward face of waves that ultimately form a whitecap. This
observation suggests that large sea spikes associated with breaking waves are
primarily due to the change in local incidence angle. The dependence of the
mean radar cross-section on incidence angle is shown in Figure 4.5. For
measurements at a global incidence angle of 45°, Figure 4.5 indicates that
changes in the local incidence angle of 10-150 would cause a moderate amount
of tilt modulation. However, if the wave slope is such that the local incidence
angle is reduced to 250 or less, then the scattering begins to enter the specular
regime and a large jump in (70 may be expected.
~~,,',
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Figure 4.4: Ilustration of the changes in the local incidence angle 01 as a
function of the location of the radar spot with respect to the phase of a
breaking wave for one of the profies in Figure 4.3. The extent of the 3dB
spot is indicated by the thicker line. The lower sketch defines the global
incidence angle Og as the angle between the antenna look direction, or
trasmitted electromagnetic wavenumber ", and the normal to the mean sea
level n.
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and (3) near grazing incidence (from Valenzuela, 1978).
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Rapp (1986) made laboratory measurements of the local slope of the
forward face of breaking waves. Figure 4.6 shows the definition of the
measured slope aiL, which ranged from 0.3 to 0.7 for spiling and plunging
breaking events, respectively. For microwave measurements with a global
incidence angle of 45°, these slopes would result in a local incidence angle II
the range of 100-300. If the geometry of breaking waves generated in the
laboratory is similar to those found in the field, then these measurements
support the idea that sea spikes associated with the forward face of breaking
waves are due to large changes in the local incidence angle.
However, some sea spikes occur closer in time to when the crest passes
the center of the ilumination area. These events tend to be associated with
return from near the crests of low frequency swell exhibiting large modulations
of short waves distributed over the crest region. The sea spikes associated
with short wave modulation near such long wave crests may be due to
increased Bragg resonant return at a reduced incidence angle.
4.1.2 FURTHER INTENSITY THRESHOLD CONSIDERATIONS
In Chapter 2, an argument was made for a detection scheme based on a
radar cross-section threshold which identified large sea spikes with positive
mean Doppler frequency. The polarization characteristics of return from
breaking waves may also be used to establish a radar cross-section threshold
to detect breaking events. Large, polarization independent sea spikes have
been shown to be associated with breaking waves (see Chapter 1, Section
1.3.2). A threshold to detect polarization independent events may be found by
considering the number of sea spikes in a given record as a function of
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of steepness aiL of laboratory generated breaking waves
(from Rapp, 1986). The steepness range of 0.3~a/L~0.7 corresponds to a local
incidence angle range of 100~ Oi900 for measurements at a global incidence
angle Og of 450 (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5).
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intensity and polarization. Fig. 4.7 shows the average number of sea spikes
per hour versus the radar cross-section threshold for three different intervals of
u* for both VV (solid lines) and HH (dashed lines) polarization during the
SAXON experiment. For a low threshold, more events are counted for VV
than for HH since the mean polarization ratio of (j0 is greater than unity (see
Chapter 1, Section 1.3.3.). As the threshold is increased, approximately the
same number of events are counted for both VV and HH over a range of u*.
If the polarization ratio for individual breaking events is indeed unity, then
the point at which the VV and HH curves in Fig. 4.7 coincide is an
appropriate threshold to count polarization independent sea spike. The
coincidence of the VV and HH curves at slightly larger cr thresholds for larger
values of u* suggests that the minimum threshold may be a weak function of
u*.
Results of this analysis for the preliminary measurements in the North
Sea, shown in Fig. 4.8, are similar to those from the SAXON experiment.
However, small differences between Figures 4.7 and 4.8 are apparent in both
the threshold at which the VV and HH curves coincide and the spacing of the
different u* curves. For the SAXON data, the VV and HH curves in Fig. 4.7
begin to coincide at approximately -5dB, while the same point for the North
Sea measurements in Fig. 4.8 occurs closer to -6dB. By shifting the two
figures relative to one another by the difference between these two levels, the
curves for the SAXON and the North Sea data roughly line up. The
scatterometers used for the two measurements were different and thus the
difference of IdB or so may be due to calibration uncertainty, since the
systems' accuracies are approximately :idB. The spacing of the curves for
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Figure 4.7 (top): Average number of events per hour N vs radar cross-section
threshold for different u* interval in SAXON. The same number of events are
counted in VV and HH polarization near -5dB.
Figure 4.8 (bottom): Same as Figure 4.7 except for North Sea data and VV
and HH curves begin to coincide near -6dB.
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different u* levels is a function of the u* exponents of the frequency of sea
spike occurrence. That the curves for different u* are more tightly spaced for
the North Sea data than for SAXON implies that the exponent for the former
should be smaller than that of the latter, as is confirmed in the next chapter.
In the following analysis, a threshold of (7~01=-5.2dB (0.30) is used to detect
large, polarization independent sea spikes.
4.1.3 VIDEO VERIFICATION
Two hours of video recordings from the SAXON experiment have been
viewed in detail to identify visual evidence of wave breaking. These recordings
correspond to measurement periods during Runs 11 and 12 for which the
friction velocity was 30cms-1 and 40cms-1, respectively. The recordings were
first viewed independently of the microwave data to determine the number of
whitecaps with a minimum dimension of roughly 0.5m which appeared within
the two-way, 3-dB ilumination area (1.5x2.2m2). Table 4.1 summarizes this
analysis, showing the number of events counted and the corresponding
percentage of breaking crests, P 3dB' where the total number of crests is based
on the peak frequency of the wave height spectrum. The values in Table 4.1
for the percentage of crests producing whitecaps in the 3-dB ilumination area
are consistent with the results of Holthuijsen and Herbers (1986) and Toba et
aL. (1971) shown in Figure 1.1.
As indicated in section 4.1, comparison of the time series of (70 with
these video results showed that the whitecaps appearing within the 3-dB
ilumination area were not necessarily associated with large sea spikes in (j0.
Indeed, only about 10% of the whitecaps occurring within the 3-dB spot
- 166 -
Table 4.1: WhitecaDs within 3-dB ilumination area
RUN ID u* U10 Number of P3dB: Percent of
(cms-1) (ms-1) Whitecaps breaking crests
11 30 8.5 95 12.1%
12 40 11.3 184 21.1 %
Table 4.2: Video Correlation of Sea SDikes: (7Sv ~ (7£in
RUN ID Total No. of Number of Number of P5m: Percent of
sea spikes Non-breaking breaking breaking crests
11 48 8 40 5.3%
12 228 70 158 18.1%
Table 4.3: Percentage of Sea SDike Breaking Events Detected
RUN ID Pgs 2 P~s 4Pss Pss
((7Sv ;: (7poi) ((7Sv ;: -QdB) (BW ;: 50 Hz) ((7Sv ;: --dB or
BW;: 50Hz)
11 15% 28% 70% 73%
12 19% 33% 66% 70%
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corresponded to sea spikes detected by the threshold (7~oi. Furthermore, large
sea spikes in (j0 sometimes occurred without the appearance of a whitecap in
the 3-dB spot.
As noted above, the majority of large sea spikes occur when the steep
forward face of a wave in the process of breaking is in the ilumination area.
The breaking process for such waves continues to evolve as the crest
approaches the ilumination area. Consequently, a wave whose forward face
produces a large sea spike may not exhibit a whitecap until after its crest has
passed the center of the ilumination area. In other words, the whitecap
associated with a given sea spike may occur 'downwave' of the center of the
radar spot.
The video recordings show that all of the sea spikes detected with the
threshold (7~oi are due to waves which produce whitecaps within a distance of
approximately 5m beyond the center of the radar spot. Therefore, the
criterion for a given microwave event to be classified as being due to a
breaking wave is taken to be the appearance of a whitecap within a distance
of approximately 5m downwave of the radar spot. The distance of 5m is on
the order of 10-20% of the wavelength of the dominant surface wave
corresponding to the peak frequency of the surface displacement spectrum.
Despite the fact that all the sea spikes detected by the radar
cross-section threshold (7~oi are associated with breaking events identified from
the video, the number of events detected is roughly one-tenth the number of
whitecaps which were counted in the independent analysis of the video
recordings summarized in Table 4.1. Furthermore, as indicated in discussing
the example in Figure 4.2, the data reveal breaking events which produce
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discernible sea spikes of a lesser magnitude than the threshold value (j~ol.
In order to investigate improved discrimination, the microwave
measurements for the two hours of video recordings were further analyzed to
compile detailed statistics on all sea spikes which might be associated with the
passage of a wave crest. The passage of an individual wave crest was taken
as the time between zero up-crossings in the zero-mean time series. of the
Doppler frequency. A minimum threshold of (7~V:;(j~01/2 was imposed to
eliminate false detections due to low-level random fluctuations. Using the
criterion established above, the video recordings were then replayed and each
sea spike was classified as being associated with either a breaking or a
non-breaking wave.
Table 4.2 summarizes the results of this analysis in terms of the total
number of sea spikes detected and the number of breaking and non-breaking
waves identified. Also listed is the quantity P5m, defined as the percentage of
wave crests associated with sea spikes attributed to breaking waves (ie., sea
spikes due to waves which produce a whitecap within 5m of the center of the
radar spot). As in the independent analysis of the video recordings, the total
number of wave crests was based on the peak frequency of the surface
displacement spectrum. The percentage P5m may be compared to P 3dB' the
percentage of breaking crests identified independently from the video recordings
and summarized in Table 4.1. For the higher friction velocity data in Run
12, the value of P5m=18.1 % is comparable to that of P 3dB=21.1 %, while the
microwave-based percentage of P5m=5.3% for Run 11 is roughly half that of
the corresponding value of P 3dB=12.1 %. However, the values of P 3dB for both
hours of video recordings analyzed are stil within the range of measurements
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by previous authors summarized in Figure 1.1. The appropriate comparison
for evaluating the performance of a given microwave detection schemes is the
number of unambiguously detected breaking events as a percentage of the total
number of sea spikes caused by breaking waves. This percentage, denoted as
Pss, is tabulated in Table 4.3 for the cross-section threshold (j~01=-5.2dB and
other detection schemes considered later in this chapter. As previously noted,
all of the events detected by the VV radar cross-section threshold
(j~01=-5.2dB were associated with breaking waves. However, these detected
events comprise only 15-20% of the sea spikes associated with breaking waves
identified in the video recordings.
Scatter plots showing the peak values of (7~v versus (7~H for seas spikes
classified from the video recordings are given in Figure 4.9a and 4.9b for Run
11 and Run 12, respectively. The upper plot in each figure is for events
classified as being due to breaking waves, while the lower plot is for those due
to non-breaking waves. The distribution of non-breaking values indicates that
a radar cross-section threshold somewhat lower than (7~ol=-5.2dB (0.30) would
continue to detect only breaking events. Furthermore, comparison between the
VV and HH values in Figure 4.9 suggests that applying the threshold to either
polarization would yield equivalent results.
Breaking events continue to be unambiguously detected as the VV radar
cross-section threshold is lowered to a value of -6dB (0.25). However, the
distributions of breaking events in Figure 4.9 indicate that a significant
number of sea spikes associated with breaking events have stil lower radar
cross-section. The percentage of breaking events detected by the lower
threshold of -6dB, summarized in Table 4.3, is approximately 30%. This
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result indicates that, on the basis of radarcross-section alone, roughly 70% of
the sea spikes which are attributable to breaking waves are not distinguishable
from seas spikes of comparable magnitude which show no visual evidence of
being due to wave breaking.
4.2 POLARIZATION RATIO
The polarization characteristics of the variation of the mean radar
cross-section o- with incidence angle are shown schematically in Figure 4.10.
In the moderate incidence angle regime, the polarization ratio (j~v/ (j~H is
greater than unity due to the dominance of the Bragg resonant scattering
mechanism (Wright, 1966). However, the scattering becomes polarization
independent as the incidence angle decreases and' the specular scattering regime
is approached, resultng in a polarization ratio of unity. As reported in
chapter 1, previous authors have associated polarîzation independent sea spikes
with breaking waves.
The data in the scatter plots in the upper graphs of Figure 4.9 show
that many of the breaking events with large radar cross-section fall close to
the line of (7~V=(7~H' However, the majority of sea spikes caused by breaking
waves show (7iv significantly greater than (7~H' Furthermore, many of these
events fall in the same region as the non-breaking events shown in the lower
plots of Figure 4.9. The distribution of polarization ratio values is also
ilustrated in Figure 4.11, which shows scatter plots of the polarization ratio
versus F max, the Doppler frequency maximum associated with the detected
events. (A discussion of the distribution of F max fQllowsin the next section.)
These plots confirm that very few non-breaking waves have polarization ratios
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less than unity. However, a significant number of breaking events would be
eliminated by a polarization ratio threshold of unity. These results discourage
the use of the polarization ratio as a further discriminator of microwave events
associated with wave breaking.
4.3 MEAN DOPPLER FREQUENCY
As noted in the discussion of Figure 4.2, the large sea spikes associated
with the forward face of breaking waves occur very near in time to local
maxima in the mean Doppler frequency. This observation is further ilustrated
by considering whether F max, the maximum Doppler frequency associated with
a given sea spike, is equal to F pk, the Doppler frequency which occurs at the
time of the sea spike peak. Figure 4.12 is a scatter plot of F pk versus F max
for breaking and non-breaking waves identified the video recordings for Run
12. Most of the points in Figure 4.12 are clustered near the line F pk=F max,
indicating that many of the Doppler frequency maxima are nearly coincident
with the sea spike peak. This observation applies to both the breaking and
non-breaking distributions in Figure 4.12.
The nearly simultaneous occurrence of the sea spike and Doppler
frequency maxima is consistent with the assumption that the mean Doppler
frequency is dominated by the line-f-sight component of the orbital velocity.
Figure 4.13 shows the phase relationship between the surface displacement and
the line-f-sight velocity V r from linear wave theory (equation 3.4) for an
incidence angle 45°. For a fixed observer, the maximum positive line-f-sight
velocity occurs on the forward face at a phase of +450 relative to the crest.
Notice also that the line-f-sight velocity is zero following the crest at phase
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angle -450. (In a field situation, the orbital velocity wil be superimposed on
a surface drift current. The effect of this current is evident in the time series
of the Doppler frequency in Figure 4.2, which has a positive long-term
average. )
In addition to the contribution of the orbital velocity to the Doppler
spectrum, the increased velocity of the active whitecap at the crest of a
breaking wave is expected to be important. This additional scatterer velocity
wil generally occur later in time than the Doppler frequency maximum, since
the latter is roughly coincident with the sea spike peak associated with the
forward face of the wave crest. Note that if the whitecap velocity is nearly
horizontal at the wave crest, its contribution to the measured lin~f-sight
velocity generally wil be less than its magnitude. Nonetheless, the Doppler
frequency due to the whitecap moving at á velocity on the order of the phase
speed can be significantly larger than that due to the orbital velocity. The
large velocities associated with active whitecaps superimposed on the orbital
velocity contribution may be expected to increase the Doppler bandwidth, as
discussed in the next section.
The joint scatter plot of the polarization ratio versus F max in Figure 4.11
shows that the Doppler frequency maxima associated with breaking events can
cover a wide range. The extent of this distribution may reflect the influence
of the crest orientation on the measured line-f-sight scatterer velocity.
Although a threshold criterion on the mean Doppler frequency apparently
cannot increase discrimination, it may contain important information concerning
the kinematics of the breaking process, as wil be discussed in Chapter 5.
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4.4 DOPPLER BANDWIDTH
A jump in the Doppler bandwidth often accompanies sea spikes which
are caused by waves that break. The area-extensive nature of the
scatterometer measurement produces a return whose frequency spectrum is the
power-weighted velocity distribution of the scatterers within the ilumination
area. The bandwidth B as defined in Chapter 3 (section 3.2.2) is an
indication of the range of velocities present. Unlike the mean Doppler
frequency, however, the bandwidth maximum associated with a breaking wave
generally occurs after the sea spike maximum in cr.
Comparisons of time series such as Figure 4.2 with simultaneous video
recordings indicate that a bandwidth maximum generally occurs when the
ilumination area straddles the crest region. Even for a non-breaking wave, an
increase in the bandwidth might be expected near the crest region due to the
change in the line-f-sight velocity across the crest (see Figures 4.3 and 4.11).
However, the velocity of an active whitecap wil increase the range of
velocities within the ilumination area straddling the crest region and thus
augment the bandwidth.
Doppler spectra computed from the archived scatterometer data support
the idea that the characteristic jump in the bandwidth following a sea spike is
due to an increased range of velocities near the crest. Figure 4.14 is a
1 -minute time series of radar cross-section, mean Doppler frequency, and
Doppler bandwidth computed directly from moments of the power spectral
density of the mIcrowave backscatter. Figures 4.15 through 4.17 show Doppler
spectra corresponding to the three sea spike events identified in the time series
of Figure 4.14 by the time in minutes and decimal seconds. The vertical axis
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the scatterometer data recorded on analog tape. Doppler spectra for the three
sea spikes identified in the top trace are shown in Figures 4.15-4.17.
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is the relative power spectral density in decibels (dB re arbitrary units) and
the horizontal axis is the Doppler frequency in Hertz (Hz), with axis divisions
of 100 Hz and zero frequency indicated by the vertical center line (recall that
the Doppler conversion is 94Hz per m/s).
Rigorously, the spectra shown are estimates of the power spectral density,
computed from the complex Fourier coeffcients of the finite Fourier transform.
The microwave data were digitally sampled at a rate of 1kHz per channel and
subdivided into segments of 125 points, corresponding to a time length of
0.125s. A Hanning window was applied and each record was padded with
zeros to a length of 128 points. The Fourier coeffcients were calculated using
an FFT algorithm and the estimate of the Doppler spectrum was computed
from the magnitude of the coefficients. The spectrum was then smoothed
using a weighted running average, resulting in a reduction of variance
equivalent to 64 degrees of freedom.
The spectra in the upper plots of Figures 4.15 through 4.17, entitled
SSM AX, coincide in time with the maximum in the radar cross-section for
each sea spike considered. The lower spectra in the figures, entitled BWMAX,
correspond to the bandwidth maxima for each event. The mean Doppler
frequency for each spectrum is indicated by an (X) on the frequency axis.
The spectra corresponding to the first sea spike identified in Figure 4.14
are shown in Figure 4.15. The spectrum at the time of the sea spike
maximum exhibits a single peak which is roughly coincident with the mean
Doppler frequency. The small peak with a negative frequency is the image of
the major peak. The spectrum corresponding to the bandwidth maximum is
quite different, showing two major peaks widely separated in frequency.
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(Again, the small, negative frequency peak is an image of the major peak.)
The mean Doppler frequency is less than that for the sea spike maximum,
even though the frequency of the highest peak is somewhat larger. The
secondary peak lies very close to zero and shows significant contribution at
negative frequencies. In contrast, the spectrum in Figure 4.16 corresponding to
the bandwidth maximum for the second event in Figure 4.14 does not show
two distinct frequency peaks. However, the spectrum does include significant
return ranging from near zero frequency to approximately 150 Hz. The third
example in Figure 4.17 shows a bimodal distribution with energy at frequencies
exceeding 200Hz.
The bimodal nature of the spectra corresponding to the bandwidth
maximum is consistent with the notion that the velocity distribution within
the ilumination area straddling a breaking crest wil show a range of scatterer
velocities. This range of velocities is likely to include contributions from
higher velocities within the active whitecap as well as those of scatterers
advected by the orbital velocity. A significant amount of energy near zero
frequency in the spectra corresponding to a bandwidth maximum suggests
return from the back side of the crest.
The scatter plots in Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show the peak VV sea spike
radar cross-section, (7~k, versus the corresponding maximum bandwidth, Bmax,
for Runs 11 and 12, respectively. The distribution of Bmax in these figures
suggests that a bandwidth threshold alone would unambiguously identify a
larger number of breaking events than the radar cross-section threshold of
--dB used above. Indeed, a criterion that Bmax exceed 50Hz successfully
detects approximately 65-70% of the breaking events identified from the video
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Figure 4.18b: Same as 4.18a except for Run 12 (u*=40cms-1).
recording for Runs 11 and 12. By counting all events for which (j~v)--6dB
and/or B)-50Hz, this success rate is increased slightly to a maximum of 73%
(see Table 4.3). In other words, nearly 3 out of 4 breaking waves producing
detectable microwave events are identified by a threshold-based scheme
utilzing both radar cross-section and bandwidth information.
4.5 Detection Schemes to be Tested
The four threshold-based detection schemes considered in this chapter
are:
1) (7~k ~ (7~01 = 0.30 (polarization independent events, Figure 4.7)
2) (7~k ~ 0.25 (from distributions in Figure 4.9)
3) Bmax ~ 50 Hz (from distributions in Figure 4.18)
4) (7~k ~ 0.25 or Bmax ~ 50 Hz (from distributions in Figure 4.18)
The percentages of breaking events identified by these schemes are summarized
in Table 4.3. While none of these detection schemes identify all microwave
events attributable to breaking waves, scheme (4) is the most successfuL.
Furthermore, for each scheme, the proportion of breaking events detected is
roughly the same for both runs (see Table 4.3). That is, for the two different
one-hour video recordings with u*=30cms-1 and u*=40cms-1, the number of
breaking events counted was proportional to the total number of sea spikes
caused by breaking waves. To assess the impact of different detection schemes
on the sea spike statistics, the analysis in the next chapter wil be performed
for all 4 detection schemes listed above. Note that schemes (3) and (4) may
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be expected to provide better results than (1) and (2) by virtue of the larger
sample size they provide.
CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results from the simultaneous microwave and video measurements
presented in Chapter 4 show that detection thresholds in radar cross-section as
well as Doppler bandwidth can be used to identify individual breaking events.
The location of the ilumination area with respect to the phase of the breaking
wave as well as the stage of breaking development wil influence the
detect abilty of a breaking event occurring in the vicinity of the radar spot.
Also, the orientation of an individual crest with respect to the antenna look
direction can affect detectabilty. Therefore, a microwave scatterometer cannot
be expected to detect all waves that break near the ilumInation area;
However, if the variabilty of the return due to such effects as crest
orientation and spot location are random, then the scatterometer may provide
a valid sample of the breaking events present.
The thresholds investigated in Chapter 4 do not detect all breaking wave
crests in the vicinity of the microwave ilumination area. However, for the
two I-hour video recordings analyzed in detail, the number of detected
mIcrowave events is proportional to the total number of sea spikes caused by
wave breaking events. Therefore, if counting sea spikes caused by breaking
waves is an indicator of the degree of wave breaking, then the detected sea
spikes provide a relative measure. In this chapter, statistics of the detected
mIcrowave events are compared with modellng and measurements of wave
breaking by previous investigators. Average normalized velocity and bandwidth
which may be associated with the kinematics of wave breaking are also
presented. Finally, the effect of decreasing the integration time used in
processing is discussed.
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As outlined in Chapter 3, section 3.2.3, the edited data set covers a wide
range of sea conditions, none of which can be assumed to be fully-developed.
Nonetheless, results from all runs are presented together because of the
relatively limited amount of data available. In order to aid in identifying
variations which might be a result of the wide range of conditions covered,
data from each of the seven subsets are identified by a different symbol ( each
symbol represents the value corresponding to a one-hour record). Table 3.2
which summarizes the data runs has been reproduced as Table 5.1 for
convenience.
Many of the results in this chapter are presented on log-log plots fitted
with a straight line, ilustrating a power law relation. These lines are the
result of a linear regression analysis, following the method described by Bendat
and Piersol (1986). The analysis provides a measure of the slope of the line,
95% confidence intervals on that slope, and a correlation coeffcient. The
linear regression parameter for power laws investigated are summarized in
Table 5.2 and 5.3 as a function of detection threshold.
As outlined in Chapter 4 (section 4.5), four different detection schemes
are used in presenting the quantitative results in this chapter. The detection
criteria, repeated here for convenience, are:
1 ) (7~k ) 0 0.30(7pol -
2) (7~k ) 0.25
3) Bmax ~ 50 Hz
4) (7~k ~ 0.25 and/or Bmax ~ 50 Hz
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Table 5.1: DATA RUN CHARACTERISTICS
RUN HRS FLO FHI SWH u* Uio FETCH(km)
ID (Hz) (Hz) (m) (cm/s) (m/s) look-dir
1 8 .13-.16 N/A 1.4-1.8 23-32 6.3-9.6 unlimited
NE2/57°
4 4 .11 .27-.35 0.7-1.0 26-30 7.1-8.5 unlimited
SW1/164°
5 6 .11 .25 1.0-1.1 26-31 6.3-7.9 32
NE1/342°
6 3 .09-.11 N/A 1.5-1.8 38-43 9.6-10.5 32
NE1/342°
9 5 0.10 .24-.27 1.1-1.3 42-46 10.4-11.5 28
SW3/2200
11 6 N/A .22-.24 0.7-1.0 25-33 6.2-8.3 32
NE1/342°
12 12 N/A .20-.25 1.0-1.2 38-48 8.4-11.7 32
NEI/342°
(See table 3.1 for key to table 5.1)
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Schemes 1 and 2 are based on thresholds in radar cross-section and detect
relatively low percentages of sea spikes caused by breaking waves. The use of
a bandwidth threshold in schemes 3 and 4 significantly increases the
percentage of breaking events detected (see Table 4.3). This larger sample
size suggests that the statistical significance of the results using schemes 3 and
4 is greater than that of schemes 1 and 2.
The wind speed dependence of the sea spike statistics was presented in
chapter 2 in terms of the friction velocity u*. Philips (1988) formulation for
the sea spike frequency and contribution to the mean radar cross-section is II
1.
terms of a dimensionless friction velocity, (U¡K/ g) \ where K is the
electromagnetic wavenumber and g is the gravitational acceleration (see
equations (1.25) and (1.26)). In this chapter, the power law relations
expressing friction velocity dependence are presented in terms of this
dimensionless variable, denoted a u*. The plots of the computed quantities
versus friction velocity have two x-axis scales: the top axis is the friction
velocity, u* (ms-1) while the lower axis is the dimensionless friction velocity
N
u*.
5.1 FRICTION VELOCITY DEPENDENCE OF THE RADAR CROSS SECTION
The mean radar cross-section, cr, versus friction velocity is shown in
Figure 5.1 for VV and HH polarizations. The SAXON results in Figure 5.1
are consistent with the corresponding preliminary measurements shown in
Figure 2.6. The angle cp between the radar look-direction and the wind for
the SAXON measurements was in the range O°..cp..25°, while for the
preliminary results the angle cp was in the range 250.. cp..45°. However, the
variation of
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Figure 5.1: Mean normalized radar cross-section versus friction velocity for VV
(a:top) and HH (b:bottom) polarization, where each symbol represents a
one-hour average. The slope of the linear regression line is 2.0 for VV and
1.8 for HH polarization.
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(j0 between the these two ranges of 'P is less than 1dB, according to the
Seasat-A satellte scatterometer model known as SASS II (Wentz, Peteherych,
and Thomas, 1984). The calibration accuracy of the scatterometers used in
both the preliminary and SAXON experiments has been estimated to be :iidB
(see Chapter 2, section 2.1 and Chapter 3, section 3.1.1).
For the relations
(jvv C Na11 u* , (5.1)
and
(jHH NaC2 u*2, ( 5.2)
the exponents a1 and a2 with 95% confidence limits are a1=2.0:i0.07
(10gC1=-1.9:iO.02, correlation coeffcient P1=0.98) for VV polarization and
a2=1.8:i0.09 (logC2=-2.2:i0.03,correlation coeffcient P2=0.96) for HH
polarization.
5.2 COMPARISON WITH PHILLIPS' (1988) PREDICTIONS
5.2.1 FREQUENCY OF SEA SPIKE OCCURRENCE
As outlned in Chapter 1, section 1.3.5, Philips (1988) predicted a cubic
dependence on friction velocity for the frequency of occurrence of sea spikes
detected by an intensity threshold. The preliminary results from measurements
in the North Sea presented in Chapter 2 were consistent with this expectation
(Table 2.1 and Figures 2.10). Results from the SAXON experiment are given
in Figures 5.2 as the number of detected events in a one-hour record versus
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Figure 5.2: Frequency of sea spike occurrence N (number per hour) vs friction
velocity for the detection schemes (a) (70yv::(70poi=-5.2dB, (b) (70yy::=-6.0dB,
(c) B?50Hz, and (d) (70yv?=-6.0dB and/or B::50Hz. Each symbol represents
one-hour with different sl.mbols for each run. The linear regression
parameters for equation (5.3) are in the upper left hand corner of each plot.
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friction velocity, u*, in log-log plots for the four different detection thresholds
tested. For the relation
N C Na33 u* , (5.3)
the exponent a3 is in the range 2.9~a3~3.3 with correlation coefficient P3 II the
range O. 70~P3~0.81 (see Table 5.2). These results are consistent with both the
preliminary results presented in Chapter 2 and with Philips' (1988) prediction.
5.2.2 CONTRIBUTION OF SEA SPIKES TO THE MEAN RADAR CROSS-SECTION
As outlined in Chapter 1, section 1.3.5, Philips (1988) also predicted a
cubic dependence on friction velocity for the contribution of sea spikes to the
mean radar cross-section. The preliminary measurements in Chapter 2 also
supported this prediction (Table 2.1 and Figures 2.7a-b). The two methods
used to compute the sea spike contribution were outlned in Chapter 2, section
2.3. Both methods associate the contribution of an individual sea spike with
the area under the spike above a specific value. For method 1 (see equation
2.3 and Figure 2.5a), the area under the sea spike is bounded by (jo, the
long-term mean radar cross-section. In method 2 (equation 2.4 and Figure
2.5b), the area under the sea spike is limited by the local minima on either
side of the sea spike peak. In general, the contribution computed using
method 2 wil be greater than that given by method 1.
The sea spike contribution, (7~s' as defined by method 1 is shown versus
friction velocity, u*, on a log-log plot in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 for VV and HH
polarizations, respectively. For the relations
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TABLE 5.2: Linear Regression Results (Ti=0.25s)
(j~v?-6dB,
(j~v ? (j~oi (j~V? - 6dB BW ? 50 Hz BW ? 50 Hz
Na
N=C3u*3:
a3: 3.3 :i 1.1 3.3 :i 1.0 2.9 :f 0.7 2.9:i 0.7
logC3: 0.23 :i 0.32 0.48 :i 0.29 0.94:i 0.20 0.97 :f 0.21
P3: 0.70 0.73 0.81 0.80
o -C Na4.(jSSVVl - 4U*.
a4: 3.4 :i 1.2 3.2 :f 1.0 2.7:i 0.7 2.7:i 0.8
logC4: --.0 :i 0.4 -3.8 :i 0.3 -3.4 :i 0.2 -3.4 :i 0.2
P4: 0.68 0.71 0.76 0.75
o -C Na5.(jSSHHl- 5U* .
a5: 3.3 :i 1.2 3.2 :i 1.0 2.7:i 0.8 2.7:i 0.8
logC5: -3.9 :f 0.4 -3.7 :f 0.3 -3.4 :i 0.2 -3.4 :i 0.2
P5: 0.68 0.71 0.76 0.75
o -C Na6.(jSSVV2- 6u* .
a6: 3.6 :i 1.2 3.5 :i 1.1 3.0:i 0.8 3.0:i 0.8
logC6: . --.0 :i 0.4 -3.75 :i 0.3 -3.4 :i 0.2 -3.4 :i 0.2
P6: 0.70 0.73 0.78 0.77
o -C Na7.(7SSHH2- 7U* .
a7: 3.5 :i 1.2 3.4 :i 1.0 3.0:i 0.8 3.0:f 0.8
logC7: -3.9:i 0.4 -3.7 :i 0.3 -3.4 :i .2 -3.3 :f 0.2
P7: 0.69 0.72 0.78 0.77
p -C Nas.ss- sU*'
as: 3.4 :i 1.5 3.4 :f 1.4 3.0 :i 1.1 3.0 :i 1.1
10gCs -.64 :i .44 -.39 :f .41 -.06 :i .32 .10:f .33
Ps: 0.59 0.62 0.66 0.66
aP ss=CgRe*g:
ag: 1.6 :i 0.3 1.6 :f 0.3 1.3 :f 0.2 1.3 :i 0.2
logCg: -9.33 :f 1.8 -8.6:i 1.7 -6.9 :i 1.3 -7.0 :i 1.3
pg: 0.87 0.87 0.89 0.89
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Figure 5.3: Sea spike contribution (70vvSS1 (VV, method 1) versus friction
velocity for the detection schemes (a) (j0vv?(jopoi=-5.2dB, (b) (j0vv?=-6.0dB,
(c) B?50Hz, and (d) (70vv?=-6.0dB and/or B?50Hz. Each symbol represents
one-hour with different s¡.mbols for each run. The linear regression
parameters for equation l5.4a) are in the upper left hand corner of each plot.
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Figure 5.4: Sea spike contribution (70hhsS1 (HH, method 1) versus friction
velocity for the detection schemes (a) (70vv?(jopoi=-5.2dB, (b) (j°vv?=-6.0dB,
(c) B?50Hz, and (d) (70vv?=-6.0dB and/or B?50Hz. Each symbol represents
one-hour with different sxmbols for each run. The linear regression
parameters for equation (5.4b) are in the upper left hand corner of each plot.
(e)
(jSSVVl NaC4 ué, (5.4a)
and
(jŠSHHl NaC5 U*5, (5.4b)
the exponent a4 is within the range 2. 7~a49.4 with correlation coeffcient P2 in
the range 0.68~P4~0. 76 for VV polarization and the exponent a5 is within the
range 2. 7.. a5..3. 3 with correlation coeffcient P5 in the range O.69":P5..0.77 for
HH polarizations (see Table 5.2). The corresponding results for method 2 are
shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 for VV and HH polarizations, respectively. For
the relations
(7ŠSVV2 C Na66 u* , (5.5a)
and
(jŠSHH2 NaC7 u*7, (5.5b)
the exponent a6 is within the range 3.0~a69.6 with correlation coeffcient P6 in
the range O. 70~P6~0. 78 for VV polarization and the exponent a7 is within the
range 3.0..a7..3.5 with correlation coeffcient P7 in the range O. 69":P7": O. 78 for
HH polarizations (see Table 3.2). These results are consistent with the
preliminary findings presented in Chapter 2 and with Philips' (1988)
prediction given by equation (1.14). The larger exponents and smaller
correlation coeffcients correspond to detections schemes 1 and 2, which detect
a smaller percentage of breaking events causing sea spikes.
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Figure 5.5: Sea spike contribution (70YVSS2 (VV, method 2) versus friction
velocity for the detection schemes (a) (j0vv?(70pöi=-5.2dB, (b) (jOyy?=--.0dB,
(c) B?50Hz, and (d) (70yv?=--.0dB and/or B?50Hz. Each symbol represents
one-hour with different s)'mbols for each run. The linear regression
parameters for equation (5.5a) are in the upper left hand corner of each plot.
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Figure 5.6: Sea spike contribution (7°hhss2 (HH, method 2) versus friction
velocity for the detection schemes (a) (j°vv?(70poi=-5.2dB, (b) (j0vv?=-6.0dB,
(c) B?50Hz, and (d) (j°vv?=-6.0dB and/or B?50Hz. Each symbol represents
one-hour with different sl.mbols for each run. The linear regression
parameters for equation l5.5b) are in the upper left hand corner of each plot.
3
(e)
5.3 AVERAGE RADAR CROSS-SECTION OF AN INDIVIDUAL SEA SPIKE
As discussed in Chapter 2, the roughly cubic dependence on friction
velocity of both (j~s, the sea spike contribution to the mean radar
cross-section, and N, the frequency of sea spike occurrence, implies that these
two quantities may be linearly related. The slope of the lines fitted to log-log
plots of N versus (j~s in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.11) were consistent with this
notion. This nearly linear relationship implied that the average radar
cross-section of an individual sea spike, (j~s/N, might be independent of
friction velocity.
To further investigate this idea, the quantity (7~s/N for the SAXON
measurements is plotted directly as a function of friction velocity in Figures
5.7 through 5.10 for VV and HH polarizations using methods 1 and 2
described above. For the definitions of (j~s and N used here, the scatter of
approximately :i1dB in these plots indicates that the average contribution of
an individual sea spike is not dependent on u*.
5.4 FRACTIONAL CONTRIBUTION OF SEA SPIKES TO THE CROSS-SECTION
As discussed in Chapter 1, section 1.3, current models of microwave
backscatter from the ocean surface generally do not include return from
breaking events. Therefore, the relative importance of (7~s, the sea spike.
contribution to the mean radar cross-section, is of interest. Figures 5.11
through 5.14 shows the friction velocity dependence of the fractional radar
cross-section, (7~s/ (jo, for VV and HH polarization using computation methods
1 and 2. These results are consistent with the preliminary measurements
presented in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.8). In general, the relative importance of sea
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Figure 5.7: Average sea spike contribution (7°vvssi!N (VV, method 1) versus
friction velocity for the detection schemes (a) crvv/(7°poi=-5.2dB, (b)
(70vv?=-6.0dB, (c) B?50Hz, and (d) (70vv?=-6.0dB and/or B?50Hz. Each
symbol represents one-hour with different symbols for each run.
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Figure 5.8: Average sea spike contribution (70hhsS1/N (HH, method 1) versus
friction velocity for the detection schemes (a) crvv?(7°poi=-5.2dB, (b)
crvv?=-6.0dB, (c) B?50Hz, and (d) crvv?=-6.0dB and/or B?50Hz. Each
symbol represents one-hour with different symbols for each run.
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Figure 5.9: Average sea spike contribution crvvss2/N (VV,method 2) versus
friction velocity for the detection schemes (a) crvv?(70poi=-5.2dB, (b)
(7°vv?=-6.0dB, (c) B~50Hz, and (d) (7°vv?=-6.0dB and/or B~50Hz. Each
symbol represents one-hour with different symbols for each run.
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Figure 5.10: Average sea spike contribution (70hhsS2/N (HH, method 2) versus
friction velocity for.the detection schemes (a) (70vv?(70poi=-5.2dB, (b)
crvv?=-6.0dB, (c) B?50Hz, and (d) (70vv~=-6.0dB and/or B?50Hz. Each
symbol represents one-hour with different symbols for each run.
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Figure 5.11: Fractional radar cross-section (70vvssi/ (7°vv (VV, method 1) versus
friction velocity for the detection schemes (a) (j°vv?(j°poi=-5.2dB, (b)
(j0vv?='-.OdB, (c) B?50Hz, and (d) crvv?=='-.OdB and/or B?50Hz. Each
symbol represents one-hour with different symbols for each run.
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Figure 5.13: Fractional radar cross-section (7°YYSS2/(7°yV (VV, method 2) versus
friction velocity for the detection schemes (a) crvv?(7°po¡:=~5.2dB, (b)
(70yy::=~.OdB, (c) B::50Hz, and (d) (70vv?=~.OdB and/or B?50Hz. Each
symbol represents one-hour with different symbols for each run.
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Figure 5.14: Fractional radar cross-section (70hhssi/ crhh (HH, method 1) versus
friction velocity for the detection schemes (a) crvv?(70poi=-5.2dB, (b)
(70vv)-=-ô.OdB, (c) B)-50Hz, and (d) crvv?=-ô.OdB and/or B)-50Hz. Each
symbol represents one-hour with different symbols for each run.
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spikes is greater for HH polarization than for VV. As discussed in Chapter 2,
this result follows from the polarization characteristics of (j0 and (j~s. For HH
polarization, the detected sea spikes contribute up to 20% of the received
power, while for VV polarization that value is approximately 10%.
5.5 PERCENTAGE OF CRESTS PRODUCING SEA SPIKES
The fraction of breaking crests passing a fixed point has been used as a
measure of the degree of wave breaking by a number of authors, as described
in Chapter 1, section 1.1.2, and summarized in Figure 1.1. The total number
of wave crests used in computing the fraction of breaking crests has been
based on a number of definitions. Holthuijsen and Herbers (1986) defined
individual waves from zero crossings in surface displacement measurements.
Toba et aL. (1971) used the average period of waves measured with a stop
watch as the basis of defining the total number of wave crests passing the
measurement site. The percentage of wave crests producing sea spikes, P ss'
may be compared to the fraction of breaking crests presented by previous
investigators. The total number of wave crests used in computing this
percentage is the number of waves in a given record with period equal f¡;k,
where fpk is the frequency of the peak of the surface displacement spectrum.
5.5.1 FRICTION VELOCITY DEPENDENCE OF P "',,
The percentage of wave crests producing sea spikes, P ss' versus friction
velocity is shown on log~log plots in Figures 5.15 for the four detection
schemes used. For the expression
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p ss C Na88 u* , (5.6)
the exponent as is in the range 3.0~a8~3.4 with correlation coefficient P8 in the
range 0.59~P8~0.66 (see Table 5.2). The behavior of P ss in Figures 5.15 is
very similar to that of the frequency of sea spike occurrence, N, in Figure 5.2.
The percentage of wave crest producing sea spike may also be compared
to the fraction of breaking crests reported by previous authors and summarized
in Figure 1.1. The data of Holthuijsen and Herbers (1986) and Toba et al.
(1971) from that figure have been replotted along with the results for the
SAXON experiment in Figure 5.16. These data are presented as a function of
U10, wind speed referenced to 10m, and are plotted on linear axes. In general,
the SAXON data compares well with the previous measurements in both
magnitude and wind speed dependence. The three SAXON data points with
the largest percentage values are for Run 6, which were the most extreme sea
conditions encountered. Considering the difference in measurement techniques
used, the overall agreement between the SAXON data and the previous
measurements shown in Figure 5.16 is remarkable. This comparison is strong
evidence to support the validity of counting sea spikes to measure the degree
of wave breaking.
5.5.2 ROUGHNESS REYNOLDS NUMBER DEPENDENCE
Toba and Kunishi (1970) introduced a roughness Reynolds number Re*
to investigate the dependence of wave breaking on the combined effects of
wind and wave conditions (see Chapter 1, section 1.2.1). The percentage of
wave crests producing sea spikes, P ss' is plotted versus Re*"-u*L/ v in Figures
- 216 -
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.5.17. The characteristic wavelength L used in computing Re* is that
corresponding to the peak frequency of the surface displacement spectrum
through the linear dispersion relation
w2 = g k tanh(kh), (5.7)
where w is the radian frequency w=2rl, k is the wavenumber k=271"L, h is the
water depth, and g is the gravitational acceleration. In cases where the
surface displacement spectrum was bimodal, the higher frequency peak was
used to determine 1. For the four detection schemes tested, the exponent ag
in the expression
Pss aCg Re*9, (5.8)
is in the range 1.3~ag~1.6 with a correlation coeffcient P9 in the range
0.87~pg~0.89 (see Table 5.2).
The variation of the percentage of wave crests producing sea spikes, P ss'
as a function of the parameter Re* in Figures 5.17 may be compared with the
related results of previous authors shown in Figures 1.4 and 1.5. The
fraction of breaking crests measured in a wind tunnel by Toba and Kunishi
(1970) varied approximately as Rel'4. Toha and Chaen (1973) reported a
slope of 1.5 for a straight line fit on the log-log plot in Figure 1.5 of field
measurements of the percentage of whitecap coverage versus Re*.
As summarized in Table 5.2 and Figures 5.17, the exponent a9 in
equation (5.8) for the SAXON measurements is consistent with the results
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reported by Toba and colleagues. Furthermore, the scatter of the data in
Figures 5.1 6a-d is generally less than that of other sea spike q uan ti ties N
versus u* in Figure 5.2 as well as in Pss versus u* in Figure 5.15. This
reduced scatter is also reflected in the confidence intervals and relatively large
correlation coeffcients for the exponent ag in equation (5.8).
As mentioned in chapter 1, a Re*-exponent of 1.5 is consistent with a
cubic friction velocity dependence if Re*=u*L/lI is based on a wavelength L
which is proportional to u*. Thus, a formulation in terms of Re* effectively
relaxes the constraint of a linear dependence of L on u*. The improved
correlation of P ss versus Re* over that of P ss versus u* may be a reflection of
this effect.
5.5.3 COMPARISON WITH SROKOSZ'S (1986) MODEL
Statistical models for the probabilty of wave breaking as a function of
the dimensionless fourth moment of the surface displacement spectrum, m4/g2,
given by equation (1.18) were reviewed in Chapter 1, section 1.2.2. In that
treatment, the necessity of specifying an upper cutoff frequency, fe, in
computing m4 was discussed. The percentage of crests producing sea spikes,
P ss' versus the dimensionless fourth moment, m4/g2, is plotted for two
different cutoff frequencies in Figures 5.18 and 5.19. The solid curves in these
figures correspond to equation (1.19), which is Srokosz's (1986) expression for
the probabilty B that a breaking crest wil occur at a given point on the sea
surface. The curves correspond to values of the acceleration or steepness
threshold parameter a of equation (1.19) in the range 0.200: a 
0: 0.40.
The surface displacement spectra computed from the time series of the
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mean Doppler frequency (equation 3.5) are valid up to a frequency of
approximately 0.6Hz (see Chapter 3, section 3.1.2). Therefore, the value of
m4/g2 in Figures 5.18 were computed with a cutoff frequency of fe=0.6Hz.
The values of m4/g2 in Figures 5.19 were computed with a cutoff frequency of
fe=2.5Hz by extending the measured spectra beyond 0.5Hz with an f-4 power
law. This procedure is similar to that used by Kennedy et al. (1983) to
address the importance of higher frequency components of the surface
displacement spectrum (see Chapter 3, sections 3.1.2 and 3.2.3).
Over the range of values available, the data in Figures 5.18
corresponding to a cutoff frequency of fe=0.5Hz show a functional dependence
of Pss on m4/g2 which is similar to that of the Srokosz model curves. On the
other hand, a number of other curves (such as a straight line) could be
reasonably fitted to the data. Also, the data in Figures 5.18 fall nearest to
the curves corresponding to value of a on the order of 0.20, which is roughly
one-half that of reported by previous investigators (see Chapter 1, section
1.2.2).
Increased emphasis is place on the higher frequency components of the
surface displacement spectrum by computing m4/g2 with a cutoff frequency of
fe=2.5Hz. The scatter in the data of Figure 5.19 with fe=2.5Hz increases
somewhat over that of Figure 5.18. Although these data do fall nearer to
the curves corresponding to the higher values of a, the data are not well
represented by the modeL.
As discussed in Chapter 1, section 1.2.2, comparison between the various
statistical models for the probabilty of wave breaking and measurements wil
tend to be ambiguous. This ambiguity is due to the combination of the
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practical requirement of a cutoff frequency to compute m4 and uncertainty in
the appropriate value of the threshold parameter fr. The comparisons shown
in Figures 5.18 and 5.19 mainly serve to reinforce the drawbacks of this class
of modeL.
5.6 KINEMATIC CONSIDERATIONS
5.6.1 NORMALIZED DOPPLER VELOCITY
The mean Doppler frequency measured by the scatterometer is
proportional to the power-weighted line-f-sight velocity of the scatterers
within the ilumination area. When the ilumination area is small compared
to the wavelength of the dominant surface wave, the Doppler frequency
provides a measure of the sea surface velocity. For non-breaking waves, the
measured velocity is dominated by the orbital velocity of the long surface
waves. A simple but useful model of a breaking wave asserts that the surface
fluid particle velocity at the crest is on the order its phase speed. Therefore,
the phase speed of the dominant surface wave may be an appropriate
parameter for scaling the Doppler velocity measurements of breaking waves.
As shown in Chapter 4, large maxima in the mean Doppler frequency
tend to occur with large sea spikes in the radar cross-section attributed to
active breaking events. The average of the maximum Doppler velocity
corresponding to detected sea spikes, U max, is given by
Umax
N
-L~l~ .t U max,
i=l
(5.9)
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where Umax is the line-f-sight velocity corresponding to the maximum
Doppler frequency associated with a sea spike. The scaling of this average
velocity associated with the detected breaking events may be relevant to the
kinematics of the breaking process. For example, if it is dominated by the
large velocities within the whitecap region, then it may be useful as a measure
of the scale of the breaking. For purposes of scaling, the average maximum
Doppler velocity Umax has been resolved to be horizontaL. This procedure is
motivated by the assumption that the actual surface velocity near the crest of
a breaking wave is nearly horizontaL. Furthermore, since the crest velocity of
a breaking wave is expected to be on the order of its phase speed, the average
velocity U max is normalized by Cpk, the phase speed corresponding to the peak
of surface displacement spectrum. In cases where the surface displacement
spectrum is bimodal, the higher frequency peak has been used to determine
Cpk.
The results of this scaling analysis are given in Figure 5.20, showing the
friction velocity dependence of Umax/Cpk. Although the data show a moderate
amount of scatter, the values are generally clustered near Umax/Cpk = 0.25.
Considering the argument that the crest velocity of a breaking wave is on the
order of its phase speed, one might expect a value of Umax/Cpk closer to
unity. However, the average Umax should not be interpreted as the average
velocity of the breaking crests. On the contrary, U max is the average of the
maximum mean Doppler frequency, or more precisely, the average of the
maximum first moment of the Doppler spectrum. The Doppler spectrum
reflects the power-weighted distribution of scatterer velocities within the
- 225 -
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Figure 5.20: Average maximum Doppler velocity (resolved to horizontal, see
equation 5.9) associated with detected sea spikes normalized by the phase
speed correspondin~ to the peak of the surface displacement spectrum for the
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ilumination area. As discussed in Chapter 4, the influence of the active
whitecap velocity on the Doppler spectrum depends on the location of the
breaking crest with respect to the ilumination area. Other factors affecting
the relationship between the first moment of the Doppler spectrum and the
actual whitecap velocity include crest orientation and the target strength of
the breaking region relative to other sources of scattering. Thus the average
of the maximum Doppler velocity should not necessarily be expected to reflect
the whitecap velocity measured by the scatterometer.
The example of Doppler spectra for times of maximum bandwidth
discussed in Chapter 4 (Figures 4.15 through 4.17) showed evidence of large
velocities associated with the crest region of breaking waves. However, the
mean Doppler frequency of those spectra is generally less than the maximum
frequency (due to their large bandwidth). The Doppler spectrum in Figure
5.21 is an especially dramatic ilustration of the point that the whitecap
velocity measured by the scatterometer may not be reflected in the mean
Doppler frequency. This spectrum includes the Doppler signature of a fast
moving splash due to the crest of a breaking wave thrown forward and down
into its forward face. The line-f-sight velocity corresponding to the frequency
of the smàll peak on the right is roughly 4ms-1. This measured velocity
would correspond to a horizontal velocity of 5.7 ms-1, which is on the order of
the phase speed of roughly 8ms-1 corresponding to the peak of the wave height
spectrum (see Figure 3.29a, Run12, fie id SAXOl710). However, the relative
target strength of the splash is so low that its large velocity has negligible
effect on the mean Doppler frequency, which is less than 100 Hz in this case.
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5.6.2 NORMALIZED DOPPLER BANDWIDTH
The bandwidth of the Doppler spectrum is an indicator of the range of
scatterer velocities within the ilumination area. In chapter 4, section 4.4,
large jumps in the bandwidth were found to be associated with the crest
region of waves that break. In order to investigate the scaling of the
bandwidth maxima associated with breaking events, a normalized bandwidth
Bn has been computed. For each detected event, the bandwidth maximum
was normalized by fmax, the maximum mean Doppler frequency associated with
the event:
Bn Bmaxf max (5.10)
For each one-hour record, the average normalized bandwidth Bn is then
given by
Bn
N
1 ~ ¡Bmax i
'N l- f max 'i= 1 i
(5.11)
where N is the total number of detected events. The variation of Bn with
friction velocity, u*, is shown in Figure 5.22. Except for one or two outlying
points, the values of Bn indicate that, on average, the maximum bandwidth
associated with the detected events is roughly 50-75% of the maximum
Doppler frequency. The average (dirrensional) maximum bandwidth was in the
range of 60 to 70Hz.
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Figure 5.22: Average normalized bandwidth (see equations 5.10 and 5.11)
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5.7 SUMMARY PLOTS OF SELECTED RESULTS
Some of the major results of sections 5.1 through 5.6 have been replotted
according to detection threshold in Figures 5.23 through 5.26. For each
threshold, the following plots are shown:
a) Frequency of sea spike occurrence: N vs u*
b) Percentage of sea spike crests: P N*SS vs U
c) Sea spike ReS - VV, Method 1: (7SSVVl vs u*
d) Sea spike RCS - HH, Method 1: (7SSHHl vs u*
e) Fractional RCS - VV, Method 1: (7SSVVl/ (7~v vs u*
e) Fractional RCS - HH, Method 1: (7SSHHl/ (7~H vs u*
In general, the SAXON measurements are consistent with the preliminary
findings reported in Chapter 2. Furthermore, the data support Philips'
predictions of a cubic friction 'velocity dependence for the frequency of sea
spike occurrence as. well as the contribution to the mean radar cross-section.
The measurements are also in agreement with previous results by Toba and
colleagues of the variation of the fraction of breaking crests with the Reynolds
roughness number Re*.
5.8 EFFECT OF DECREASING INTEGRATION TIME
As discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.2.1, an integration time of T i=0.25s
was used to process data in the field in real-time. This choice of integration
time was a compromise between the reduction of variance in the estimation of
received power and resolution of the dynamics of the breaking process. A
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shorter integration time might reveal more detail in individual sea spikes.
However, this added detail would be at the expense of confidence in the
estimate of the true mean power over the time interval Ti. During the
SAXON experiment, a portion of the unprocessed output of the scatterometer
was recorded on analog tape. The availabilty of this raw data permitted the
processing done in real-time during the experiment to be repeated with a
different integration time. An integration time equal to one-half that used in
the field, or Ti=O.125s, was chosen to investigate the effect of a shorter
integration time.
Figure 5.27 is a two-minute time series with Ti=0.25s for the microwave
quantities of VV and HH radar cross-section, mean Doppler frequency, and
Doppler bandwidth. The same data processed with an integration time of
0.125s is shown in Figure 5.28. Comparison of the time series of (j0vv and
(7*H in these figures reveals that the characteristics of some of the large sea
spikes are indeed changed by the use of a shorter integration time.
In general, the time series of all quantities in Figure 5.28 with Ti=0.125s
exhibit increased random amplitude fluctuations over those in Figure 5.27 with
Ti=0.25s. The shorter integration time reduces the effective number of
independent samples, resulting in the overall appearance of added noise.
However, the large radar cross-section sea spikes in Figures 5.28 tend to
increase in maximum amplitude and exhibit amplitude fluctuations which are
larger than the overall increase in background noise. Furthermore, the increase
in maximum amplitude seems to be greater for HH spikes than for VV spikes.
These observations of the effect on individual sea spikes are reflected in
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Figure 5.29 which shows the result of the threshold analysis described in
Chapter 4, section 4.1.2, repeated on 22 hours of data reprocessed with the
shorter integration time. Comparison of Figure 5.29 with Figure 4.6
(reproduced with Figure 5.29) indicates that, for a given threshold, a larger
number of sea spikes are detected for the data processed with a shorter
integration time. For large threshold values, the increase in the number of
detected events tends to be greater for HH than for VV polarization. The
result of the greater increase in the number of HH events at large threshold
values is that the VV and HH curves no longer converge in Figure 5.29 as
they do in Figure 4.6.
The fact that the VV and HH polarization curves in Figure 4.6 tend to
converge at large threshold values was used in Chapter 4 as the basis for
choosing the threshold level (7~ol to detect polarization-independent events.
Thus, it is rather disconcerting that the HH curves in Figure 5.29 rise above
the VV curves for large threshold values. Furthermore, this behavior implies
that a significant number of sea spikes are produced by a scattering
mechanism for which (7~H exceeds (7~v. As discussed in Chapter 1, the radar
cross-section for VV polarization is greater than that for HH polarization when
the Bragg resonant scattering mechanism dominates. Since specular reflections
are polarization independent, measurements for which VV and HH backscatter
are equal would not be unexpected. However, no current models of
backscatter from the ocean surface include mechanisms for which HH return is
greater than VV.
The interpretation of the result that (7~H may exceed (7~v raised by
using the shorter integration time is complicated by uncertainty in the
absolute calibration of the s cat terometer. Notice that shifting the VV and HH
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Figure 5.29: Top: threshold analysis from Chapter 4, section 4.1.2 repeated for
SAXON data with an integration time of Ti=0.125s. Average number of
events per hour N vs radar cross-section threshold for different u* interval in
SAXON. Notice that the number of HH events exceeds that for VV at large
threshold values. Bottom: Figure 4.6 (Ti=0.25s) is reproduced for comparison.
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curves II Figure 5.27 by a few tenths of a dB would cause them to converge
at large threshold values. As discussed in Chapter 3, the accuracy of the
SAXON radar cross-section measurements is approximately :i1dB. Thus the
events for which (jHH exceed (j~v might be the result of calibration
uncertainty.
On the other hand, discrepancies between measurements and theoretical
modellng of the polarization characteristics of the radar cross-section have
been reported by previous authors(see Chapter 1, section 1.3). Most recently,
Sylvester, Pierson, and Breitstein (1989) reported that maximum values of (jHH
exceeded those of (j~v for approximately 8% of the measurements at an
incidence angle of 400 from the Seasat-A satellte scatterometer. While the
Seasat measurements are not necessarily directly comparable to the SAXON
data, tower-based measurements have been used to calibrate space-based
scatterometer systems (eg., Keller et al., 1989). The results reported by
Sylvester et aL. (1989) indicate that the possibilty of (7HH exceeding (7~v is an
important topic of current research interest. Unfortunately, the calibration
uncertainty in the SAXON measurements has frustrated attempts to establish
the validity of the cases for which (7HH is greater (7~v.
The changes in the large sea spikes due to the use of an integration time
of Ti=0.125s do not invalidate the results based on data processed with
Ti=0.25s. The primary basis of those results is the thresholds determined by
detailed viewing of video recordings. However, the fact that the maximum
amplitude of the sea spikes changes with integration time indicates that
different thresholds might be appropriate in reanalyzing the data processed
with a shorter integration time. A reanalysis based on a new set of thresholds
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for the data processed with a shorter. integration time would not eliminate the
problems associated with the calibration uncertainty discussed above.
Furthermore, only 16 hours of reprocessed data are available (roughly 1/3 the
amount of original data used). Any reanalysis with a significantly smaller
data set than the original is bound to increase the confidence levels associated
with the results. The benefits of establishing a new set of thresholds for the
reprocessed data are outweighed by these drawbacks.
Nonetheless, even a limited analysis of the reprocessed data based on the
thresholds determined from the original data may indicate the sensitivity of
the overall results to the effects of a smaller integration time. The results of
the analysis of the reprocessed data with Ti=0.125s are summarized in Table
5.3 and Figures 5.30 through 5.33. These results may be compared with those
from the field processed data given in Table 5.2 and the summary Figures 5.23
through 5.26. In general, the results with the shorter integration time show
an increased amount of scatter, as reflected in the larger confidence limits and
smaller correlation coeffcients. However, the general trends in the reprocessed
data are consistent with the results from' the data processed in field with
T¡=0.25s. As discussed above, the smaller size of the data set with T¡=0.125s
and uncertainty in the scatterometer calibration combined to limit the
conclusions to be drawn from this analysis. However, the ambiguities raised
by using a shorter integration time serve to emphasize the need for further
research into the detailed structure of individual sea spikes and improved
instrument calibration.
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TABLE 5.3: Linear Regression Results (T¡=0.125s)
(jSv::-ôdB,
o 0 (j~v :: - 6dB BW :: 50 Hz BW :: 50 Hz(j vv :: (j pol
NaN=C3u*3:
a3 3.4 :I 2.1 3.1 :i 1.g 2.9 :i 1.0 2.9 :i 1.2
logC3 0.37 :i 0.59 0.68 :i 0.54 1.1 :I 0.3 1.1 :i 0.3
P3 0.66 0.66 0.84 0.80
o -C Na4.(jSSVVl- 4U* .
a4 3.8 :i 2.1 3.4 :i 1.9 3.0 :I 1.2 3.0 :I 1.4
logC4
-3.8 :i 0.7
-3.5 :I 0.5 -3.2 :i 0.3 -3.2 :I 0.4
P4 0.70 0.70 0.80 0.77
o -C Na5.(jSSHHl - 5u*.
a5 3.8:i2.1 3.4:11.8 3.1:11.2 3.0:i1.3
logCs
-3.7:i 0.6 -3.4 :I 0.5
-3.2 :I 0.3 -3.1 :i 0.4
P5 0.71 0.72 0.82 0.78
o -C Na6.(7SSVV2- 6u* .
a6 3.9 :i 2.1 3.6 :I 1.9 3.3 :I 1.2 3.2 :i 1.4
logC6
-3.7:1 0.6 -3.5 :I 0.5 -3.2 :i 0.4 -3.1 :i 0.4
P6 0.71 0.72 0.82 0.79
C Na7(7SSHH2= 7U*
a7 3.9:1 2.1 3.6 :i 1.9 3.3 :I 1.2 3.3 :i 1.4
10gC7
-3.7:1 0.6 -3.4 :I 0.5 -3.1 :I 0.3 -3.1 :i 0.4
P7 0.72 0.73 0.83 0.80
p -C Nas.ss- su*.
as 1.3 :I 0.6 1.2 :I 0.5 0.8:1 0.5 0.9:i 0.5
logCs -7.4 :i 3.3
-6.6 :i 3.0 -3.4 :I 2.8 -4.1 :i 2.7
Ps 0.80 0.80 0.66 0.72
P ss=CgRe~g:
ag 1.3:10.6 1.2:10.5 0.8:10.5 0.9:10.5
logCg -7.4 :i 3.3
-6.6 :I 3.0 -3.44 :I 2.8
-4.1:i 2.7
pg 0.80 0.80 0.66 0.72
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This thesis presents an investigation of large amplitude excursions in radar
cross-section which occur in moderate incidence angle measurements of microwave
backscatter from the ocean surface. The relationship between these microwave
events, known as sea spikes, and breaking surface waves in the open ocean was
examined using simultaneous microwave and video measurements with the camera
field-DÍ-view coincident with the radar ilumination area. The sea spikes in radar
cross-section were further characterized in terms of polarization and moments of
the Doppler spectrum. This suite of microwave variables was used to investigate
detection thresholds for identifying sea spikes associated with individual breaking
events. The dependence of these detected events on wind and wave conditions
was compared to other measurements of wave breaking and to analytical
modellng by previous authors. The Doppler frequency and bandwidth
measurements were used to inquire into the kinematics of the breaking process.
Finally, the contribution of sea spikes to the mean radar cross-section was
computed.
Two field experiments were performed to collect microwave measurements of
breaking waves in the open ocean. A preliminary study was conducted using
measurements made during a two week period in May, 1987, from the German
research platform NORDSEE, which is located in 30m of water approximately
40nm off the German peninsula in the North Sea. A more extensive set of
measurements was made over a six week period in the fall of 1988 during the
SAXON experiment from the Chesapeake Light Tower, which is located in 12m of
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water approximately 15nm offshore from the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay on the
east coast of the United States. The major difference between the two data sets
was the wave conditions, which for the North Sea were relatively uniform,
dominated by low frequency swell, and of essentially unlimited fetch. The
SAXON conditions consisted of swell-, mixed-, and wind~ominated seas for
which fetch-limited conditions were common.
For both experiments, microwave measurements were made using a coherent,
continuous-wave, dual-polarized scatterometer operating at Ku-band (transmit
frequency 14GHz, wavelength 2.14cm) with a transmitted power of approximately
200m W. The instrument provided simultaneous complex output of like-polarized
backscatter at vertical (VV) and horizontal (HH) linear polarization. The
processing of the complex output of the scatterometer consisted of digitally
sampling the in-phase and quadrature demodulates at 2kHz and computing time
series estimates of the radar cross-section, mean Doppler frequency, and Doppler
bandwidth in real-time with a time step, or integration time, of 0.25s. The mean
Doppler frequency and bandwidth were computed using a covariance processing
technique which compared well with spectral-based processing.
For the preliminary experiment in the North Sea, the angle cp between the
wind and the antenna look~irection was in the range 25°$cp$45°. The incidence
angle was 45° and the two-way, 3~B ellptical ilumInation area, or radar spot,
on the sea surface was small compared to the wavelength of the dominant surface
wave, with dimensions of approximately 1.8m x 2.5m. Direct measurements of
friction velocity were provided by a sonic anemometer, while wave height
measurements were taken from the Baylor gauge permanently installed on the
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tower. A total of 39 hours of microwave data were used in the final analysis of
measurements from the preliminary experiment. In addition, a one-hour recording
of poor quality video was used.
The azimuthal angle i. for the data analyzed from the SAXON experiment
was in the range 00~i.~25°. The incidence angle of 450 was the same as in the
North Sea, but the spot size was somewhat smaller at 1.5m x 2.2m.
Measurements of wind speed, air and sea temperature, and relative humidity were
used to compute estimates of friction velocity. Surface displacement measurements
were provided by an infrared ranging device and capacitance-type wire wave
gauges. Surface displacement spectra computed from the time series of the mean
Doppler frequency were also utilzed. A total of 41 hours of microwave data and
two hours of high quality video recordings were used in the analysis of the
SAXON data.
In general, the sea spikes in the radar cross-section, (jo, associated with
breaking waves tend to be independent of polarization and accompanied by an
increased mean Doppler frequency and large jumps in bandwidth. The video
recordings indicate that the majority of sea spikes in (70 associated with breaking
occur on the steep forward face of waves that ultimately form a whitecap. This
observation suggests that such large jumps in (70 are primarily due to the change
in local incidence angle and may be dominated by scattering in the specular
regime. However, some sea spikes occur closer in time to when a long wave crest
passes the center of the ilumination area. These spikes may be due to Bragg
resonant scattering at a reduced incidence angle.
The large sea spikes in (70 associated with the forward face of breaking
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waves tend to occur simultaneously with a maximum in the mean Doppler
frequency. The coincidence of these maxima is consistent with the assumption
that the mean Doppler frequency is dominated by the line-f-sight component of
the orbital velocity. A large jump in the Doppler bandwidth often accompanies
sea spikes in (j0 which are caused by waves that break. Unlike the maximum in
the mean Doppler frequency, the bandwidth maxima tend to occur after the
maxima in (j0. The video recordings show that the bandwidth maxima generally
occur when the ilumination area straddles the crest region. Time series of
Doppler spectra indicate that the bandwidth maxima can be attributed the to
large range of velocities associated with the crest region of wave that form a
whitecap.
The video recordings were first viewed to determine the number of whitecaps
with a minimum dimension on the order of 0.5m which appeared within the
two-way, 3-dB ilumination area. These results, expressed in terms of the
percentage of breaking crests, summarized in Table 4.1, are consistent with the
findings of previous investigators shown in Figure 1. 1. However, comparison of
the time series of cr and these video results indicated that the waves producing
whitecaps in the 3-dB radar spot were not necessarily associated with large sea
spikes. Furthermore, large sea spikes in (70 are sometimes unaccompanied by a
whitecap in the 3-dB spot.
As noted above, large sea spikes in (70 were generally associated with the
forward face of waves in the process of breaking. Consequently, the whitecap
associated with a give sea spike may occur 'downwave' of the radar spot, that is,
after the crest of the wave responsible for the sea spike has passed the center of
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the ilumination area. Therefore, the criterion for a given microwave event to be
classified as being due to a breaking wave was the appearance of a whitecap
within a distance of approximately 5m downwave of the radar spot. The distance
of 5m is on the order of 10-20% of the wavelength of the dominant surface wave
corresponding to the peak frequency of the surface displacement spectrum.
A criterion that the peak sea spike radar cross-section, (j~k, exceed -5.2dB
was established to detect polarization independent sea spikes (see Figure 4.7).
While results using this threshold value, designated (j~ol, were given using VV
polarization, comparison of the distributions of VV and HH radar cross-sections
indicated that using HH polarization would be equivalent. The video recordings
revealed that events detected by this threshold were indeed due with waves in the
process of breaking. However, only 15-20% of the sea spikes associated with
breaking waves identified in the video recordings were detected by the threshold
(j~ol. Breaking events continued to be unambiguously detected as the VV radar
cross-section threshold was lowered to a value of -6dB. Approximately 30% of
the sea spikes detected with the lower threshold of -6dB were associated with
breaking events in the video recordings. On the basis of radar cross-section
alone, roughly 70% of the sea spikes which were attributable to breaking waves
were not distinguishable from sea spikes of comparable magnitude which showed
no visual evidence of being due to wave breaking. Therefore, the distributions of
the additional microwave quantities indicative of breaking were used to investigate
detection schemes based on joint statistics.
The polarization characteristics of breaking events identified from the video
were examined to determine if a useful threshold in the polarization ratio,
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(jvv/ (jHH' could be found. While many events were polarization independent, the
polarization ratio exhibited a range of values distributed about unity (see Figures
4.9 and 4.11). The impact of measurement uncertainty on estimating the
polarization ratio and the absence of an obvious threshold discouraged the use of
the polarization ratio as a discriminator of microwave events associated with wave
breaking.
The maximum mean Doppler frequency also proved to be inadequate as an
indicator of breaking. Although a local maximum in the Doppler frequency is
roughly coincident with the sea spike maximum associated with a breaking wave,
the distribution of Doppler frequency maxima can cover a wide range. While this
range of Doppler maxima may be due to the influence of crest orientation on the
measured line-f-sight velocity, a quantitative study of this effect was judged to
be beyond the scope of this thesis.
The characteristic jump in the Doppler bandwidth accompanying sea spikes
caused by breaking waves was found to be a useful detection parameter. The
joint distributions of radar cross-section and bandwidth were used to determine an
appropriate bandwidth threshold (see Figure 4.18). A criterion that the maximum
sea spike bandwidth, Bmax, exceed 50Hz successfully detected approximately
65-70% of the microwave events associated with breaking waves identified from
the video recordings. By counting all events for which (7~v?-6dB and/or
B?50Hz, this success rate was increased to a maximum of 73%. In other words,
roughly 3 out of 4 breaking waves producing detectable microwave events were
successfully identified by a threshold-based scheme utilzing both radar
cross-section and bandwidth information.
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None of the detection schemes tested could identify all microwave events
attributable to breaking waves. However, for each scheme, the proportion of
those events which were detected was roughly the same regardless of friction
velocity (see Table 4.3). That is, for the two different one-hour video recordings
with u*=30cms-1 and u*=40cms-1, the number of breaking events counted was
proportional to the total number of sea spikes caused by breaking waves. This
result strongly supports the validity of using sea spikes detected with a threshold
in radar cross-section and/or Doppler bandwidth as a measure of wave breaking.
Statistics of the detected breaking events were computed using the following
four different threshold criteria:
1 ) (j0 :; (7~ol ((7~01 = - 5.2dB)vv
2) (j0 :; - 6dBvv
3) Bmax :; 50Hz
4) 0 :; - 6dB OR Bmax ? 50Hz(7vv
Although the magnitude of the quantities of interest varied with each detection
scheme, the exponents computed to express their dependencies on wind and wave
conditions were not greatly affected by the particular method used (see Table
5.2).
The frequency of occurrence of sea spikes, N, was computed as the number
of events counted in a one-hour record. The roughly cubic dependence on friction
velocity is consistent with Philips' (1988) model (equation 1.26) and with
theoretical modellng and field measurements of whitecap coverage reported by
other investigators.
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The dependence on friction velocity of the sea spike contribution, (j~s, to the
mean radar cross-section was found to be consistent with Philips' (1988)
prediction of a cubic variation, equation (1.25). The fractional power for high
friction velocities (u*=40-50cms-1) was found to be approximately 5-10% for VV
polarization and 10-20% for HH polarization using the procedure designated
method 1 (equations (2.2) and (2.3) and Figure 2.5a) and the detection scheme
utilzing both radar cross-section and bandwidth information. These findings
support the inclusion of wave breaking in scattering models, especially for HH
polarization and high friction velocity. The data also suggest that the average
radar cross-section of an individual sea spike is not dependent on u*. Friction
velocity exponent for the mean radar cross-section itself were computed to be 2.0
and 1.8 for VV and HH polarization, respectively (see Figure 5.1).
The percentage of crests producing sea spikes, P ss, also exhibited a roughly
cubic dependence on friction velocity. An exponent of approximately 1.5 was
found for the dependence of Pss on a roughness Reynolds number, Re*, based on
friction velocity and the dominant surface wavelength (equation 1.4). This result
is consistent with laboratory measurements by Toba and Kunishi (1970) and field
measurements by Toba and Chaen (1973). Furthermore, the scatter in the plots
of P ss versus Re* was significantly less that of P ss versus u* and N versus u*.
A Reynolds number exponent of 1.5 was shown to be consistent with a cubic
friction velocity dependence using published fetch dependent scaling relations.
Comparisons were made with the statistical models of Srokoz (1986) for the
probabilty of wave breaking as a function of the dimensionless fourth moment,
m4/ g2, of the surface displacement spectrum (interpreted as an integrated measure
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of the vertical acceleration). The results were inconclusive and serve mainly to
highlight the ambiguity inherent in comparison of such models with field
measurements. The ambiguity arises from the combined effect of specifying an
upper cutoff frequency to compute m4 and uncertainty in the appropriate value of
the threshold parameter ll in equation (1.19).
The average of the maximum mean Doppler velocity associated with the
detected sea spikes was found to be less than 25% of the phase speed
corresponding to the peak of the surface displacement spectrum. This result
indicates that the mean Doppler frequency of breaking waves is not dominated by
the large velocities associated with whitecaps. An average bandwidth was
computed from the maximum Doppler bandwidth for each event normalized by
the corresponding maximum mean Doppler frequency. This normalized bandwidth
associated with the detected events ranged between 0.50 and 0.75 and showed no
functional dependence of friction velocity. The average (dimensional) bandwidth
corresponding to the sea spikes was in the range of 60-70Hz.
The effect of decreasing the integration time was considered by reanalyzing a
unprocessed data which was recorded on analog tape. An integration time of
T¡=0.125, equal to one-half that used in the original processing, was applied to
16 hours of archived data. The general trends in the reprocessed data were
consistent with the results from data processed in the field. A significant number
of the sea spikes showed maxima in HH polarization which exceeded VV
polarization. The impact of a shorter integration time on individual sea spikes
emphasizes the importance of accurate calibration when characterizing events in
terms of the polarization ratio.
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Many of the previous methods for measuring the degree of wave breaking
have relied on visual techniques which tend to be laborious and subjective. One
of the motivations of this thesis was a desire to overcome these limitations by
utilzing objective criteria based on properties of microwave scattering from
breaking waves. The use of thresholds in cross-section and bandwidth faciltate
the analysis of a relatively large amount of data. The cross-section threshold
established to count polarization independent sea spikes is solely based on the
microwave measurements themselves and does unambiguously detect breaking
events. However, the percentage of the total number of breaking events detected
with this technique is relatively low. An acceptable level of detection was
provided by the addition of a bandwidth threshold. The drawback of this scheme
is that the bandwidth threshold was established by laboriously and subjectively
corrèlating the microwave measurements with the video recordings to determine
the bandwidth distribution. A potential criticism of the SAXON results lies in
the fact that detailed viewing of the video recordings was done for only two
hours. However, the merits of the analysis are supported by the favorable
comparison of the SAXON results with those of previous investigators (see Figure
5.16).
Further research on the source of the bandwidth increase associated with
wave breaking may lead to an objective basis for a bandwidth threshold. For
example, improving the accuracy of the alignment between the video camera and
antenna may aid in understanding the bandwidth increase. A ranging device
bore-ighted with the antennas might be helpful in isolating the source the
bandwidth increase which occurs when the radar spot straddles the crest region.
Also, spectral based processing may be more appropriate for the second moment
than the covariance processing technique employed here.
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Laboratory measurements could also be helpful in investigating the source of
the bandwidth increase. The importance of the location of the radar spot on the
phase of the wave as well as its stage of development might also be clarified in
the laboratory. A better understanding of the mechanisms which produce the
distinctive Doppler signature of breaking waves may ultimately lead to useful
information on the dynamics of the breaking process.
The experience gained in the SAXON experiment has contributed to
improving the procedure for calibrating the scatterometer (see Appendix A).
Better relative calibration between the VV and HH polarization channels may
result in better discrimination based on the polarization ratio. The increased
resolution provided by a shorter integration time may lead to a better rate of
detection based on counting polarization independent events. These improvements
should also be helpful in understanding the occurrence of cases where HH return
exceeds that of VV. Further discrimination may also be possible by utilzing
cross- as well as like-polarized microwave measurements.
The data analyzed in this thesis were restricted to an incidence angle 450
and an angle between the look-direction and the wind of 25°. Sea spikes
associated with breaking wave were first reported for measurements at large
incidence angle. Since the mean radar cross-section decreases with increasing
incidence angle, detection may be enhanced as the incidence angle is increased.
The results concerning the contribution of sea spikes to the mean radar
cross-section should be helpful in estimating and evaluating the errors in current
algorithms used in scatterometry. The influence of return from breaking waves on
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the modulation transfer function used in SAR imaging was not directly addressed
in this thesis. However, a quantitative assessment seems worthwhile, given the
correlation of the sea spikes with the Doppler frequency maxima and the large
percentage of breaking crests under high sea conditions. Degraded azimuthal
image resolution has been associated with localizedsç¡:tt~.r~r coherence. times on
the order of 10-2s (Lyzenga and Schuchman, 1983). The reciprocal of the average
bandwidth associated with the detected sea spikes is of this same order.
In conclusion, this investigation has shown that individual wave breaking
events can be meaningfully detected using microwave techniques. The radar
cross-section and Doppler bandwidth were found to be the most useful
discriminators of wave breaking. The dependence on wind and wave conditions 'Of
the detected breaking events was consistent with theoretical modellng and field
measurements of wave breaking by other investigators. Information on the
kinematics of the breaking process can be provided by microwave measurements of
Doppler velocity and bandwidth. As far as we know, these are the first published
measurements of the wind speed dependence and relative contribution of sea spikes
due to breaking waves. The contribution of the detected sea spikes to the mean
radar cross-section indicates that wave breaking should be included in models of
mIcrowave backscatter from the ocean surface.
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APPENDIX A: Calibration Procedure
This appendix gives details of the procedure used to calibrate the
scatterometer for the SAXON experiment. Section A.l is a brief discussion of
the radar equation. The ilumination integral for an area extensive target is
developed in section A.2. Finally, the details of the calibration are outlned in
section A.3. The development of the radar equation and the resulting
ilumination integral follows Ulaby, Moore, and Fung, (1982).
A.1 Radar Eauation
The general form of the bistatic radar equation appropriate for both
point and area targets expresses the received power, P r' in terms of known
system parameters and the radar cross-section (7(R, 0):
P r - P t G2 À2 (7.. (R, 0),
(411) 3 R4 IJ
(A.1)
where P t is the transmitted power, G is the antenna gain function, À is the
electromagnetic wavelength, R is the range, 0 is the incidence angle, and the
subscripts i and j indicate the polarization of the transmitted and received
polarization, respectively. For convenience, the notation indicating the
dependence of (7 on the independent variables R, and 0 wil not be continued
but remains implied. A summary of the derivation of equation (A.l) can be
found in Jessup (1988).
When the ilumination area, Ai' contains a large number of point scatters
of comparable magnitude, the radar scattering coeffcient or normalized radar
"
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cross-section, lJ, is defined by the time averaged, area~xtensive form of the
radar equation
p =r
2À J Pt
(41l)3 A.
1
G2 lJ dA,
R 4
(A.2)
where the integral is performed over the ilumination are Ai. For a
homogeneous sea surface and a narrow beamwidth system at moderate
incidence angles, the transmitted power P t' scattering coeffcient (jo, and range
R are not expected to vary significantly over the ilumination area and the
radar equation becomes
P'r -
À4 P lJt
( 41l) 3 R 4 J G' dA.A.
1
(A.3)
The average microwave return from the sea surface is characterized by
the normalized radar cross-section lJ, a dimensionless quantity defined by
(A.2). In order to obtain a calibrated measure of the normalized radar
cross-section, lJ, the integral in equation (A.3) must be evaluated for the
particular characteristics of the radar in use. When the assumptions that lead
to equation (A.3) are valid and the integration performed, the radar equation
can be inverted to express the normalized radar cross-section in terms of the
received power and known system parameters as:
aO - (4fl3R4 ¡-¥J 1 (A A)
fG2
Ai
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A.2 Gaussian Ilumination Integral
In practice, the remaining integral, referred to as an ilumination integral, may
be represented by a weighted area Aw given by
G~ Aw = J G2 dA,
A.i
(A.5)
where, G = Gog( O,cp), Go is the maximum antenna gain, and the local
coordinates 0 and cp are relative to the antenna axs. This formulation is
easily extended to include two-antenna systems by the substitution G2
G1G2.
A common approximation for Aw is to use the area corresponding to the
two-way, 3-dB ilumination beamwidth. A more accurate estimate of Aw may
be obtained by approximating the antenna pattern by an integrable function
such as a Gaussian or sinc function. If the exact pattern in known, the most
accurate method is to compute the integral numerically.
Due to the uncertainty inherent in the procedure employed to calibrate
the scatterometer used in the SAXON experiment, numerical integration of
equation (A.4) is unwarranted. However, to avoid the errors associated with
simply using the area corresponding to the 3-dB beamwidth, Aw has been
approximated by assumIng that the beampattern of the individual antennas
used is adequately approximated by a Gaussian function in spherical
coordinates (r,O,cp) of the form
G( O,cp) - Go g( O,cp) 
, (A.6)
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with
g( O,cp) = e - UP / Oõ) (A.7)
where 0 is the angle measured from the antenna axis, cp is the azimuthal
angle, and 00 is the one-way, e-folding value of 0 determined from the
antenna beampattern. As indicated in equation (A.7), the beampattern is
assumed to be azimuthally symmetric. For the case of two antennas with
different beam patterns, equation (A.5) becomes
Aw = 1 J gl g2 dA
Gõ
(A.S)
. ,i
with GÕ=G1G2. For convenience, the product of the Gaussian functions gi
and g2 may be written as
g~( 0) = gl g2 = e - 2( fJ / Oõ), (A.9)
where
rl1 rl2Oõ = 2
di+~
(A.I0)
is now the effective one-way e-folding value of 0 for the combined antenna
system.
In spherical coordinates and for normal incidence, the integral in equation
(A.8) becomes
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Aw = r r g2(O) r sinO dip dO
o ip
(A.l1)
For a narrow beam system at long range, most of the contribution of the
integral comes from a small range of 0 for which
sin 0 ~ 0
and over which the distance r is approximately constant and given by
r ~ R.
The integral in equation (A.H) then reduces to
7r
Aw ~ 2~ R2 r 0 e- 2(11/ ÚÕ) dO
o
(A.12)
Furthermore, since most of the contribution to the integral is for 0 near 0, the
upper limit may be replace by infinity, which results in the analytical solution
Aw = ~ R2 Oõ (A.13)
For measurements off nadir, the ilumInation area increases by (cosOï)-l, where
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(h is the incidence angle. Then the general form of the weighted area Aw for
a Gaussian beampattern is
Aw ~ 7r R2 fJÕ
2 C osfJi
(A.14)
From equation (A.I0), we have that fJo=2.00 since from equation (A.7) we
have fJ1=4.00 for the 20cm horn (3-dB beamwidth of 6.70) and fJ2=1.5°. For
the SAXON measurements at an incidence angle of fJi=45° and a range of
R=36.4m, equation (A.14) yields Aw=3.61m2 (5.6dBm2). (Note that this value
is approximately 1. 7 dB greater than the value of 2.4 7m2 which is the area of
the ellptical area corresponding to the two-way 3-dB beamwidth.)
A.3 Calibration
The scatterometer was calibrated in an open area of a warehouse at the
US Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC, in August, 1988. Since the
scatterometer is an AC coupled device, a moving target was used to obtain a
calibration signaL. The target used was an aluminum sphere with diameter
D=20cm, suspended on nylon line from the ceilng, at a horizontal range of
34m. Panels of microwave absorber material (Ecosorb VHP-2) were placed
behind the target area to reduce the effect of reflections from background
objects. The radar cross-section, (7 (m2), for a perfectly conducting sphere of
diameter D is given by its cross-sectional area (Ulaby et aI, 1982):
(7 = 7r D24 (A.15)
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A convenient method for manipulating the radar equation, (A.l), is to
express it in terms of of decibels (dB). Strictly speaking, the unit of decibels
expresses the ratio of two quantities of power, often the ratio of the quantity
of interest, say P, to a reference power, Po:
dB - 10 log ( ~ J (A.16)
Since power is proportional to voltage squared, an equivalent formulation in
terms of voltage is given by
dB - 20 log ( ~ J (A.17)
Formally, the decibel is a dimensionless unit since it is proportional to the
logarithm of the ratio of two quantities. A useful extension of the definition
of the decibel is to use the particular unit of measure of a given quantity as
the denominator in the ratio. For example, the dimensional quantity 100m W
(mW=miliwatts) is expressed in decibels as 20 dB re mW, or more succinctly,
20dBmW Furthermore, any quantity which is a multiplier or divisor of power
in an equation (such as the radar equation) can be expressed and manipulated
in dB using equation (A.16).
The received power, Pr, in equation (A.I) is the power at the output
port of the receiving antenna. For the calibration measurements of a 20cm
diameter sphere made at a range of 34m, the known parameters of the radar
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equation, (A.1), are:
( 41r)3 33.0dB
(7 1r(0.lm)2 -15.0dBm2
À2 - (.0214m)2 -33.4dBm2
R4 - (34m)4 61.3dBm2
G1~horn) - 27.8dB
G2 parabola) - 37.0dB
Py 91.2m W - 19.6dBmW
pi 100.0mW - 20.0dBm W
The radar equation (A.l), with all quantities expressed in dB, becomes
p _ p (27.8dB)P7dB~(-33.4dBm2~(-15dBm2)r - t 33dB (61.3dBm4 ' (A.lS)
where multiplication implies addition and division implies subtraction.
Then the received power, p~, is given in terms of the transmitted power pi by
P~ (dBmW) = pi (dBmW) - 77.9dB, (A.19)
where the superscript i denotes vertical or horizontal polarization.
The received power, P~, is amplified by the net system gain, Gj, to
produce the receiver output power, P¿ut, given by:
P¿ut (dBmW) = P~ (dBmW) + Gl (dB) (A.20)
The purpose of the calibration is to determine the system gain Gl using a
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target of known radar cross-section.
Measurements of the receiver output were made over a range of power
levels by attenuating the transmitted power in steps of 10dB. The sphere was
set in motion and V p-p, peak-to-peak voltage, was read from an osciloscope.
The average of two measurements made in this manner were used as the
calibration value. The time-averaged output power for a sinusoidal signal is
related to the RMS output voltage by
~Pout:; - V~ms/R, (A.21)
where the brackets indicate the time average and R=50n is the output
impedance of the receiver. A more convenient form of (A.20) expresses the
power in m W in terms of V p-p in volts for a 50n system as
~P?, (mW) - vi-p, (V p_p in volts)
0.40
(A.22)
which follows from V~_p = 8V~ms for sinusoidal signals. Tables A.l and A.2
summarize the measurements and the calculated system gains for VV and HH
polarization, respectively. The data are plotted in Figure A.l as P~ut versus
iPt.
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Table A.1: VV Calibration Measurements
Atten. (dB) Pt (dBmW) V p_p (volts) Pout (dBmW) Gs (dB)
10 9.6 1.1 4.8 73.1
20 -0.4 0.33 -5.8 72.5
30 -10.4 0.12 -14.4 73.9
Table A.2: HH Calibration Measurements
Atten. (dB) Pt (dBmW) V p-p (volts) Pout (dBmW) Gs (dB)
10 10.0 0.76 1.6 69.5
20 0.0 0.24
-8.6 69.3
30 -10.0 O.Og -16.9 71.0
The average values of the system gains from Table A.1 and A.2 are
GX=73.2dB and G2=70.0dB for VV and HH polarization, respectively. The
difference of 3.2dB between the average system gains for VV and HH
polarization is not consistent with previous experience using scatterometers of
similar design. Since the component of the VV and HH channels of the
receiver are identical, the net system gains should be nearly the same for the
same transmitted power. In this scatterometer, the transmitted power for
horizontal polarization is O.4dB greater than that of VV polarization. With a
larger transmitted power and identical receiver components, the net gain for
HH would be. expected to be greater than that for VV, not vice versa, as was
found for the calibration measurements summarized in Tables A.1 and A.2.
Unfortunately, this inconsistency was not realized unti after the calibration
had been completed. Thus, the accuracy of the gain for the VV and/or HH
channels is called into question.
A further indication that an error was made during the SAXON
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calibration is the comparison between the measurements of mean radar
cross-section, lJ, from SAXON and those from the North Sea. The
scatterometer used in the North Sea was calibrated in situ using a swinging
sphere suspended from a crane mounted on the tower. A calibration
measurement was obtained for the VV polarization channel only. The HH
polarization measurements were calibrated by assuming/that the net system
gain for the VV and HH channels was identicaL. The (jHH values from
SAXON using the average system gain from Table A.2 agree within a few
tenths of a dB with the North Sea measurements. However, the (jyV
measurements using the average system gain from Table A.l fall approximately
1.7dB below those from the North Sea.
The fact that the (7HH measurements for SAXON and the North Sea are
nearly the same indicates that the HH calibration values for SAXON may be
valid. Furthermore, the fact that the (jyV values for SAXON are lower than
those from the North Sea is consistent with GX for SAXON being too high
(see equation A.9). If we assume that the VV system gain should be lowered
by the difference of 1.7dB between the (7yV measurements from the North Sea
and SAXON, then the adjusted VV net system gain would be G¥=71.5dB.
The difference of 1.5dB between this value and G~ computed from Table A.2
is a more reasonable difference to expect between the two receiver channels of
identical components.
Based on the available information, the net system gain for HH
polarization computed from the SAXON calibration is judge to be valid. The
net system gain for VV polarization is discarded as being corrupted. Based on
comparisons with the North Sea measu~ements, the adjusted system gain of
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GX=71.5 for VV polarization is used for SAXON.
The assumptions used to arrive at an adjusted VV gain increase the
uncertainty associated with the accuracy of the VV polarization measurement.
Furthermore, the difference on the order of 0.5-1.0dB expected between the
SAXON and North Sea data due to the different range of the look-direction
angle relative the wind has been ignored. The calibration uncertainty may be
especially important when considering the polarization ratio (7vv/ (7HH'
Therefore, the results in this thesis concerning the polarization ratio have been
interpreted cautiously.
The problems associated with the calibration technique used in the
SAXON experiment have led to significant improvements in subsequent
calibrations. A switch to change the scatterometer from an AC coupled device
to a DC coupled device has been added to the audio circuit in the IF unit.
By making the calibration with the scatterometer DC coupled, an improved
method using a variety of corner reflectors of different sizes is possible. The
corner reflector is placed on a dolly which is slowly moved along the antenna
axis in order to remove the effect of background clutter. The in-phase (I)
and quadrature (Q) outputs of the receiver are connected to the inputs of a 2
channel osciloscope operating in x-y mode. Microwave absorber material is
placed behind the target area to reduce background clutter from stationary
objects.
The remaining return from stationary objects appears as a relatively
small, constant offset on the osciloscope. As the target is moved slowly in
the line along the antenna look-direction, the resultant of the return from the
corner reflector appears as a vector rotating about the constant offset vector of
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the background clutter. The amplitude of the return due to the moving
corner reflector can be read off the osciloscope as the radius of the circle
centered about the offset due to the clutter. This technique has been used
several times since the SAXON experiment and is superior in terms of
repeatabilty and reduction of contaminating effects of the surroundings.
A formula expressing the normalized radar cross-section, (jo, in terms of
the receiver output voltage, Vout, is derived from the approximation for the
area-€xtensive form of the radar equation written as
Pi N
r N
. 2P~ G1G2 À Aw
(47r)3 R4
o(j i i' (A.23)
from equations (A.4) and (A.5). For convenience, let C denote the constant
quantity
C G1G2 À2 Aw = -58.4 dB.
(47r)3 R4
( A. 24 )
Then equation (A.20) becomes
PÅut(dBmW) PÏ(dBmW) + C(dB) + (7Yi(dB) + G~(dB) (A.25)
For the field measurements, the RG58 coaxial cable between the RF unit and
the IF unit was 100' instead of the 75' used in the calibration setup. Since
the attenuation for RG58 for a frequency of 60MHz is approximately 4dB/I00',
the net system gains for the field measurements are reduced by IdB to
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G¥=70.5dB and G~=68.9dB. Also note that equation (A.25) can be converted
from dBm W to dBW by subtracting 30dB from the left hand side. Then the
receiver output power in Watts for VV polarization is given by
P~ut (watts)
and for HH polarization by,
1.48(j~V (A.26)
Pgut (watts) - 1.12(7~H (A.27)
The receiver output power is given in terms of the output voltage as
Pout = VÕut!R, (A.28)
where R is the output impedance of R=50n. By combining equations (A.27)
and (A.28), we have the final result expressing the output voltage (in volts) in
terms of the normalize radar cross-section:
(V out)~v = 74.0(7~v (A.29)
(V out)~H 56.0(7~H' (A.30)
A.4 IMAGE REJECTION
This treatment of image rejection follows that of Doviak and Zrnic
(1984). As mentioned in Chapter 3, section 3.1.1, an image spectrum can
result from amplitude and phase imbalances between the in-phase (I) and
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quadrature (Q) channeL. In practice, the amplitude imbalance is less
problematic, since its effect can be offset relatively easily in processing. The
phase imbalance, however, can significantly affect the Doppler spectrum. The
error is most consequential in the computation of the second spectral moment
corresponding to the bandwidth. The quadrature hybrid device in the IF unit
(see Figure 3.10) which does the phase shifting can introduce a phase
imbalance. In the SAXON experiment, an additional phase imbalance was
caused by the use of a sequentially sampling analog-to-digital converter. The
use of a simultaneous sample and hold converter essentially eliminates this
second source of phase imbalance.
The image effect is easily demonstrate by considering an individual term
in the Fourier series expansion of a complex signal which is balanced in
amplitude and phase:
A. _i(Wit+Oi)1 eo , (A.30)
where Ai is the ith coeffcient and Oi is its phase. If the gains of the I and
Q channels are Gi and GQ, respectively, and the Q channel is shifted by :i,0
relative to the I channel, then equation (A.30) becomes
AiK cos( wit+ Oï) + jAisin( wit+ Oi:i,0) =
~Ai(K +e +j,0)~( Wit+Oi) + ~Ai(K-€ +j,0)e -j( wit+ Oi) (A.31)
where K=Gi/GQ is the ratio of the I and Q channel gains. The first term on
the right of (A.31) corresponds to the original signal at frequency Wi with
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amplitude Ai in (A.30) modified in amplitude and phase. The second term on
the right of (A.31) is the image signal at frequency Wi. The ratio of the
squared magnitude of the two terms on the right of (A.31) is defined as the
image suppression, L:
I(K+e+jß)1 / I(K~+jß)I. (A.32)
Figure A.2 shows the image suppression L as a function of both amplitude and
phase imbalance (Doviak and Zrnic, 1984).
Because of the added phase error due to the sequential sampling
mentioned above, the image suppression for the SAXON experiment was
significantly dependent on frequency. The scatterometer was tuned to optimize
the image suppression over the frequency range of interest by adjusting the
line length between the quadrature hybrid device and the IF mixers (see
Figure 3.10). Figure A.3 shows the image suppression computed from the
output of the IF unit for sinusoidal test signals over a range of frequencies for
both the VV and HH channels. The image suppression is generally better
than 20dB over the frequency range of 0 to 400Hz. The experience with the
scatterometer in the SAXON experiment has led to the use of simultaneous
sample and hold converters. This improvement eliminates a large part of the
dependence of the image suppression on frequency, resulting in image
suppression better than 40dB over a 1kHz bandwidth.
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APPENDIX B: Bulk Method Formulation for Friction Velocity u*
The following description of the bulk aerodynamic method for computing
friction velocity, U*, and the wind speed reference to height z=10m, Uio, is based
on the formulation given by Large and Pond (1981).
The transfer of momentum and heat across the air-sea interface due to the
wind is described by the Reynolds fluxes:
Momentum flux: (B.1)T = - p -cu'W'?
Sensible heat flux: (B.2)Hs = p Cp-cw'T')-,
where p is the air density, Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, ul and WI
represent the fluctuating part of the horizontal and vertical velocities, respectively,
T' is the fluctuating part of the air temperature at the surface, and the brackets
indicate the ensemble average.
The friction velocity, u*, is a velocity scale related to the momentum flux
or shear stress, T, at the surface by
T = p u~. (B.3)
Under conditions of neutral stabilty, the mean wind speed at height z, Uz, is
well represented by the logarithmic expression
u*
Uz = - In(z/zo),ll (B.4)
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where K=0.40 is von Karman's constant and Zo is a length scale corresponding to
the surface roughness. The roughness length Zo can be represented by the sum
zo=zs+ze, where zs, a smooth surface contribution, and Ze, that due to form drag,
are given by
Zs -
0.11 1/
u* (B.5)
a u*
g (B.6)Ze =
where 1/ is the viscosity of air, g is the gravitational acceleration, and a is an
empirical constant. Accepted values of the 'constant' a include a=O.Oii for deep
water and values in the range 0.01 7~a~0.0185 for shallow water (see Smith, 1988).
For conditions other than neutral, stabilty effects are accounted for by using
the more general expression
u*
Uz = 7 f In(z/zo) - W'(z/L) l. (B.7)
The Monin-0bukov length scale L is given by
u~ To
L -
,
Kg oe wT v?
(B.8)
where Tv and To are the virtual temperature and its local average, respectively.
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The definition of the Monin-Obukov length is such that L~O for stable conditions
and L-(O for unstable conditions. For stable conditions, z/L~O, the function
wm(z/L) is given by
wm(z/L)=-5(z/L),
for unstable conditions, z/L-(O, by
wm(z/L)=2ln((1+X)/2 + In((1+X2)/2) -2tan-iX + 7r/2
. i
where X=tl-16(z/L)J4, and for neutral conditions, z/L=O,
wm(z/L)=O.
Estimates of the friction velocity, u*, can be made from standard
meteorological measurements by formulating the Reynold's fluxes as
- -(Ulw'~ = C U~o
-(w'T'~ = CT Uz tiO
-(w'Q'? = CE Uz tiQ
where 0 is the potential temperature, Q is the hUmIdity, CD is the drag
coeffcient, CT is the Stanton number, and CE is the Dalton number. The
potential air-sea temperature difference, tiO, is given in terms of the sea
temperature T s and the potential temperature at height z, Oz, as
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(B.9)
(B.10)
(B.11 )
(B.12)
(B.13)
(B.14)
~o = Ts - OZ' (B.15)
The humidity difference, ~Q, is given in terms of the absolute humidity Qz at
height z and the absolute humidity at the surface Qs as
~Q - Qs - Qz. (B.16)
The air temperature at height z, T z, and the air-sea temperature difference ~ T
are given by
T z = Oz - fZ (B.17)
~T = ~O + fZ (B.18)
where , is the adiabatic lapse rate, ,=0.OlKm-1.
A computational form of the stabilty parameter z/L is required in terms of
the air temperature Tz and relative humidity HR' According to Large and Pond
(1981), the average virtual temperature Tv over temperate seas is approximately
To ~ Tz + 1.72xl0-6 T~ Qz. (B.19)
The absolute humidity Qz is computed from
Qz = HR Qsat(T z), (B.20)
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where Qsat(T) is the saturation humidity given by
Qsat(T) = 6.4038xl08 exp(- 5107.4/T). (B.21 )
The absolute surface hUmIdity Qs is computed by assuming 98% saturation at the
surface so that
Qs = 0.98 Qsat(Ts). (B.22)
Expanding -(wiT v? in equation (B.8) and using the bulk formulation for -(wIT').
leads to
KzgCTUzßO L ßQ J
z/L ~ - 3 1 + 1.7xio-6 To -z ,
u* To
(B.23)
where CT~lxlO-3 for unstable conditions and CT~0.86xlO-3 for stable conditions.
Using the above formulation, the friction velocity, u*, and wind speed at
height z, Uz, can be iteratively computed, except under extremely stable
conditions (see Smith, 1988). The logarithmic profie given by equation (B.7) can
now be formulated in terms of bulk measurement of wind speed at height z, air
and sea temperature, and relative humidity. The resulting non-linear equation for
u* may be evaluated by iteration until a specified mInimum estimation error is
reached. The Fortran computer program CALUST in Appendix F uses Newton's'
iterative method and an error criterion that the difference between successive
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estimates is less than 0.1%. The initial guess for u* was computed by using a
drag coefficient CD in equation (B.12) from the formula for the neutral drag
coeffcient suggested by Geernaert, Larsen, and Hansen (1987) given by
1000CDN=0.0847Uz + 0.577 (B.24)
For the SAXON experiment, measurements of wind speed and direction, air
and sea temperature, and relative humidity were processed in real-time to produce
average values at 10 minute intervals. The anemometer, air temperature sensor,
and relative humidity probe were mounted at a height of approximately 42m
above the sea surface, while the sea temperature sensor was tethered from a float
to remain approximately 1m below the sea surface. Values of friction velocity,
u*, and wind speed referenced to a height of 10m, U 10' were iteratively computed
using the 10 minute averages of wind speed, air-sea temperature difference, and
relative humidity. The value of the parameter a in equation (B.6) of a=0.0185
suggested by Wu(1980) was chosen as being consistent with the limited fetch and
shallow water depth at the Chesapeake Light Tower. The computed results were
further averaged to produce average values of u* and U 10 corresponding to the
1 -hour measurement periods of interest.
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Appendix C: Covariance Processing Formulas
The continuous-time formulation for covariance-based spectral moment
estimation is given in Chapter 3, section 3.2.2. In this brief appendix, the
discrete-time equations used in the SAXON data processing are given. The
covariance processing technique is based on the autocorrelation function R( r)
evaluated at lag r=ßt, where ßt is the time between samples. Consider a
complex sequence z(m) of M uniformly spaced samples:
z(m) = x(m) + iy(m), (C.l)
where x=Re(z) and y=Im(z). An estimate of the autocorrelation function
R(ßt) is given by
R(ßt) = + L z*(m) z(m+l), (C.2)
where (*) indicates the complex conjugate. The summations in equation (C.2)
and all subsequent appearances in this appendix are from m=l to m=M-1.
The sample pairs used in equation (C.2) are not required to be uniforlly
spaced. First moment estimates using an intra pair spacing, T p, which is
significantly larger than the time between samples have been used to recover
aliased mean velocities (Doviak and Zrnic, 1984). Under circumstances of
large signal-to-noise ratio, the variance of the first moment estimator is
reduced by using staggered sample pairs in equation (C.2) (Zrnic, 1977). For
this reason, the autocorrelation estimate used in the SAXON experiment was
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based on a sample pair spacing of iJt/T p=0.25s.
From equation (3.19), the mean frequency based on the first moment
estimator is given by
ro
1
211 iJt
i~-ii L imlz*(m) z(m+1)l i
LRe lz*(m) z(m+1)l
(C.3)I =
The second moment estimator is based on the normalized covariance or
correlation coeffcient p( T) evaluated at lag T=iJt. The correlation coef~cient
is equal to the autocovariance normalized by the total power, S. An estimate
of p( iJt) is
p(iJt) _ íì(iJt)ro
S
(C.4)
and the estimate of the total power, S, is
S = íì(o) - N, (C.5)
where N is the noise power estimate. Then the second moment estimator,
from equation (3.21), is given by
1" .i1" ¡ S JB = ln
ll11 iJt líì(iJt)I 
2,
(C.6)
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where IR(Ôt)1 is given explicitly by
r 2 2).llíi(Llt)I = l L Re(z'(m)z(m+l)l + L (Im(z'(m)z(m+l)l , (C.7)
The above formulas are used in the Fortran program RTRAD, listed in
Appendix F, which performed the real-time data acquisition and processing
during the SAXON experiment.
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ADDendix D: Processed Results
The data used to produce the results presented in Chapter 5 are given in
this appendix. The data are presented in tabulated form as a portion of the
output from the Fortran computer programs SXBCHAR3 (schemes 1, 2, and 3)
and SXBCHAR4 (scheme 4) listed in Appendix F. The following key lists the
meaning of the column headers for Tables D.I-D.4, corresponding to detection
schemes 1-4 (see Chapter 4, section 4.5). These data are for an integration
time of Ti=0.25s (see Chapter 3, section 3.2.1).
Scheme:
No:
file:
brk:
pct:
ul0:
ustar:
uoc:
fpk:
m(4):
L:
vvO:
hhO:
prb:
fdb:
bwb:
bwn:
vssl:
vss2:
hssl:
hss2:
KEY TO PROCESSED DATA
Detection scheme for this table: (1) (j0pk~(70poi=0.30, (2) (j0pk~O.25,
(3)Bmax~50Hz, (4) (j°pk~0.25 and/or Bmax~50Hz (sec. 4.5)
Run identification number
File number identifying I-hour record
Number of events detected in record
Pss, percentae;e of crests producing detected events (sec. 5.5)
Wind speed (ms-1), 10m elevation based on u* (below) (App. B)
Friction velocity (ms-1), bulk formulation (App. B)
Ratio of ul0 (above) to phase speed corresponding to fpk (below)
Frequency (Hz) peak of surface displacement spectrum (Fig. 3.23b-3.29b)
(m4g-2)0,5dimensionless square root of 4th moment of E(f), feut=0.5Hz
(eq.1.19, 3.5)
Wavelength (m) given by fpk (above) in dispersion relation eq. (5.7)
(7°vv (linear), mean normalized VV radar cross-section (App. A)
(j°hh (linear), mean normalized HH radar cross-section (App. A)
A verage polarization ratio of detected events
Average max mean Doppler frequency (Hz) of detected events (eq. 5.9)
Average max Doppler bandwidth (Hz) for detected events
Normalized Doppler bandwidth for detected events (see eq. 5.11)
(7°ssvv1 \dBj' contribution to (7°vv, method 1 \eq. 2.2, 2.3, Fig. 2.5a)(j°ssvv2 dB, contribution to (j°vv, method 2 eq. 2.2, 2.4, Fig. 2.5b)
(7°sshh1 dB, contribution to crhh, method 1 eq. 2.2, 2.3, Fig. 2.5a)
(l°sshh2 dB, contribution to (7°hh, method 2 eq. 2.2, 2.4, Fig. 2.5b)
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No-fi le brk pet u10 ustar
1-0209 14 3.34 8.6 .323
1-0215 25 5.61 9.1 .348
1-0223 20 4.49 9.6 .374
1-0229 19 4.26 8.8 .337
1-0235 18 3.63 8.1 .303
1-0241 16 3.23 7.7 .289
4-0484 3 .26 8.4 .309
4-0490 7 .67 8.5 .311
4-0496 4 .43 8.4 .311
4-0510 8 .75 8.6 .318
5-0901 5 .56 8.0 .307
5-0907 9 1.07 7.3 .281
5-0913 7 .97 6.9 .263
5-0923 14 1.90 7.1 .273
5-0952 11 1.53 6.9 .262
6-1202 59 16.15 10.6 .429
6-1222 44 12.87 10.2 .413
6-1234 27 8.57 8.6 .339
9-1421 17 1.97 11.0 .438
9-1427 21 2.43 10.9 .434
9-1433 15 1.79 11.6 .468
9-1445 19 2.08 11.2 .453
9-1451 10 1.19 10.5 .419
11-1555 1 .12 6.9 .254
11-1598 8 1.13 8.4 .326
11-1604 35 4.95 8.5 .333
11-1618 11 1.50 8.3 .325
11-1626 12 1.70 7.5 .289
11-1651 2 .27 6.9 .262
12-1676 30 4.24 10.6 .431
12-1682 36 5.29 10.9 .444
12-1696 34 5.20 10.7 .437
12-1702 41 6.27 10.7 .439
12-1711 32 3.94 10.4 .426
12-1717 33 5.24 10.3 .422
12-1725 22 3.37 10.0 .407
12-1739 16 2.45 8.6 .341
12-1754 30 3.70 10.1 .412
12-1760 12 1.43 9.5 .382
12-1778 29 4.26 9.6 .384
12-1784 17 2.60 9.2 .366
Table 0.1: Processed Data for Detection Schem 1
uoc fpk m(4) L vv hhO prb' fdb bwb bwn vss1 vss2 hss1 hss2
.90 .125 .0814 75 .0468 .0228 .93 153 70 .47 -30.4 -29.4 -29.5 -28.9
.98 .133 .0818 70 .0538 .0256 .99 134 66 .52 -28.8 -27.6 -28.1 -27.3
1.03 .133 .0831 70 .0543 .0253 .96 13768 .53 -29.4 -28.3 -28.5 -27.9
.94 .133 .0808 70 .0481 .0230 .99 14775 .54 -29.0 -28.0 -28.3 -27.7
.84 .148 .0800 64 .0430 .0215 .94 138 77 .59 -29.5 -28.6 -28.6 -28.1
.81 .148 .0778 64 .0408 .0198 .97 133 67 .54 -30.2 -29.3 -29.6 -29.0
1.84 .346 .0617 13 .0349 .0159 .89 120 74 .62 -38.5 -37.5 -37.5 -37.1
1.61 .312 .0700 16 .0370 .0173 .85 115 70 .63 -34.7 -33.7 -33.8 -33.2
1.45 .279 .0706 20 .0339 .0159 .84 132 78 .60 -36.4 -35.6 -35.3 -34.9
1.69 .318 .0713 15 .0313 .0151 .96 136 71 .55 -33.1 -32.4 -32.4 -31.9
1.35 .268 .0682 22 .0391 .0191 .98 9365 .72 -36.5 -35.7 -35.8 -35.3
1.18 .250 .0717 24 .0329 .0169 .96 108 72 .72 -32.3 -31.7 -31.6 -31.2
.93 .216 .0710 34 .0324 .0170 .94 91 52 .59 -34.0 -33.2 -33.4 -33.0
1.01.220 .0704 31.0345 .0174 .8910662 .61 -30.6 -29.9 -30.1 -29.7
.94 .214 .0723 34 .0330 .0186 1.05 91 54 .68 -32.1 -31.4 -31.6 -31.1
.99 .109 .088 97 .0784 .0407 1.03 106 60 .63 -24.8 -23.4 -24.3 -23.2
1.03 .102 .0860 97 .0706 .0352 .99 114 65 .63 -25.4 -24.3 -24.6 -23.9
.86 .094 .0796 107 .0509 .0250 .97 123 71 .61 -27.7 -26.8 -27.0 -26.4
1.82 .258 .0813 23 .0630 .0292 1.09 115 68 .64 -29.4 -28.5 -28.9 -28.2
1.80 .258 .0784 23 .0606 .0273 1.13 96 64 .73 -29.4 -28.3 -29.1 -28.3
1.86 .250 .0781 24 .0642 .0295 1.02 103 65 .69 -30.9 -29.7 -30.4 -29.6
1.86 .273 .0834 22 .0598 .0279 1.06 11665 .60 -29.9 -28.8 -29.3 -28.6
1.69 .250 .0791 24 .0544 .0249 1.01 105 63 .72 -32.5 -31.7 -32.1 -31.5
1.11.250 .0638 24 .0222 .0112 .9613872 .53 -42.8 -42.1 -42.0 -41.6
1.16 .211 .0765 34 .0442 .0198 1.01 13481 .64 -33.0 -32.3 -32.4 -31.9
1.18.211.0770 34 .0497.0283 .99 9269 .94 -26.7 -25.7 -26.2 -25.4
1.19 .219 .0717 31 .0429 .0196 1.01 11873 .67 -31.8 -31.0 -31.3 -30.8
1.04 .211 .0709 34 .0341 .0174 .89 105 72 .72 -31.6 -30.8 -30.7 -30.2
.98 .219 .0593 31 .0249 .0113 .88 149 72 .52 -39.7 -38.9 -38.7 -38.3
1.47 .211 .0887 34 .0682 .0322 1.02 12966 .58 -27.1 -25.9 -26.6 -25.9
1.36 .203 .0900 39 .0711 .0343 1.03 125 67 .57 -26.6 -25.3 -25.8 -25.0
1.30 .195 .0872 41 .068 .0326 1.12 112 65 .60 -27.0 -25.9 -26.8 -26.0
1.31 .195 .0874 41 .0678 .0331 1.05 12566 .55 -25.3 -24.3 -24.9 -24.2
1.53 .242 .086 28 .0671 .0319 1.05 119 62 .59 -27.0 -26.0 -26.6 -25.9
1.31 .188 .086 41 .0692 .0326 1.0713472 .57 -26.7 -25.6 -26.4 -25.6
1.22 .195 .0857 41 .066 .0301 1.01 126 75 .65 -28.4 -27.4 -27.7 -27.0
1.05 .195 .0786 41 .0539 .0238 1.02 122 59 .52 -29.7 -28.8 -29.4 -28.8
1.49 .242 .0845 28 .0663 .0318 .99 119 67 .59 -26.8 -25.8 -26.2 -25.6
1.53 .250 .0812 24 .0570 .0276 1.01 114 68 .66 -31.4 -30.5 -30.8 -30.1
1.20 .203 .0855 39 .0582 .0282 1.04 122 65 .56 -27.3 -26.3 -26.8 -26.1
1.12 .195 .0809 41 .0541 .0257 1.00 114 61 .62 -29.4 -28.5 -29.0 -28.4
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No-fi le brk pet u10 ustar
1-0209 25 5.97 8.6 .323
1-0215 45 10.09 9.1 .348
1-0223 34 7.63 9.6 .374
1-0229 28 6.28 8.8 .337
1-0235 29 5.85 8.1 .303
1-0241 24 4.84 7.7.289
4-0484 6 .52 8.4 .309
4-0490 12 1.15 8.5 .311
4-0496 6 .64 8.4 .311
4-0510 11 1.03 8.6 .318
5-0901 13 1.45 8.0 .307
5-0907 20 2.39 7.3 .281
5-0913 17 2.35 6.9 .263
5-0923 18 2.44 7.1 .273
5-0952 23 3.21 6.9 .262
6-1202 93 25.45 10.6 .429
6-1222 69 20.18 10.2 .413
6-1234 45 14.28 8.6 .339
9-1421 35 4.05 11.0 .438
9-1427 32 3.70 10.9 .434
9-1433 30 3.58 11.6 .468
9-1445 34 3.72 11.2 .453
9-1451 29 3.46 10.5 .419
11-1555 2 .24 6.9 .254
11-1598 20 2.83 8.4 .326
11-1604 52 7.35 8.5 .333
11-1618 21 2.86 8.3 .325
11-1626 15 2.12 7.5 .289
11-1651 3 .41 6.9.262
12-1676 53 7.49 10.6 .431
12-1682 67 9.85 10.9 .444
12-1696 50 7.65 10.7 .437
12-1702 59 9.03 10.7 .439
12-1711 51 6.29 10.4 .426
12-1717 66 10.47 10.3 .422
12-1725 40 6.12 10.0 .407
12-1739 25 3.82 8.6 .341
12-1754 52 6.41 10.1 .412
12-1760 24 2.86 9.5 .382
12-1778 45 6.61 9.6 .384
12-1784 29 4.44 9.2 .366
Table 0.2: Processed Data for Detection Schem 2
uoc fpk m(4) L vv hhO prb fdb bwb bwn vss1 vss2 hss1 hss2
.90 .125 .0814 75 .0468 .0228 .99 146 66 .47 -28.8 -27.6 -28.0 -27.3
.98 .133 .0818 70 .0538 .0256 1.05 131 64 .52 -26.8 -25.4 -26.2 -25.2
1.03 .133 .0831 70 .0543 .0253 1.03 136 64 .50 -27.5 -26.3 -26.8 -26.1
.94 .133 .0808 70 .0481 .0230 1.03 13769 .53 -27.8 -26.7 -27.3 -26.6
.84 .148 .0800 64 .0430 .0215 .96 127 72 .59 -28.0 -27.0 -27.2 -26.6
.81 .148 .0778 64 .0408 .0198 1.00 12962 .51 -28.7 -27.7 -28.3 -27.7
1.84 .346 .0617 13 .0349 .0159 .90 112 72 .65 -35.9 -34.7 c34.9 -34.4
1.61 .312 .0700 16 .0370 .0173 .91 112 73 .67 -32.5 -31.5 -31.8 -31.2
1.45 .279 .0706 20 .0339 .0159 .89 128 73 .57 -34.9 -34.1 -34.0 -33.6
1.69 .318 .0713 15 .0313 .0151 .93 128 69 .56 -32.1 -31.4 -31.4 -30.9
1.35 .268 .0682 22 .0391 .0191 .96 89 55 .64 -32.2 -31.3 -31.6 -31.0
1.18 .250 .0717 24 .0329 .0169 .97 98 59 .66 -30.0 -29.2 -29.4 -28.9
.93 .216 .0710 34 .0324 .0170 .98 81 54 .73 -31.1 -30.3 -30.7 -30.2
1.01 .220 .0704 31 .0345 .0174 .90 103 60 .60 -29.8 -29.0 -29.2 -28.8
.94 .214 .0723 34 .0330 .0186 1.00 85 54 .70 -29.9 -29.0 -29.5 -28.8
.99 .109 .088 97.0784 .04071.0710358 .64 -23.4 -21.8 -23.0 -21.9
1.03 .102 .0860 97.0706 .0352 1.03 111 61 .59 -24.2 -22.9 -23.5 -22.7
.86 .094 .0796 107 .0509 .0250 1.00 11468 .64 -26.2 -25.1 -25.5 -24.8
1.82 .258 .0813 23 .0630 .0292 1.06 10462 .65 -27.5 -26.4 -26.9 -26.1
1.80 .258 .0784 23 .0606 .0273 1.13 9662 .69 -28.0 -26.8 -27.9 -27.0
1.86 .250 .0781 24 .0642 .0295 1.07 102 61 .65 -28.7 -27.4 -28.2 -27.2
1.86 .273 .0834 22 .0598 .0279 1.05 104 62 .66 -28.1 -26.9 -27.5 -26.6
1.69 .250 .0791 24 .0544 .0249 1.05 96 57 .66 -28.8 -27.6 -28.4 -27.6
1.11 .250 .0638 24 .0222 .0112 .94 124 64 .52 -39.5 -38.9 -38.9 -38.5
1.16 .211 .0765 34 .0442 .0198 1.03 120 71 .62 -29.8 -28.9 -29.4 -28.8
1.18 .211.0770 34 .0497.0283 1.00 84 66 .97 -25.6 -24.5 -25.2 -24.3
1.19 .219 .0717 31 .0429 .0196 1.03 104 64 .66 -29.9 -28.9 -29.6 -29.0
1.04 .211.0709 34 .0341.0174 .9110670 .69 -30.8 -30.0 -30.0 -29.5
.98 .219 .0593 31 .0249 .0113 .96 121 70 .67 -38.1 -37.4 -37.5 -37.2
1.47 .211 .0887 34 .0682 .0322 1.04 120 65 .61 -25.5 -24.1 -24.9 -24.1
1.36 .203 .0900 39 .0711 .0343 1.12 11664 .61 -24.9 -23.4 -24.2 -23.3
1.30 .195 .0872 41 .068 .0326 1.10 11063 .60 -25.8 -24.7 -25.6 -24.7
1.31 .195 .0874 41 .0678 .0331 1.10 116 63 .59 -24.4 -23.3 -24.1 -23.3
1.53 .242 .086 28 .0671.03191.1611258 .58 -25.7 -24.6 -25.5 -24.6
1.31 .188 .086 41 .0692 .0326 1.16 11663 .58 -24.7 -23.4 -24.5 -23.5
1.22.195.0857 41.066 .03011.05 11467 .64 -26.7 -25.6 -26.0 -25.2
1.05 .195 .0786 41 .0539 .0238 1.0711459 .56 -28.3 -27.5 -28.1 -27.4
1.49 .242 .0845 28 .0663 .0318 1.07 105 62 .66 -25.3 -24.2 -24.9 -24.1
1.53 .250 .0812 24 .0570 .0276 1.02 104 62 .66 -29.3 -28.3 -28.9 -28.0
1.20 .203 .0855 39 .0582 .0282 1.09 11362 .60 -26.0 -24.9 -25.7 -24.8
1.12 .195 .0809 41 .0541 .02571.06 10961 1.15 -27.8 -26.8 -27.6 -26.9
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N-f; le brk pet u10 ustar
1-0209 55 13.13 8.6 .323
1-0215 84 18.84 9.1 .348
1-0223 63 14.13 9.6 .374
1-0229 64 14.36 8.8 .337
1-0235 63 12.70 8.1 .303
1-0241 51 10.28 7.7 .289
4-0484 23 1.98 8.4 .309
4-0490 28 2.68 8.5 .311
4-0496 30 3.21 8.4 .311
4-0510 20 1.88 8.6 .318
5-0901 27 3.01 8.0 .307
5-0907 27 3.22 7.3 .281
5-0913 31 4.28 6.9 .263
5-0923 29 3.93 7.1 .273
5-0952 37 5.16 6.9 .262
6-1202 135 36.95 10.6 .429
6-1222 111 32.47 10.2 .413
6-1234 77 24.44 8.6 .339
9-1421 88 10.18 11.0 .438
9-1427 76 8.79 10.9 .434
9-1433 63 7.52 11.6 .468
9-1445 82 8.96 11.2 .453
9-1451 57 6.80 10.5 .419
11-1555 12 1.43 6.9 .254
11-1598 52 7.35 8.4 .326
11-1604 121 17.11 8.5 .333
11-1618 47 6.40 8.3 .325
11-1626 39 5.51 7.5 .289
11-1651 10 1.36 6.9 .262
12-1676 111 15.69 10.6 .431
12-1682 121 17.78 10.9 .444
12-1696 96 14.69 10.7 .437
12-1702 139 21.27 10.7 .439
12-1711 101 12.45 10.4 .426
12-1717 115 18.25 10.3 .422
12-1725 107 16.37 10.0 .407
12-1739 61 9.33 8.6 .341
12-1754 102 12.57 10.1 .412
12-1760 67 8.00 9.5 .382
12-1778 87 12.79 9.6 .384
12-1784 76 11.63 9.2 .366
Table 0.3: Processed Data for Detection Schem 3
uoc fpk m(4) L vv hhO prb fdb bwb bwn vss1 vss2 hss1 hss2
.90 .125 .0814 75 .0468 .0228 1.05 12867 .57 -26.9 -25.3 -26.2 -25.2
.98 .133 .0818 70 .0538 .0256 1.04 121 65 .59 -25.2 -23.6 -24.6 -23.5
1.03 .133 .0831 70 .0543 .0253 1.05 126 65 .57 -26.1 -24.6 -25.4 -24.4
.94 .133 .0808 70 .0481.02301.0313065 .53 -25.9 -24.5 -25.2 -24.3
.84 .148 .0800 64 .0430 .0215 1.02 118 67 .60 -26.0 -24.7 -25.3 -24.4
.81 .148 .0778 64 .0408 .0198 1.09 116 63 .58 -26.9 -25.6 -26.5 -25.6
1.84 .346 .0617 13 .0349 .0159 .99 98 64 .67 -31.5 -30.2 -30.7 -30.0
1.61 .312 .0700 16 .0370 .0173 1.05 104 65 .64 -30.1 -28.8 -29.6 -28.8
1.45 .279 .0706 20 .0339 .0159 1.00 104 64 .64 -30.2 -28.9 -29.5 -28.8
1.69 .318 .0713 15 .0313 .0151 .98 116 68 .61 -30.6 -29.8 -30.0 -29.5
1.35 .268 .0682 22 .0391 .0191 1.01 82 62 .83 -30.2 -29.1 -29.9 -29.2
1.18 .250 .0717 24 .0329 .0169 .99 97 63 .70 -29.2 -28.4 -28.6 -28.0
.93 .216 .0710 34 .0324 .0170 1.01 84 58 .77 -29.5 -28.5 -29.2 -28.6
1.01 .220 .0704 31 .0345 ~0174 1.03 10261 .66 -29.0 -28.1 -28.5 -27.9
.94 .214 .0723 34 .0330 .0186 .96 84 58 .81 -28.3 -27.4 -28.0 -27.3
.99 .109 .088 97 .0784 .0407 1.08 106 61 .66 -23.1 -21.2 -22.4 -21.0
1.03 .102 .0860 97 .0706 .0352 1.06 10863 .66 -23.6 -21.9 -22.8 -21.7
.86 .094 .0796 107 .0509 .0250 .99 108 66 .67 -24.8 -23.6 -24.2 -23.4
1.82 .258 .0813 23 .0630 .0292 1.14 89 61 .78 -25.3 -23.8 -24.8 -23.7
1.80 .258 .0784 23 .0606 .0273 1.15 96 62 .70 -26.0 -24.3 -25.7 -24.6
1.86 .250 .0781 24 .0642 .0295 1.10 10062 .67 -26.7 -25.1 -26.0 -24.9
1.86 .273 .0834 22 .0598 .0279 1.12 9761 .69 -25.9 -24.2 -25.3 -24.2
1.69 .250 .0791 24 .0544 .0249 1.13 9261 .74 -27.0 -25.5 -26.7 -25.7
1.11 .250 .0638 24 .0222 .0112 .92 10964 .63 -32.9 -32.3 -32.6 -32.1
1.16 .211 .0765 34 .0442 .0198 1.09 10664 .66 -27.0 -25.8 -26.7 -25.9
1.18 .211 .0770 34 .0497 .0283 1.06 80 63 .98 -23.5 -21.9 -23.0 -21.8
1.19 .219 .0717 31 .0429 .0196 1.09 98 63 .69 -27.5 -26.4 -27.4 -26.5
1.04 .211 .0709 34 .0341 .0174 .99 9763 .70 -28.2 -27.1 -27.6 -26.9
.98 .219 .0593 31 .0249 .0113 .99 95 69 .79 -34.8 -33.9 -34.4 -33.9
1.47 .211 .0887 34 .0682 .0322 1.10 105 63 2.04 -23.8 -22.1 -23.3 -22.1
1.36 .203 .0900 39 .0711 .0343 1.11 105 64 .68 -23.8 -22.0 -23.1 -21.8
1.30 .195 .0872 41 .068 .0326 1.12 101 63 .68 -24.5 -23.0 -24.0 -22.9
1.31 .195 .0874 41 .0678 .0331 1.12 9862 .80 -22.7 -21.1 -22.4 -21.2
1.53 .242 .086 28 .0671 .0319 1.13 101 61 .71 -24.1 -22.6 -23.8 -22.7
1.31 .188 .086 41 .0692 .0326 1.13 10864 .65 -23.6 -22.0 -23.1 -21.9
1.22 .195 .0857 41 .066 .0301 1.16 99 62 .83 -24.4 -22.8 -23.8 -22.6
1.05.195.0786 41.0539.02381.14102591.22 -26.4 -25.0 -26.1 -25.2
1.49 .242 .0845 28 .0663 .0318 1.16 94 60 .74 -24.0 -22.5 -23.7 -22.6
1.53 .250 .0812 24 .0570 .0276 1.09 95 63 .97 -26.5 -25.0 -26.2 -25.1
1.20 .203 .0855 39 .0582.0282 1.05 106 63 .65 -24.4 -22.9 -24.0 -23.0
1.12 .195 .0809 41 .0541 .0257 1.04 105 61 .65 -25.3 -23.8 -25.0 -24.0
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Table 0.4: Processed Data for Detection Schem 4
No-file brk pet u10 ustar
1-0209 60 14.32 8.6 .323
1-0215 92 20.64 9.1 .348
1-0223 69 15.48 9.6 .374
1-0229 71 15.93 8.8 .337
1-0235 66 13.30 8.1 .303
1-0241 55 11.09 7.7 .289
4-0484 23 1.98 8.4 .309
4-0490 28 2.68 8.5 .311
4-0496 31 3.31 8.4 .311
4-0510 21 1.97 8.6 .318
5-0901 34 3.78 8.0 .307
5-0907 35 4.18 7.3 .281
5-0913 36 4.97 6.9 .263
5-0923 33 4.47 7.1 .273
5-0952 45 6.27 6.9 .262
6-1202 162 44.34 10.6 .429
6-1222 132 38.61 10.2 .413
6-1234 82 26.02 8.6 .339
9-1421 95 10.98 11.0 .438
9-1427 82 9.48 10.9 .434
9-1433 69 8.23 11.6 .468
9-1445 85 9.29 11.2 .453
9-1451 66 7.88 10.5 .419
11-1555 12 1 .43 6.9.254
11-1598 54 7.63 8.4 .326
11-1604 129 18.24 8.5 .333
11-1618 51 6.95 8.3 .325
11-1626 39 5.51 7.5 .289
11-1651 10 1.36 6.9 .262
12-1676 118 16.68 10.6 .431
12-1682 134 19.69 10.9 .444
12-1696 105 16.06 10.7 .437
12-1702 148 22.64 10.7 .439
12-1711 112 13.81 10.4 .426
12-1717 127 20.15 10.3 .422
12-1725 112 17.13 10.0 .407
12-1739 65 9.94 8.6 .341
12-1754 110 13.56 10.1 .412
12-1760 71 8.47 9.5 .382
12-1778 95 13.96 9.6 .384
12-1784 84 12.85 9.2 .366
uoc fpk m(4) L vv hhO
.90 .125 .0814 75 .0468 .0228
.98 .133 .0818 70 .0538 .0256
1.03 .133 .0831 70 .0543 .0253
.94 .133 .0808 70 .0481 .0230
.84 .148 .0800 64 .0430 .0215
.81 .148 .0778 64 .0408 .0198
1.84 .346 .0617 13 .0349 .0159
1.61 .312 .0700 16 .0370 .0173
1.45 .279 .0706 20 .0339 .0159
1.69 .318 .0713 15 .0313 .0151
1.35 .268 .0682 22 .0391 .0191
1.18 .250 .0717 24 .0329 .0169
.93 .216 .0710 34 .0324 .0170
1.01 .220 .0704 31 .0345 .0174
.94 .214 .0723 34 .0330 .0186
.99 .109 .088 97 .0784 .0407
1.03 .102 .0860 97 .0706 .0352
.86 .094 .0796 107 .0509 .0250
1.82 .258 .0813 23 .0630 .0292
1 .80 .258 .0784 23.0606.0273
1.86 .250 .0781 24 .0642 .0295
1 .86 .273 . 0834 22.0598.0279
1.69 .250 .0791 24 .0544 .0249
1.11.250.0638 24.0222.0112
1.16 .211 .0765 34 .0442 .0198
1.18 .211 .0770 34 .0497 .0283
1.19 .219 .0717 31 .0429 .0196
1.04 .211 .0709 34 .0341 .0174
.98 .219 .0593 31 .0249 .0113
1.47 .211 .0887 34 .0682 .0322
1.36 .203 .0900 39 .0711 .0343
1.30.195.0872 41.068 .0326
1.31 .195 .0874 41 .0678 .0331
1.53 .242 .086 28 .0671 .0319
1.31 .188 .086 41 .0692 .0326
1.22 .195 .0857 41 .066 .0301
1.05 .195 .0786 41 .0539 .0238
1.49 .242 .0845 28 .0663 .0318
1.53 .250 .0812 24 .0570 .0276
1.20 .203 .0855 39 .0582 .0282
1.12 .195 .0809 41 .0541 .0257
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prb fdb bwb bwn vssl vss2 hssl hss2
1.05 126 65 .56 -26.5 -24.9 -25.8 -24.8
1.05 120 63 .58 -24.8 -23.1 -24.2 -23.1
1 .06 123 63 .56 - 25 .8 - 24 . 2 - 25 . 1 - 24. 1
1.04 12963 .52 -25.4 -24.0 -24.8 -23.8
1.02 11766 .59 -25.8 -24.5 -25.1 -24.2
1.09 118 62 .56 -26.4 -25.1 -26.1 -25.3
.99 98 64 .67 -31.5 -30.2 -30.7 -30.0
1.05 104 65 .64 -30.1 -28.8 -29.6 -28.8
1.01 103 64 .64 -30.0 -28.7 -29.3 -28.6
.97 116 68 .61 -30.5 -29.6 -29.9 -29.3
1.00 81 59 .79 -29.0 -27.9 -28.6 -27.9
.99 9360 .69 -28.3 -27.4 -27.7 -27.1
1.00 81 56 .77 -28.9 -27.9 -28.6 -27.9
1.01 99 59 .64 -28.3 -27.3 -27.9 -27.2
.99 81 55 .79 -27.5 -26.6 -27.2 -26.5
1.10 10258 .65 -22.2 -20.3 -21.7 -20.3
1.08 106 60 .63 -22.8 -21.2 -22.2 -21.0
1.0010564 .67 -24.6 -23.4 -23.9 -23.1
1.14 8960 .76 -25.0 -23.4 -24.5 -23.4
1.14 95 61 .69 -25.6 -24.0 -25.3 -24.2
1.11 9861 .67 -26.3 -24.8 -25.7 -24.5
1.11 95 60 .69 -25.7 -24.1 -25.1 -24.0
1.13 91 59 .72 -26.3 -24.9 -26.1 -25.1
.92 109 64 .63 -32.9 -32.3 -32.6 -32.1
1.08 106 64 .66 -26.8 -25.6 -26.5 -25.7
1.06 79 62 .97 -23.2 -21.7 -22.8 -21.6
1.09 98 62 .67 -27.2 -26.0 -27.1 -26.2
.99 97 63 .70 -28.2 -27.1 -27.6 -26.9
.99 95 69 .79 -34.8 -33.9 -34.4 -33.9
1.10 10462 1.95 -23.5 -21.8 -23.1 -21.9
1.14 10362 .68 -23.3 -21.5 -22.7 -21.4
1.14 99 61 .68 -24.1 -22.6 -23.7 -22.6
1.14 98 61 .78 -22.4 -20.9 -22.2 -21.0
1.14 100 60 .69 -23.6 -22.1 -23.4 -22.2
1.16 105 62 .65 -23.2 -21.6 -22.8 -21.6
1.16 98 62 .81 -24.1 -22.6 -23.5 -22.4
1.15 102 58 1.17 -26.1 -24.7 -25.8 -24.9
1.17 9359 .74 -23.7 -22.2 -23.4 -22.3
1.08 93 62 .96 -26.2 -24.7 -25.9 -24.8
1.09 104 61 .65 -24.1 -22.6 -23.8 -22.7
1.06 103 60 .82 -24.8 -23.3 -24.6 -23.6
APPENDIX E: Summary of SAXON Measurements and Data Catalog
The participation in the SAXON experiment of investigators from the R. M.
Parsons Laboratory in the Department of Civil Engineering at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology consisted of two separate studies concerning microwave
scattering from the sea surface. The altimeter study was designed to measure the
so-alled sea-state or electromagnetic bias at nadir incidence at Ku-band
frequency. The scatterometer study was primarily designed to investigate the
microwave signature of wave breaking. A secondary aim of the scatterometer
study was to measure the radar cross-section and modulation transfer function at
Ku-band frequency. Both of these studies were carried out in collaboration with
the Ocean Measurements Section of the US Naval Research Laboratory.
INSTRUMENTATION
The microwave instrument for the altimeter study was a 14 GHz dual-polarized
coherent scatterometer mounted 23m above the sea surface on a boom extending
7m from the upper deck railng. An infrared wave height gauge was mounted
adjacent to the microwave antennas to provide simultaneous surface elevation data
coincident with the microwave ilumination area. A video camera was also
mounted adjacent to the antennas in order to assess tower interference and the
influence of wave breaking. An array of three wire wave gauges was mounted on
a 7m boom attached to the lower catwalk and offset from the altimeter
ilumination area by approximately 5m. This array provided wave slope and high
frequency surface elevation information with which to model the electromagnetic
bias.
The microwave instrument for the scatterometer study was similar in design to
that used for the altimeter study. A video camera was mounted next to the
antennas in order to provide visual documentation of the occurrence of whitecaps.
In addition to the microwave and wave gauge measurements, a meteorological
station was established to record wind speed and direction, air and sea
temperature, and relative humidity.
DATA RECORDING
The data recording system consisted of PC computer based real-time analysis,
analog recording of unprocessed data, and VHS video recordings. These different
recording systems were all synchronized with an IRIG time code. Table E.l lists
the time periods covered by each numbered recording method listed in the key to
table E.1.
The environmental data (10-minute averages of RMS wave amplitude and
meteorological measurements) have been made available for distribution to all
SAXON participants. The attached memo describes the data in detail and daily
plots of the environmental data are given in Figures E.l through E.24.
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TO: SAXON EXPERIMENT PARTICIPANTS
FROM: Andy Jessup, MIT, (617) 253-5450
SUBJECT: ENVIRONMENTAL DATA SUMY
This document is contained in a file called README.ENV on floppy
SAXON-ENV and briefly describes the environmental data furnished by MIT.
All values are 10 minute averages. All specifications below are
those provided by the manufacturer. The data are:
1: Relative Humidity (%)
- Rotronics MP-100 Humidity probe
- Calibrated accuracy +/- 2%
- Sensor Height 39m
2: RMS Wave Amplitude (m)
- Thorn EMI Infra Red Wave Height Monitor
(range measurement device)Accuracy + / - O. 1m
Transmitter beamwidth 1 degree max
Instrument Height: 23m
Maximum freq of wave measured: 5 Hz for 50m peak to trough
RMS Definition: sqrt( var( z (t) ) )
where z (t) = surface elevation
N. B. Significant wave height ( 4 * RMS is plotted in
accompanying graphs
3: Wind Speed (m/s)
- R. M. Young Model 05305
- Instrument Height: 42m
- Specifications available upon request
4: Wind Direction (degrees true)
- same as 3
5: Air Temperature (degrees C)
- R. M. Young 1000 Ohm Platinum sensor
- Accuracy: +/- 0.5 deg C
- Response time: O. 9 min
- Instrument Height: 39m
6: Sea Temperature (degrees C)
- R. M. Young 1000 Ohm Platinum sensor
- Accuracy: +/- 0.5 deg C
- Response time: 0 . 9 min
- Instrument Depth: 1m
Environmental data were taken from 19 SEP to 14 OCT 14 1988. For each
day there is an ASCI file named for the date as follows:
saxXX - YY . env
where XX = month and YY = day.
The first line of each file contains the number of time points
in the file. The data were written with the following fortran
format statements:
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write(26, 3000) itime, jtime, ir, ws, wd, ta, ts, rh
format(2i4.4, lx, f4.2, lx, f4.1, lx, f4.0, lx, f5.1, lx, f5.1, lx, f5.0)
where:
itimej timeir
ws
wd
ta
ts
rh
XXyy, xx = month, YY = day
ZZWW, ZZ = hrs, WW = mins (local start time of 10 min average)
RMS wave amplitude
Wind speed
Wind direction
Air temperature
Sea temperature
Relative humidity
The following column labels indicate the data format, followed by
the first few iines from file sax09-19. env for illustration (NB:
column labels are NOT in files and the first line of each file
is the number of time points in the file).
DATE IRWG W.S. W. D. A.T. S .T. R.H.
mdhrmin (m) ( m/ s ) deg (degrees C) (%)
22
09191305 .07 3.9 160. 23.4 22.3 93.
09191333 .09 5.0 157. 23.7 22.4 92.
09191339 .08 5.0 158. 23.6 22.3 92.
09191735 .15 4.8 133. 23.5 22.8 91.
09191745 .15 5.2 130. 23.5 23.0 90.
09191756 .15 5.0 130. 23.4 23.1 90.
PROBLEMS:
1: Wind direction algorithm
Algorithm for computing average wind direction failed
when the wind direction crossed back and forth between
o and 360 degrees. These instances are relatively obvious
from the plots, for example on 09-22-88 between 1200 and 1400.
2: Blocks of 'bad' wind speed and/or wind direction
Wind speed 09-24-88 Q 0702 through 09-24-88 Q 1224
09-24-88 Q 1900 through 09-25-88 Q 1106
09-26-88 Q 0635 through 09-26-88 Q 0822
These value have been set to 99.9 in thedata files and are plotted as o. in the plots.
These data are 'bad' because of a formatting
error in the output. From this knowledge,
we can say that the actual wind speed was
greater that 10 mIse
Wind direction: 09-23-88 Q 0758 through 09-25-88 Q 0835
09-26-88 Q 2157 through 09-27-88 Q 0913
These values have been set to 999. in the
data files and are plotted as O. in the plots.
There is no information on what the values
should be.
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3: Relative Humidity
Water was found in the terminal box at the probe when the
it was disassembled. This may explain the fact that the
relative humidity reading was found to vary by 6 to 8 per cent at
any given time. The average value may be correct, but these
should be checked against other measurements such as NOAA.
If there are any problems or questions you have about the data,
please call me at the number above.
KEY TO TABLE E.l
1. Real-time, 10-minute averages of environmental and altimeter quantities:
- wind speed
- wind direction
- air temperature
- sea tellperature
- relative humidity
- RMS wave amplitude
- altimeter radar cross-section
- EM bias
2. Real-time computation (time step 0.25 s) for altimeter and scatterometer:
- radar cross-section
- estimate of first moment of doppler spectrum
- estimate of second moment of doppler spectrum
3. Analog tape recording of (bandwidth 625 Hz):
- Altimeter: VV and HH polarization
- Scatterometer: VV and HH polarization
- Infrared and wire wave gauges
- Meteorological data
4. VHS video recording of scatterometer ilumination area
5. VHS video recording of altimeter ilumination area
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TABLE E. 1 MIT MEASUREMENT PERIODS FOR SAXON EXPERIMENT
hourEDST/date I 0919 0920 I 0921 0922 0923 I 0924 I 0925
0000 1 1 10100 1 1 10200 1 1 10300 1 1 10400 1 1 10500 1 1 10600 1 1 10700 1 3 1 1 10800 1 345 1 34 1 1 340900 345 1 345 1 34 1 34 1 341000 3 345 1 345 1 3 1 34 1 31100 3 3 1 345 1 3 1 3 1 31200 345 3 1 345 1 1 3 11300 345 /\ 1 34 1 3 1 1 341400 1 1 3 1 345 1 341500 1 1 3 1 345 1 31600 1 3 1 3 1 31700 1 345 1 3 1 1 3 11800 1 345 1 3 1 34 1 1 31900 1 3 1 3 1 34 1 1 32000 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 32100 1 1 3 1 3 1 32200 1 1 1 3 12300 1 1 1 3 12400 1 1 1 1
hourEDST/date I 0926 I 0927 I 0928 I 0929 I 0930 1001 I 1002
0000 1 1 1 12 1 10100 1 1 1 12 1 10200 1 1 1 12 1 10300 1 1 1 12 1 10400 1 1 1 12 1 10500 1 1 1 12 1 10600 1 1 1 12 1 10700 1 1 1 12 1 10800 1 1 1 2 10900 1 34 1 34 1 34 2 11000 1 34 1 34 1 34 2 1 34 123451100 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 2 1 34 123451200 1 3 1 3 1 1 2 1 3 1231300 1 1 1 2 1 3 1231400 1 1 1 2 1 123451500 1 3 1 1 12345 1 123451600 1 3 1 1 12345 1 1231700 1 3 1 1 1 123 1 1231800 1 3 1 1 123 1 121900 1 1 1 12 1 122000 1 3 1 1 12 1 122100 1 3 1 1 1 12 1 1232200 1 3 1 1 12 1 1 3 1232300 1 3 1 1 12 1 1 3 1232400 1 1 1 12 1 1 3 123
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TABLE E. 1 MIT MEASUREMENT PERIODS FOR SAXON EXPERIMENT (contd.)
hoUrEDST/date I 1003 I 1004 I 1005 I 1006 I 1007 I 1008 I 1009
0000 12 12 12 12 12 1 3 12
0100 12 12 1 12 12 1 3 12
0200 12 12 1 12 12 1 12
0300 12 12 1 12 12 1 12
0400 12 12 1 12 12 12 12
0500 12 12 1 12 12 12 12
0600 12 12 1 12 12 12 12
0700 12 1234 1 3 123 1234 12 12
0800 1234 1 3 1234 1234 12 4 12
0900 1234 1234 1234 123 12 4 12345
1000 1 1234 1234 123 123 1234 12345
1100 12345 12 12 4 1234 12 1234 123
1200 12345 12345 12 4 12 4 12 123 123
1300 123 12345 1234 1 12 123 12
1400 123 123 123 1 12 4 12 12
1500 123 123 1234 1234 12 1
1600 123 123 1234 1234 1234 12345 123
1700 123 1234 12 12 123 12345 123
1800 123 123 12 23 123 123 123
1900 123 123 12 23 123 123 123
2000 123 12 123 12 12 12 12
2100 123 123 123 12 12 123 12
2200 123 123 123 12 123 123 12
2300 123 123 123 12 123 123 12
2400 123 123 12 12 123 123 12
hourEDST/date I 1011 I 1012 I 1013 I 1014 r-
0000 123 12 1
0100 123 12 1
0200 123 12 1
0300 123 12 1
0400 12 12 1
0500 12 12 1
0600 12 12 1
0700 1234 1234 1 34
0800 1234 1234 1234 1 34
0900 123 1234 1234 1 3
1000 12345 1234 1234 1 3
1100 123 5 12 4 12 4 1
1200 12 12 4 12 4 1
1300 1 4 12 4 1234 1
1400 1 4 1234 1234 1
1500 1 1234 1234 1
1600 1 1234 1234 1
1700 1 1234 12 4 1
1800 1 12 12 4 1
1900 1 12 12 1
2000 1 12 1 1
2100 1 2 1 1
2200 1 12 1 1
2300 12 12 1 1
2400 12 12 1 1
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FIGURE E. 1: SAX~N ENVIR~MENTAL DATA 09-19-88
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FIGUREE. 2: SAXON ENVIROMENTAL DATA 09-22-88o(0 15
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FIGURE E. 3: SAXON ENVIROMENTAL DATA 09-23-88
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FIGURE E. ij: SAXON ENV I ROM ENTAL DATA 09-2ij-88
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FIGURE E. 5: SAXON ENVIROMENTAL DATA 09-25-88
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FIGURE E. 6: SAXON ENVIROMENTAL DATA 09-26-88
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FIGURE E. 7: SAX~N ENVIR~MENTAL DATA 09-27-88
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FIGURE E. 8: SAXON ENVIAOMENTAL DATA 09-28-88
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FIGURE E.I0: SAXON ENVIROMENTAL DATA 09-30-88
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FIGURE E. 1 i: SAXON ENV I ROMENTAL DATA 10-01-88
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FIGURE E. 12: SAX~N ENVIR~MENTAL DATA 10-02-88
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APPENDIX F: Computer Programs
This appendix contains the following Fortran computer programs and associated
input fies:
rtradJor: real-time data acquisition and processing program (see
Chapter 3)
rtrad.in: input fie for programJor
sxbreak2Jor: Program to compute statistics of microwave variables
associated with individual waves passing the ilumination area
as defined by zero-crossings in the mean Doppler frequency
record (see Chapter 4) Uses output of real-time data
acquisition and processing program rtrad.for above.
sxbreak2.in: Input fie for program sxbreak2Jor
sxbchar3Jor: Program to detect events using detection schemes number 1
through 3 (see Chapter 4). Program sxbchar4 to detect
events using scheme number 4 is essentially the same except
for conditional statements of eliminate events based on
threshold values. Partial output of these detection programs
are given in Appendix D.
sxbchar3.in: Input fie for sxbchar3
calustJor: Program to compute estimates of friction velocity u* using
bulk aerodynamic formulation (see Appendix B).
calust.n Input fie for program calustJor
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